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Critical Preface
Project Scope:
The 2007-2008 academic year was my first as an English teacher. Even though I had an
undergraduate degree in English, I had zero training as a teacher, and honestly, I had no business
being in the classroom. That first year, among the many things I had to do was, of course, teach
research writing to seniors. Though I was good at it on my own, I had never taught it. As I tried
to reinvent the wheel, I researched some topics that I could develop as examples.
Looking for inspiration, I thought of a song from one of my favorite bands, Rage Against
the Machine, a song called “Renegades of Funk,” in which they go through a history of sorts of
various renegade figures: “Like Chief Sitting Bull, Tom Payne / Dr. Martin Luthor King,
Malcolm X / They were renegades of their time and age / The mighty renegades” (Bambaataa et
al. lines 12-15). I thought that’d be interesting enough, so I started with the first name, and that’s
how I meandered onto the story of Sitting Bull.
Before then, I knew nothing about the man. I learned nothing about him in all my years in
public school or in college history classes. I don’t even know how I was aware of his name.
However, just reading a brief outline of his life was enough to stir the fury inside me. Why didn’t
I know his story? Why didn’t anyone know? It was one of those things that I immediately knew:
I had to tell it, and I had to do it in a way that could reach the widest audience. For me, that
meant writing a screenplay.
I dove into the research, but the more I got into it, the more I became overwhelmed by the
size and scope of the history. Moreover, I was trying to learn not just the fundamentals of
screenwriting but also basic storytelling. I was new to creative writing then, but I thought I had
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the determination and the patience to see the story through. I knew very little about
screenwriting, but I thought my passion for stories and movies would sustain me.
I tried writing a narrative scene and went as far as I could (not very far) with the limited
knowledge I had. I could see that there was something there, but I just didn’t have the skills at
the time to see it through. So I put it on the back-back burner for several years. During that time,
I would do casual research. I also worked on my storytelling craft. One year to the next I made
gains in my abilities and my knowledge of Sitting Bull’s life, but I still had a mountain to climb.
Thus things went.
Every now again I would learn something new and try writing a scene. Then I had the
opportunity to work with a small group of writer friends to workshop some pieces; of course, I
presented one scene. I was the only unpublished one among them, but they inspired me to keep
moving, so I kept doing research, as much as I could while being a teacher, which is,
unfortunately, not much, and every now and again, I would try writing something new.
In 2015 I applied and was accepted to UTEP’s MFA Creative Writing program. I hoped
that I would have the opportunity to work on the story.
In the summer of 2016, I took Advanced Screenwriting with Professor Lex Williford.
Our task was to get as close as we could to writing a feature length script on a topic of our
choice. Naturally, I knew what to do, and fortunately, Professor Williford endorsed my initial
pitch.
I dove into the story and the work, restarting from scratch. I produced about fifty-five
pages of new materials by the end of the course. It was taking shape, but it was rough and far
from anywhere.
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About a year later, I contacted Professor Williford and pitched him the full length for my
Thesis project. Again, he endorsed it, and in the Fall of 2017, I started a new draft, which is also
when I became a full-time, tenure-track English Professor at El Paso Community College.
I wrote, did research, and wrote some more. I had a couple of major obstacles in that I
had a couple of periods of major writer’s block. The parts that gave me trouble were either gaps
in my knowledge of the history or problems with the structuring and chronology of the story.
There are so many pivotal events in Sitting Bull’s life that I had to choose which ones I would
focus on. I also had to fill narrative gaps with creative license, which was scary for me because I
tried to remain true to the history. By the end of the semester, I had produced a little more than
fifty pages.
Over the winter break, with time off from work, and with no major sticky points, I was
able to forge another thirty-five. Except for two scenes, all the material was new from the
summer of 2016, and the scenes I kept, I completely reworked.
Over the Spring 2018 semester, I felt the time pressure growing every day. I wrote about
forty pages in the first half of the semester. When I hit spring break, I put the work into high
gear, writing another thirty-five pages or so (giving me about 125 pages). Ironically, this is
where I began to worry. Even though I was hitting the higher end of the standard length for
screenplays, I knew I was far from telling the story I wanted. At one of our conferences,
Professor Williford suggested that I not worry about the length and just tell the story that I
wanted to.
After spring break, that’s exactly what I did, determined to finish.
But I hit a couple other road blocks.
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One was the Battle of the Little Bighorn, known famously as Custer’s Last Stand. The
logistics of the battle is more than intimidating. Historians make careers out of such battles. I
wanted to stay true to the actual history, but I couldn’t get bogged down with the entire story of
the battle.
Finally, I traversed that mindfield, and I faced the next one, and the next, and the next. I
pushed through it, until I found myself finished at page 205.

Poetics & Assessment
Even though screenwriting is a specific and technical form of writing, the poetics was
still a major consideration in the development of the story. In our first few conferences in the fall
of 2017, Professor Williford and I tried to identify some element that we could use as a running
thread through the story, something that would drive the project while simultaneously being
something that would set it apart from other stories and films of Native Americans.
Early in the story, where a young Sitting Bull listens to his tribe’s warriors’ stories from a
recent raid, his imagination takes control of the point of view and embellishes the details of the
stories he hears. A warrior recounts the story one way, but young Sitting Bull interprets and
imagines it in another. Professor Williford noted how close we were to magical realism, the
merging of objective, observable reality with surrealist elements. And there, we found our
thread.
It was an easy thread to work with. Native American religions are closely linked with
nature, and they often saw the divine in the physical world. Utley writes:
Lokatas did not compartmentalize religion, and had no word for it. Rather, they cherished
a rich body of beliefs and rituals that functioned in all realms of life at all times… [and]
4

Sitting Bull understood the natural phenomena that gave rise to them… Every creature,
especially the buffalo and the eagle; every tree, plant, bush, and blade of grass; the
streams an lakes, even the rocks and the very soil itself; the sky and all its contents of
sun, moon, stars, clouds, and the winds from the four directions—the form, cycle, and
habits of all were studied and observed in infinite detail. (27)
In interviews later in life, Sitting Bull frequently recounted stories about how he interacted and
conversed with animals in ways that would be alien to us; he recounted his many visions as a
holy man, visions that often stemmed from elements in nature that produced signs of the future.
Some of these events are so fantastical and clearly imaginative that they could not have
taken place, such as Sitting Bull’s story of studying the world while in the womb: “I was still in
my mother’s insides when I began to study all about my people. God…gave me the power to see
out of the womb. I studied there, in the womb, about many things” (Utley 27). Other stories, such
as prophetic visions, like his most famous one prior to the Battle of the Little Bighorn, are more
probable, even if they may have been induced by combinations of extreme hunger, thirst, and
fatigue, much like the episodes resulting from visiting a sweat lodge; other visions could have
simply been induced by smoking various plants, such as often occurred during peace-pipe
ceremonies.
Nevertheless, we had found our thread, magical realism, one pertinent to the story while
also being unique to the genre.
As Sitting Bull came of age, and in his later years grew into a holy man, he provided
many opportunities for me to incorporate magical realism. Although the scene that first uses it
shows Sitting Bull embellishing the details of the warriors’ raiding stories in his imagination and
although it explicitly makes a clear distinction between reality and fantasy, it lays the
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groundwork for the inclusion of magical realism in subsequent scenes, establishing what Henry
James popularized in his “The Art of Fiction” (1884), the donneé of a story, its premise.
We must grant the artist his subject, his idea, what the French call his donnée… This
sense of the story being the idea, the starting-point, of the novel is the only one that I see
in which it can be spoken of as something different from its organic whole; and since, in
proportion as the work is successful, the idea permeates and penetrates it, informs and
animates it, so that every word and every punctuation-point contribute directly to the
expression, in that proportion do we lose our sense of the story being a blade which may
be drawn more or less out of its sheath. The story and the novel, the idea and the form,
are the needle and thread, and I never heard of a guild of tailors who recommended the
use of the thread without the needle or the needle without the thread.
This interpretation and presentation of the Native American spiritual and religious perspective
elevated the story in a way that even surprised me. Without the magical realism, the story could
have easily been thrown into the camp of a typical historical film, but with magical realism, it
defies the conventional genres.
While the element of magical realism was serendipitous and inspiring, it also posed its
own challenges. First and foremost, it was difficult to craft scenes where the melding of reality
and surrealism would be logical to the narrative. These scenes are ultimately designed to show
something significant in the character of Sitting Bull, such as in his personal growth, or in the
story’s plot, such as foreshadowing. What might be the flagship of the magical realism scenes in
the story is an encounter Sitting Bull has with a Thunderbird, a large, mythical creature sacred to
the Lakota. The scene contributes to Sitting Bull’s growth as a character, but it also demonstrates
his culture’s belief in such events. It’s well documented that many Lakota believed they
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experienced such events; perhaps they did or did not. Perhaps they simply imagined they
experienced the events, another recurring device in literature—what is happening versus what we
think is happening. In Rowling’s The Deathly Hallows, for example, after Harry’s near execution
by Voldemort, he slips into unconsciousness and has an encounter with the now-dead
Dumbledore at a heavenly version of King’s Cross Station. Harry asks, “Is this real? Or has this
been happening inside my head?” Walking away as he answers, Dumbledore says, “Of course it
is happening inside your head, Harry, but why on earth should that mean that it is not real?”
(723).
As I found the element of magical realism to be serendipitous, I’ve also come to find that
writing this story, and writing stories in general, is full of serendipity. When I started on this path
of telling Sitting Bull’s story, I had no idea about most of the other figures or historical events
that also exist in his universe. The serendipity in this case was largely in the research, finding the
threads to help paint Sitting Bull’s portrait. Take Gall and Bloody Knife, for example, and the
important roles each would play in his life. There’s a fundamental emotional layer that their
stories add to Sitting Bull’s, and his story wouldn’t be the same without it.
When I started the final draft of this script, the draft that became the thesis, I made a short
outline of the scenes I knew I needed to write, but the serendipity led me to other scenes. At the
beginning of the process, I worried about meeting the minimum standard page length. When I
was wrapping it up, I was worried about not doubling it. During my time in the Creative Writing
MFA program, I’ve seen how the serendipity of the entire process leads us to have a final
product that is much better than what we originally imagined. In creative writing, as far as my
experience has been these past three years, no amount of planning or contriving can surpass the
momentary serendipity that somehow funnels otherworldly imaginings to transform our meager
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stories into extraordinary works of literature. We can calculate and premeditate all we want, but
sometimes, we are simply the conduits. One end is the page, and the other end is anybody’s
guess.

Framework: Historical Tradition in Film: Whites and Native Americans
As far as I can see in my research, only two films deal with Sitting Bull as the primary
subject: Sitting Bull (Salkow 1954) and Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee (Simoneau 2007). The
former, starring J. Carrol Naish in the title role, is a fictionalized story that focuses on the Battle
of the Little Bighorn as its climactic event, and the latter, starring August Schellenberg as Sitting
Bull, is a story that opens with the same battle and deals with its aftermath. In 2017, Sitting Bull
was a character in Woman Walks Ahead, staring Jessica Chastain, about Catherine Weldon, a
woman who sought out and befriended Sitting Bull to paint his portrait. This last film may be
considered more of Catherine Weldon’s memoir, with Sitting Bull in a principal, albeit
supporting, role. None of these films, though, look at Sitting Bull’s extraordinary life from
childhood to death.
However, plenty of films do tell the story of people who opposed Sitting Bull and the
plains Indians, people such as George Armstrong Custer. Movies like They Died with Their
Boots On (Walsh 1941) and Custer of the West (Siodmak 1967) fictionalize, romanticize, and
dramatize whites’ affect on the lives of the native Americans and are also rife with historical
inaccuracies, ironic because the true history is more dramatic and entertaining.
In the nineties, numerous films treated native Americans and white involvement in more
realistic light, such as Dances with Wolves (Costner 1990), The Last of the Mohicans (Mann
1992), and Geronimo: An American Legend (Hall 1993). More recently, Hostiles (Cooper 2017),
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starring Christian Bale and Rosamund Pike, has Bale as an Army Captain of the Cavalry who
escorts a Cheyenne chief (Wes Studi) and his family through dangerous territory. However, all of
these films put the spotlight on at least one white man and glorify him in his role. There has still
not yet been a film about only the native American perspective during the tumultuous times of
white expansion throughout the continent. It’s true that there were several white “friends” of
native Americans, but the vast majority of whites were enemies. For example, although I cannot
find the source, I remember seeing a documentary show on the History Channel once that
explored some of U.S. history from the native American perspective. One man, a native
American himself, said that President Andrew Jackson, who helped spearhead the Trail of Tears,
the forced relocation of the Native Americans, was like Hitler to them, and that’s a side of the
history we just don’t see in film.
All these films also document the Anglo-egocentrism of their times. Usually, a white man
must come to the aid of an Indian tribe, the white men as knights in shining armor and the
Indians as the damsels in distress, and we see that parallel across genres and cultures in
American narrative cinema. For example, Matt Damon’s The Great Wall (Yimou 2016) follows
a similar premise. Even Iñárritu’s The Revenant (2015) dips a toe into the pool of cliché, with
Dicaprio’s character’s not coming to the rescue of the Indians or glorifying whites (quite the
contrary, admittedly) but a white man who lived among them (his widow an Indian woman, his
son, technically biracial and bicultural), definitely following in the footsteps of Dances with
Wolves and The Last of the Mohicans. Though it’s in the fantasy genre, James Cameron’s Avatar
(2009) also follows this pattern.
It’s also interesting to note that American cinema, when it does focus on or include native
Americans, it does so almost always and exclusively during the postbellum years, almost
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completely ignoring the native American experience in today’s culture, ignoring the almost 130
years since Sitting Bull’s death. The three most recent examples of contemporary (or near
contemporary) native American issues in film are Thunderheart (Apted 1992), which has a white
FBI agent (Val Kilmer), who happens to have native American blood, investigating a murder on
a reservation. The second is Smoke Signals (Eyre 1998), written by Sherman Alexie, something
of a coming-of-age story about a couple of friends (Adam Beach and Evan Adams) who
reconcile their true feelings about their fathers. The last is Windtalkers (Woo 2002), starring
Nicolas Cage, in which white marines protect Navajo, code-talking, marines during World War
II. Both Thunderheart and Windtalkers use the “white guy saves the day” trope again. Despite
these attempts, there have been several notable native American figures in the twentieth century
who have been utterly ignored by popular culture and American cinema, such as Jim Thorpe, a
football player and the first native American to win an Olympic gold medal. It’s clear that
Hollywood has no real interest in the native American perspective and only uses native
Americans as instruments and vehicles for the deification of white men, both fictional and
historical. Although American cinema is currently undergoing a diversity renaissance, white
hegemony has always been the status quo.
Thus, what we have yet to see is a film about native Americans, their lives, and their
stories from their perspectives. It’s as though Hollywood has thought that we needed a white
man to be the intermediary in such a story. Therefore, in telling Sitting Bull’s story, I was
painfully aware of the portrayal of Native Americans in film, and I was determined not to follow
that path. My goal, then, was to paint a portrait of Sitting Bull and the people around him,
making them realistic, showing their faults, their warts, and their scars, but also showing those of
the whites, and although a few key characters in the story are white, they are not principal
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characters. They remain on stage only so long as they need to, and then they depart, often never
to return again. As in the history, no white characters have recurring roles more than a couple of
years.

Framework: Historical Tradition in Film: Magical Realism
Magical realism, the blending of fantasy and reality, began in Latin America and reached
its height by the end of the first half of the twentieth century. Many Latin American books and
stories use it as its donneé, such as Allende’s The House of the Spirits (1982) and Esquivel’s Like
Water for Chocolate, both made into films, 1993 and 1992 respectively. The contemporary
director who probably uses magical realism most is Guillermo del Toro, whose Pan’s Labyrinth
(2006) and The Shape of Water (2017) are both critically acclaimed and commercial successes.
Coco (Unkrich 2017), also a huge commercial and critical success, is at the end of an established
line of Latin American films (or Latin American-based, in this case) but is really the first Latin
American-based to be animated.
Outside of the Latin American camp, the mainstream films that touch on magical realism
are mostly animated films, if what they do classifies as such, like Moana (Clements and Musker
2016) and the ever popular Frozen (Buck and Lee 2013). The fact that there are not very many
live-action films, outside Latin American ones, with magical realism is another testament to the
ego-centrism that we face as a culture. After all, producers produce what consumers consume,
and American audiences flock to animated films and not to live-action magical realist ones,
which shows that maybe we are more open to stories outside of our cultural norms when
presented to us in cartoon form. They are, perhaps, less threatening to and influential on our own
identities. What the popularity of Coco and Moana, with non-European characters, cultures, and
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mythos, demonstrate is that a genuine appetite exists to receive these non-European stories, but
their live-action equivalents must be done to the creative standards of del Toro’s Pan’s Labyrinth
and The Shape of Water before audiences continue to see them en masse. Even though it’s a
different genre, the popularity and commercial success of Black Panther (Coogler 2018), which
is currently the third highest grossing film of all time, with white actors making a very small
minority of the cast, shows that the appetite for such stories is larger than everybody thought.
Given Utley’s earlier description, of how native American religion and spirituality
permeate all things, especially in nature, it’s a wonder there haven’t been any serious attempts to
combine magical realism with native American subject matter in film. The only examples I can
find seem to be Mortal Kombat: Annihilation (Leonetti 1997), where a native American
character, Nightwolf, has the ability to morph from human to wolf form spontaneously, and the
Twilight series, where basically the same thing occurs. In Mortal Kombat, the one scene where
this happens is almost an afterthought to the plot and has nothing to do with the spiritual impetus
behind the ability and obviously exists for the spectacle. The Twilight series, on the other hand,
does a fair job of connecting this power to magic in the bloodline of those who can morph into
their wolf forms. One explanation comes from a tribal story, in the novel Eclipse.
‘The Quileutes have been a small people from the beginning,’ Billy said. ‘And we are a
small people still, but we have never disappeared. This is because there has always been
magic in our blood. It wasn’t always the magic of shape-shifting – that came later. First,
we were spirit warriors.’ (Meyer 244)
However, it’s important to remember that the native Americans and their “spirit” powers in the
Twilight series exist, in effect, to protect the main character, Bella Swan (Kristen Stewart), a
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young white woman, furthering reinforcing the stranglehold that white hegemony has on
audiences and Hollywood alike.
The lack of combining the native American perspective with magical realism is yet more
evidence of our cultural ego-centrism. Filmmakers can’t seem to see things through the eyes of
the actual people experiencing an event. We only see them through “our” eyes, that is, from the
Anglo perspective, both today and in the past. The historical trend in film has been that native
Americans existed as conflicts (enemies to be defeated) or new friends in need of help, with zero
attention, apart from the Twilight series, to the immense spirituality of the culture. This omission,
above all else, shows our culture’s continued willful and deliberate ignorance to the native
American experience in American cinema.

Framework: Challenges
No story is without its challenges. Historical stories in particular, I believe, are more
challenging because of the attention one must place on recreating the world of the past.
Considering that the plains Indians of the 1800s were largely nomadic, didn’t have a written
language, and deliberately tried to keep their distance from whites, it’s a wonder we have any
information on the first half of Sitting Bull’s life. Most of what’s written about him came after
his rise as chief of his tribe, but even if that’s the principal story, we all know that there’s a
prequel to it. He, like all of us, came of age, and just like our experiences during those
formidable years shaped us, he too must have had similar experiences.
One of the main problems is that in Sitting Bull’s time among native Americans, just the
oral tradition existed, particularly during his youth (1840s). No written language documented
their lives (beyond pictograms). Even though we have some terrific scholarship on native
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American history, the best contemporaneous documents come from newspapers, interviews, and
other writings from whites, indirect sources in that native Americans weren’t active participants.
Another problem with historical accounts is that many stories and speeches were communicated
through interpreters, whose command of English cannot be known. All of this posed major
problems for research and in determining the veracity of events.
Fortunately, historian Robert M. Utley, just about answered all the open questions on
Sitting Bull’s life in his biography Lance and the Shield: The Life and Times of Sitting Bull
(1993). Also, Earnie LaPoint, great-grandson of Sitting Bull, wrote many of the oral stories into
his book Sitting Bull: His Life and Legacy. These were the two principal sources I relied on
most, but only the parts that corroborated each other. Utley did the hard work by pouring over all
the original historical documents he could. However useful these sources are, they are simply
expositional accounts. Sitting Bull’s story is inherently dramatic, but my task was to “translate”
the exposition into historically accurate dramatic narrative.
Furthermore, although the story is Sitting Bull’s, it’s also impossible to look at his life
without some of the other major players of his day, such as his father, Returns Again/Jumping
Bull, his uncle Four Horns, and his wives and children; other chiefs, like Gall and Crazy Horse;
and secondary and periphery players, though no less important and influential, such as his
nephews One Bull and White Bull, as well as rival No Neck and his fierce enemy Bloody Knife.
Fortunately, I found a source about Bloody Knife, Joseph Henry Taylor’s Bloody Knife and Gall
(1930) that wasn’t quite contemporaneous but near enough to the events that contemporaneous
knowledge of his life would have still been living. My research also led me to Robert Larson’s
Gall: Lakota War Chief (2009), which Robert M. Utley endorses on the back cover of Larson’s
book as “an important and readable contribution to history.” Gall, of course, was like a brother to
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Sitting Bull, became a chief in his own right, and in many ways, was responsible for unwittingly
and indirectly starting the events that helped bring Custer and the 7th Cavalry to the Lakota.
Outside of the well-known figures, the secondary ones are mentioned briefly and
sometimes in passing in the scholarship on Sitting Bull. Even Crazy Horse, as renowned as he is,
is hard to understand beyond the wide paint strokes that most scholars know. (He was well
known for not liking, not wanting, and avoiding having his photo taken.) In trying to paint a
portrait of Sitting Bull and his life, I also tried to paint those of the people around him, a difficult
task to try to flesh out a person whose life is relegated to a passing sentence. At those points, I
really had to consider the culture and the times they were living in.
Another challenge I faced with this story is the length of the current manuscript. The
industry standard length for a feature film script is 90-120 pages. I have more than double the
minimum. At more than 200 pages, the screenplay most likely wouldn’t be read by anyone. If
each page equals a minute of screen time, I’d have a film of almost three and a half hours, which
would test the most avid film viewers, even if they were watching the perfect film.
Therefore, my future goal is to break the current manuscript into parts. Given the length,
the most logical step is to expand some of the parts of the story that I feel are underdeveloped
and try to end up with a trilogy. The main parts I feel are underdeveloped are Sitting Bull’s
relationships with his own family members. He lost one wife to disease, another to divorce, and
then he gained two simultaneously. He also had several children, some of whom died very
young. One inherent problem with these subplots is that the story is already so long and so
emotional that if I had focused on some of these events, it would have drawn out the 200-page
manuscript to even more unreasonable number, but if I separate the script into three parts, I will
have more that enough time to develop those familial relationships and show how they most
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likely affected Sitting Bull’s personality. The second inherent problem with developing these
relationships is that very little evidence exists about any of Sitting Bull’s relationships. I have not
found nor read anything tangible or helpful about who his wives were as people. Therefore,
whatever I’d write about them, it would be pure speculation and conjecture, pure fiction.

Future of the Project
It’s important for me to note, as much work as I have put into this project, I realize,
whatever the true final product may be, that this really is an early draft of this story. There is
plenty of more research, plenty of more tightening of the narrative, plenty of more development
in character-building and familial relationships that need to be done. Above all, I realize and
recognize that I need to go to Lakota country, visit some of these places and hopefully speak to
some descendants of Sitting Bull and get their input or at least some members of Sioux
leadership; that is, of course, if they would even want this story told.

Final Thoughts
Though Sitting Bull earned his name as a teen, it was truly an apt name for him
throughout his life. What is more stubborn than a literal sitting bull? What is more difficult to
move? Sitting Bull, the man, stuck to his beliefs to the very end, despite unthinkable hardships
and suffering at times, and the things he did concede, he never did so easily, quickly, or without
fighting, all the more admirable in the face of how easy his life would have been had he simply
fallen in line.
In studying his life and trying to recreate his story, I often had to be just as stubborn. I
had to make sacrifices and overcome obstacles, and nothing about any part of this process was
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easy, quick, or won without a fight, but if I learned anything from this journey, it’s that we can
make things happen; we just have to be as stubborn in our ideals and goals as a sitting bull.
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The Sitting Bull
by
Joseph Crisafulli

1

FADE IN:
INT. STANDING ROCK RESERVATION, SOUTH DAKOTA, LOG CABIN NIGHT
A fire burns in the fireplace, illuminating the log cabin's
dark interior in an orange glow.
Three wooden beds each line a different wall, and another
lies in the middle of the one-room, 20 by 20-foot cabin.
Each one holds several sleeping occupants, including
CROWFOOT, 14, MANY HORSES, 27, with an INFANT, and STANDING
HOLY, 13.
SITTING BULL, 59, emaciated, long black hair with two tails
over his shoulders, lies on the edge of the middle bed, two
women next to him, FOUR ROBES, 46, and SEEN BY THE NATION,
53.
He awakes, face lit by the fire and his eyes jolting open.
He sits up and turns his gaze towards the fireplace. He
stares at it, unmoving, almost unbreathing.
After a moment, tears well up in his eyes.
He blinks and comes back to himself. His chin drops to his
chest.
EXT. STANDING ROCK INDIAN RESERVATION, SOUTH DAKOTA - DAWN.
December 1890. A purple sky turns to orange as the sun
cracks the horizon. More than forty reservation police
officers, all Sioux, tip-toe towards Sitting Bull's log
cabin, smoke billowing out of its chimney.
They surround the cabin, half of them drawing guns.
Lieutenant BULL HEAD, 30, a tiny man with long black hair,
steps to the front door. He looks to the men closest to
him, including RED TOMAHAWK, 40, tall, with short black
hair. They all nod.
Bull Head POUNDS on the door a few times and then KICKS it
open.
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A SIOUX WOMAN, 25, dressed in rags, CREAKS open the front
door of her nearby cabin and peers at the reservation police.
She watches as Bull Head, Red Tomahawk, and several others
enter the first cabin. She sneaks out of her cabin and heads
to others.

INT. LOG CABIN - CONTINUOUS
SITTING BULL sits up in bed. Next to him,
SEEN-WITH-HER-NATION, 53, awakes. In another bed, FOUR
ROBES, 46, sits up, while two young girls, 8 and 10, hide
beneath the blankets in another bed.
CROW FOOT, 14, jumps out of another bed.
BULL HEAD
(in Lakota Sioux)
Tatanka Iyotake. Get up. You're
under arrest.
Sitting Bull frowns at the men.
For what?
SITTING BULL
BULL HEAD
The agent will talk with you about
that. But we will take you with
peace...
He points his pistol at Sitting Bull.
BULL HEAD (CONT'D)
Or with force.
Sitting Bull glances at his family.
SITTING BULL
I must dress.
Bull Head takes a breath.
BULL HEAD
Hurry up.
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EXT. LOG CABIN - MINUTES LATER
Other Sioux Indians gather nearby and more come.
CROWFOOT exits the cabin, his shoulders covered with a
blanket and runs out of sight.
Bull Head and Red Tomahawk exit the cabin, Sitting Bull
behind, with other police leading him, their grips high up
on each arm.
BULL HEAD
If you shout or call for help, we'll
shoot you.
Sitting Bull limps as the police pull him along.
SITTING BULL
Slow down. I cannot walk like you
young men.
The on-lookers come closer. Sitting Bull's family come
outside.
FOUR ROBES
What are you doing to our husband?
SEEN-WITH-HER-NATION
That's how you treat our leader?
SITTING BULL
Why are you arresting me?
The reservation police form a blockade around Sitting Bull.
Young Sioux men close in on the police on all sides.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Where are you taking me?
Another Sioux, CATCH-THE-BEAR, 35, also with a blanket over
his shoulders, gives a rifle to Crowfoot.
The crowd JEERS at the police.
OLD MAN
What's his crime?
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Someone throws mud at the Indian police.
OLD WOMAN
Where are you taking him?
SIOUX WOMAN
You police are cowards!
The police point their pistols at the crowd, but the people
stand their ground.
The police stop the march. Some officers lead a horse over.
Bull Head SPEAKS so that all can hear.
BULL HEAD
Get on the horse, Tatanka Iyotake.
After you see the agent, you can
come back to your house.
SITTING BULL
You know I can't mount. Even if I
were strong, I wouldn't.
Bull Head motions to other police, who grab Sitting Bull
and pull him toward the horse.
The crowd erupts in YELLING. They sling mud, rocks, and
debris at the police.
From one side of the crowd, Catch-the-Bear drops his
blanket, shoulders the rifle he was hiding and takes aim.
From another side, Crowfoot does the same.
A shot RINGS out.
EXT. GRAND RIVER VALLEY, SOUTH DAKOTA, SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Spring, 1840. Pockets of dense forests line the Grand River
and bloom with heavy greens. Beyond the forests lie sweeping
green hills as far as the eye can see. A camp of Hunkpapa
Sioux buzzes with activity.
The sun shines on scores of tipis. Children run around,
YELLING and SCREAMING, pretending to shoot arrows at each
other, followed by BARKING dogs.
Women clean and SCRUB buffalo hides; others cook on fires,
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stirring steaming black pots. Horses stand tethered and
graze.
Some men sit and smoke pipes in small groups while others
mend bows, arrows, hatches, and clean knives and pistols.
One man, ARROW MAKER, 60, his long silver hair giving way
to white, sits crossed-legged, polishing some fine arrows,
a dozen of them arranged in a line on the ground before
him.
One woman, HER-HOLY-DOOR, 32, looks up from scrubbing a
buffalo hide. Her gaze rests on a man and a boy.
That man, RETURNS-AGAIN, 40, stands in front of the boy,
HUNKESNI, 10, mounted on a pony, a child's bow and arrow in
hand. A buffalo hide quiver, decorated with beads and
feathers, hangs on his back, holding a half dozen arrows.
RETURNS-AGAIN
Remember, this time, don't shoot
when in line with the target.
That's too late. Shoot it before.
Have the arrow hit the target just
as your horse crosses it.
Hunkesni glances behind him, then at the target, and nods.
Returns-Again SLAPS the pony's rear, and it TROTS off,
bouncing Hunkesni all the way. After 30 yards, with one
hand, he turns the pony around. He adjusts the arrow in the
bow and steadies himself. Then he gives the pony a heel, and
the young horse runs.
Returns-Again steps back, out of the pony's path.
Both hands on his weapon, Hunkesni unslings the arrow from
the bow, and it SWOOSHES through the air. It hits one
corner of the target, a small patch of buffalo hide and
dried grass, mounted with a tripod of small saplings.
Returns-Again smiles.
Hunkesni's pony runs, the smile dropping from
Returns-Again's face, who runs over to his own horse and
hops on its back.
Just before he KICKS off to pursue, the pony slows and
turns back toward the path of the target.
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Hunkesni KICKS, and the pony GALLOPS.
Hunkesni puts the arrow in the bow and sights the target.
He fires, and the arrow lands with a THUD in the center of
the target.
A Sioux boy, CRAWLER, also 10, runs over.

CRAWLER
Hunkesni! Arrow Maker is going to
have another contest. Come on!
Crawler sprints off before Hunkesni answers.
Hunkesni glances to Returns-Again, who nods.

EXT. SIOUX CAMP - Moments LATER
ARROW MAKER stands before a half circle of a dozen Sioux
children, boys and girls. More join little by little. He
shows them a bundle of arrows, the same he had been working
on before. They are mostly uniform in size, with some
variation to the arrows heads and tail feathers.
The children ooh and ah in chorus.
Crawler runs up. A moment later, so does Hunkesni.
ARROW MAKER
We're going to have a contest today.
A bigger boy, NO NECK, 12, comes up from behind the group,
now close to twenty, and pushes his way to the front.
ARROW MAKER (CONT'D)
Whoever can shoot the prettiest bird
will get all of these arrows as a
prize.
He shows them about a dozen arrows. Some have obsidian
(black) arrowheads; some have flint (stone gray), and other
have chert (stone brown) arrowheads. The children gasp in
wonder.
SIOUX GIRL
What's the prettiest bird?
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ARROW MAKER
The prettiest is the one that looks
like fire.
NO NECK
Where should we go?
ARROW MAKER
Go to that forest, near the river.
He points behind them. The children look.
ARROW MAKER (CONT'D)
It has the tallest trees. The
prettiest birds are the hardest to
get because the stay so high.
Arrow Maker studies the children for a moment.
ARROW MAKER (CONT'D)
Come back here before sunset, and
we'll see who wins.
The children scatter, their feet STAMPEDING all the way,
except for Hunkesni, who takes his time. Crawler stops in his
tracks and looks around. He turns and sees Hunkesni. He waves
him on.
CRAWLER
Hurry!
EXT. FOREST - DAY
The forest is noticeably darker than the grassy hills outside
of it. The tree tops' canopy shades the interior from the
sun. Though the children walk on sticks and dead leaves, they
are mostly silent. NO NECK unintentionally steps on a dried
leaf, broadcasting a loud CRUNCH. Everyone within earshot
stops and looks at him.
The children have their bows and arrows at the ready, half
drawn as they stalk their prey.
Another SIOUX BOY eyes his target, high up. He draws back his
arrow and lets it loose. The arrow THUMPS into the tree trunk
high above. A few birds take flight, FLAPPING their wings.
Somewhere else, another loosed arrows flies with a WHOOSH.
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Hunkesni and Crawler are side by side, both looking up as
they creep onward.
EXT. FOREST - LATER
A few children have dead birds tied to their waists,
including Hunkesni and Crawler, who stop in their tracks
and listen.
Flying arrows WHISK through the air some distance away.
They look at each other and nod.
EXT. FOREST - MOMENTS LATER
Hunkesni and Crawler come upon No Neck and a few others.
They're bunched up together, firing arrows high up a tree.
CRAWLER
What are you doing?
No Neck turns, frustrated.
NO NECK
I got my favorite arrow stuck high
in that branch. See it?
He points to where the others are shooting. The arrowhead
is lodged into one of the tree's limbs.
NO NECK (CONT'D)
Anyone who can shoot it out will get
another one of my best arrows.
Crawler nods at Hunkesni and readies an arrow. He shoots
but misses.
Hunkesni looks at the target, and then looks around. He
finds a comfortable spot, farther out from the others. He
slings an imaginary arrow into his bow, closes one eye to
focus and aim, and takes a practice shot.
The others continue to miss. Their bows SPRING like large
rubber bands, and the arrows fly out, CUTTING through the
air.
Hunkesni grabs another arrow from his quiver and runs a
thumb over its pointed head. He then nocks the arrow into
place on the bowstring and pulls it back. The others hear
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his bowstring STRETCH and look to him as he eyes the
target. He closes one eye, and lets the arrow go.
The arrow RAMS into the tail of No Neck's arrow, displacing
it. It falls to the ground, spinning and tumbling.
No Neck looks surprised and relieved. He runs over to fetch
it. Hunkesni goes to retrieve his own.
NO NECK (CONT'D)
Hey! It's broken. The head
shattered!
Hunkesni examines his own, which is fine.
CRAWLER
That's not his fault. We all saw it.
His arrow hit the tail of yours. It
didn't shatter until it hit the
ground.
No Neck goes over to Hunkesni, pushing Crawler out of the
way. He get into Hunkesni's face.
NO NECK
You better pay for this. That was my
favorite arrow.
The other boys rush over to Hunkesni, defending him.
SIOUX BOY
You got it back. He doesn't owe you
anything.
SIOUX GIRL
It's not his fault. He still helped
you.
Hunkesni looks at the others defending him and then at No
Neck.
He holds out his arrow.
HUNKESNI
Here. Take mine. This is the one
that caused your anger. It's one of
my favorites. Use it to catch a
bird.
No Neck looks at the arrow and then the others around them,
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considering the situation. Then, he grabs Hunkesni's arrow
and storms off.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - TWILIGHT
The sun has just fallen below the horizon, giving the camp
and the grassy hills an orange hue.
All of the children look worn out, haggard, and tired. All
who participated in the contest hunt sit crossed legged,
one next to the other, in a line, their game laid out
before them. Some have two birds, a couple have three or
four. Hunkesni has four; Crawler has two. No Neck has one.
Arrow Maker walks before them, examining their game, the
bundle of prized arrows still in hand. He looks at each
child in turn, not betraying a hint of judgment one way or
another. He passes Hunkesni, who has two orioles and two
tree swallows.
One SIOUX BOY stands up.
SIOUX BOY
Arrow Maker. Hunkesni saved No
Neck's favorite arrow. But when it
broke when it fell from the tree,
No Neck was angry. Hunkesni gave
him his favorite arrow to calm the
situation, even when he didn't have
to. Hunkesni is the winner of
today. He should have the prize.
Everyone, including Arrow Maker, looks at Hunkesni. No Neck
swallows his anger.
Arrow Maker walks back to Hunkesni and sizes him up.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
An arrow with an obsidian arrowhead lands into a target.
Hunkesni walks over and pulls it out of the bundle of
sticks and grass. He observes the head, running a thumb
over it. Then, he puts it in the quiver on his back
He steps a few paces away from the target. Two arrows land
simultaneously in it.
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A man, FOUR HORNS, 28, takes two more arrows from his own
quiver.
FOUR HORNS
Now you try. And bring those two
arrows.
Hunkesni grabs the two arrows from the target and walks
back to Four Horns.
FOUR HORNS (CONT'D)
How would you hold two arrows at the
same time?
Hunkesni fumbles with the two arrows and tries to get them
to line up in the bowstring. He drops one.
Four Horns laughs.
FOUR HORNS (CONT'D)
I know it's difficult at first. Do
it like this.
He places each arrow between two different sets of fingers.
They align nicely on his bowstring.
Hunkesni does it better this time.
FOUR HORNS (CONT'D)
When you're ready, shoot.
Hunkesni has a harder time than he's used to. After a
moment, he pulls back the bowstring, aims, and fires. One
arrow lands in the target. The other misses.
FOUR HORNS (CONT'D)
How did that feel?
HUNKESNI
Better, uncle.
FOUR HORNS
One day soon, you'll be in battle
or on a great hunt. Sometimes two
arrows is necessary to hit a strong
enemy.
HUNKESNI
And just knowing it makes me wise?
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FOUR HORNS
No. Wisdom is knowing what to do in
a difficult situation. Wisdom is
knowing what to do against a strong
enemy when you don't have enough
arrows.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
The Sioux break down and pack up their camp. Some tipis are
gone completely. Others just have their wooden frames still
standing. Men and women load horses with belongings.
The Sioux begin to move their camp westward.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
1845. Along the Powder River in Wyoming, the Sioux camp
sits, bustling with activity once again.
Hunkesni, now 14, a little older and bigger, sits next to
the river, studying the butterfly on the back of his hand.
He SINGS a Sioux song to himself.
HER-HOLY-DOOR, now 36, turns from scrubbing a hide, looking
at children playing. Her gaze settles on Hunkesni.
She watches as a couple of adolescents approach Hunkesni,
NO NECK, 15, now much bigger and heavier, and HEAVY WINDs,
16, another big boy, dressed like little warriors with
chest plates and war paint, along with a young adolescent
girl, LIGHT HAIR, 15.
Hunkesni hears them coming and shakes the butterfly free
before looking at them.
HEAVY WINDS
Hunkesni! We're going to have a
horse race. You want to come?
Hunkesni shakes his head.
LIGHT HAIR
You're a good rider, Hunkesni. You
should do it.
NO NECK
I think he knows he'll lose. Don't
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you, Slow?
HUNKESNI turns his head back towards the water.
LIGHT HAIR
At least come watch. Want to?
HUNKESNI shakes his head again.
NO NECK
Let's go. He's too boring!

The three leave, but Light Hair looks back as she walks
away. Hunkesni looks to her just as she turns her head.
The POUNDING of horse hooves and the HOWLS of young men
interrupt. Her-Holy-Door looks towards the noise.
The people of the camp swarm towards the men, dressed in
war clothes, chest plates made of bones, headbands with
feathers, and faces and arms painted with red and black.
They slow their horses and dismount. Hunkesni watches.
Some of the men raise their hands and show their new
souvenirs--scalps and rifles. They dismount and untie the
hunted buffalo they've been dragging, while others take
bounded women off the horses.
RETURNS-AGAIN, now 44, still sits on his horse. He grabs
and raises the arm of a young warrior, RUNNING FOX, 17,
also still sitting on his horse.
RETURNS-AGAIN
Today, Running Fox scored his first
coup!
The crowd erupts in APPLAUSE and YELLS of celebration.
Running Fox raises his other arm, holding a long stick that
looks like a large cane with feathers hanging off the handle.
Returns-Again dismounts. Her-Holy-Door runs up to him and
embraces him.
RETURNS-AGAIN (CONT'D)
Where's my son?
HER-HOLY-DOOR
He's over there, sitting next to the
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water.
RETURNS-AGAIN
What does he look at all the time?
HER-HOLY-DOOR
He begins to play with the other
children, and then he wanders off
and watches everything.
Returns-Again goes over to Hunkesni, who gets to his feet
when he sees his father approach.

RETURNS AGAIN
I want to give you something.
He pulls out what looks like a carving knife.
RETURNS AGAIN (CONT'D)
This belonged to their bravest
warrior. He died bravely and never
stopped fighting, even when he was
the last of his men.
Returns-Again makes like he's going to jam the knife into
Hunkesni's gut, but Hunkesni doesn't flinch. Returns-Again
sizes up his reaction.
He holds the knife out; Hunkesni takes it. An
OLD MAN YELLSOLD MAN
Returns-Again! The Strong Hearts are
meeting now. Afterwards come tell us
the stories from your battles!
Returns-Again smiles, puts his hand on his son's back, and
they walk towards the crowd.
INT. TIPI - MOMENTS LATER
A small fire burns. Men of all ages sit cross-legged in a
circle. They take turns puffing on a long pipe.
RETURNS AGAIN enters. He takes a seat among them, across
from another war chief, GOOD VOICED ELK, 40, strong.
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OLD STRONG HEART
Returns-Again, it is time to move
from here.
RETURNS AGAIN
Already?
OLD STRONG HEART
Our scouts followed the buffalo
herd. After two days of travel,
they saw whites.
The pipe comes to Returns-Again. He puffs and passes it.
OLD STRONG HEART (CONT'D)
The scouts hid well because they
were less in numbers and strength,
but they watched the whites almost
completely destroy the herd.
GOOD VOICED ELK
We need to find another herd to
follow before the winter comes.
RETURNS AGAIN
I've never seen whites out this far.
Why are they coming now?
OLD STRONG HEART 2
Many of you are still very young,
but some of us became old men before
we had ever seen a wasichu, a white
man.
OLD MAN
We remember life without them. And
we remember what has changed since
they've crossed our land. They have
always hunted our buffalo
OLD STRONG HEART
We fear the buffalo are so little in
number in their lands that they must
come into ours to find them.
RETURNS AGAIN
What do the Strong Hearts want to
do?
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GOOD VOICED ELK
We need another raiding party.
RETURNS AGAIN
We just returned from one. Why do we
need another so soon?
GOOD VOICED ELK
You brought back meat and weapons,
but we need more horses. We didn't
plan to move so soon. Right now, we
have more than we can carry.

OLD STRONG HEART 2
Our Scouts have found another Crow
camp just three days from here.
RETURNS AGAIN
When do we leave?
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - TWILIGHT
Almost the whole tribe sits around a large, CRACKLING
campfire, while Running Fox, standing, tells a story. Women
wrap themselves in hides, children sleep, and stars fill the
sky. Hunkesni sits close, listening with his eyes wide.
Light Hair comes and sits next to Hunkesni. No Neck and
Heavy Winds notice.
RUNNING FOX
I ran towards the warrior. He was
very brave. He had a bow and arrow
and could have easily killed me from
a distance.
He pretends to shoot an arrow.
RUNNING FOX (CONT'D)
But he dropped them. His way of
challenging me to hand fighting.
He throws a couple of punches.
RUNNING FOX (CONT'D)
As I got close, I took my coup stick
off the back of my belt.
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Hunkesni stares as Running Fox raises his coup stick, the
feathers flapping in the light breeze.
HUNKESNI'S IMAGINATION - EXT. BATTLE - DAY
Storm clouds gather above, dimming the daylight. The sounds
of other warriors FIGHTING, their war SCREAMS and YELLS of
pain, horses WHINNYING and GALLOPING, arrows SLICING the air,
and an occasional pistol SHOT are dampened.
The background action blurs out while Running Fox runs
toward his enemy. He grabs and raises his coup stick, the
feathers dangling and flapping with his motion.
The CROW WARRIOR, 30, face painted white with four black
horizontal lines going down the length of his face, two on
either side of each eye, sees the coup stick and realizes
what's about to happen.
RUNNING FOX
(Voice over)
When the warrior saw my coup stick,
he knew the stakes. He had no other
weapons. He tried to avoid me...
Running Fox swings the coup stick, gaining ground with each
attack. The Crow warrior dodges each blow and circles around.
They pause and both eye an arrow on the ground.
The Crow dives for it and rolls to a standing position, now
with the arrow in hand. Running Fox moves in without
hesitating.
The Crow lunges with the arrow in hand, trying to stab him.
Running Fox sides steps the attack, and BASHES the Crow's arm
with the coup stick, making him drop the arrow.
Running Fox CLONKS him on the head and knocks the Crow
over, raising the coup stick over his head, giving a WAR
CRY, just as a lighting bolt stabs the ground behind him.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - TWILIGHT (BACK TO PRESENT)
Running Fox shows a bow.
RUNNING FOX
This was the Crow's bow. Now it is
one of my trophies.
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The crowd murmurs with oohs and ahhs.
RUNNING FOX (CONT'D)
For tomorrow's warriors, counting
coup is a great honor. It is also a
great disgrace for the receiver.
Running Fox looks at Hunkesni.
RUNNING FOX (CONT'D)
Our coup sticks are connected to us
and the Great Spirit, so you must
get away unharmed. Many have died
trying to count coups.
He comes closer to Hunkesni, extending the coup stick.
Hunkesni inspects it.
Another WARRIOR, 35, stands, and then Running Fox sits in
the audience.
WARRIOR
We had traveled very far before
the battle, following the herd.
Dark fell fast so we made camp.
HUNKESNI'S IMAGINATION - EXT. WARRIOR CAMP - NIGHT
Darkness surrounds everything except what's illuminated by
the CRACKLING campfire. Stars sprinkle the night sky. Some
warriors lounge and doze. A couple of them clean or mend
weapons. Others chat, sitting cross-legged, and pass a
smoking pipe.
WARRIOR
(Voice over)
Then, we heard something.
A heavy foot moves the earth. The warriors' chatter and
movement stop. They look at each other but say nothing. The
dozing ones sit up, keeping quiet.
WARRIOR (CONT'D)
(Voice over)
We thought Crow warriors had tracked
us and were about attack, so we
readied ourselves.
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The warriors stand, clutching knives, tomahawks, and
hatchets.
The noise comes from behind them. The earth shakes with a
step, like the distant THUNDER of a T-Rex walking. Then
another footstep comes, and then another.
WARRIOR (CONT'D)
(Voice over)
That's when the Great Spirit
appeared to us, in the form of the
biggest buffalo that ever lived.
The warriors all turn. A buffalo the size of a wooly
mammoth comes strolling towards their fire through the
grass, GRUNTING, CRUNCHING grass with each step.
The GRUNTS take a rhythmical pattern and repeat.
The warriors all look at each other, confused.
Returns-Again steps forward, his head slightly cocked to
one side.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - TWILIGHT (BACK TO PRESENT)
WARRIOR
The great animal spoke, repeating
the same words again and again.
Only Returns-Again, the great holy
man he is, understood.
The warrior sits in the crowd, and RETURNS-AGAIN stands up
from his seat on the ground and takes his place in the
story.
RETURNS-AGAIN
It was the Wakan Tanka.
The crowd gasps.
HUNKESNI'S IMAGINATION - EXT. WARRIOR CAMP - NIGHT
The gargantuan buffalo stops moving towards them but
continues the repetitive GRUNTING.
Returns-Again walks even closer, cautious. He gets so close
that he places a hand on the bridge of the nose of the great
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beast. He closes his eyes.
A pulse of yellow light transfers from the buffalo's head and
moves through Returns-Again's arm, dissipating into his body.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - TWILIGHT (BACK TO PRESENT)
RETURNS-AGAIN
The Wakan Tanka said names to me. He
told me to give them to those who
are most worthy. I will take the
first name. Jumping Bull.
Her-Holy-Door looks at Hunkesni, noticing his attention.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - MORNING
Hunkesni sits again next to the Powder River. He ties a
couple of feathers to the end of the roped grip of a coup
stick. Then he smears some red paint down the sides with
his finger. He sings to himself.
He senses the presence of others. He scans the horizon
around him. He sees his father and Good Voiced Elk talking
to a group of young warriors upriver.
He puts stuffs the coup stick into a sash and crouches
towards them. When closer, he crawls through the high
grass. He stops close by and listens.
GOOD VOICED ELK
We need some men to go with us, and
we need some to stay with the camp
in case there is any trouble.
WARRIOR
How far is the Crow village?
RETURNS-AGAIN
Three days travel.
ANOTHER WARRIOR
When do we leave?
GOOD VOICED ELK
Tomorrow, before dawn.
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WARRIOR
I'll go.
ANOTHER WARRIOR
As will I.
RETURNS-AGAIN
Ask other warriors if they want to
go also. We don't need many, but the
fewer we are, the stronger we need
to be.
Hunkesni, crawls backwards.
When he gets back to his original spot, he sees No Neck and
Heavy Winds playing Lacrosse. Their goal is a weaved basket
attached to two long sticks, upright in the ground. Some of
the adults watch, and so does Light Hair.
Heavy Winds scoops the ball from the ground. He dodges No
Neck's block and lands the ball in the basket.
HEAVY WINDS
Ha! Last one. I win.
They're both huffing and out of breath.
NO NECK
You cheated.
He bends over and sucks some air.
NO NECK (CONT'D)
You touched the ball with your hand.
I saw you.
HEAVY WINDS
Liar. You're just jealous. She's
mine!
Heavy Winds goes over to Light Hair and starts pulling her
away from the crowd. No Neck drops his stick and catches up
and grabs her other arm in the opposite direction.
NO NECK
She wants to marry me.
HEAVY WINDS
No she doesn't.
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LIGHT HAIR
I won't marry either of you.
She struggles to get away. She kicks one of them in the
crotch, and trips the other when he loses his balance.
She runs away, but they catch up and tackle her.
Returns-Again, Strong-Voiced-Elk and the other warriors
notice the commotion.
HEAVY WINDS
Who says you have a choice? You'll
marry both of us if we say so.
No Neck pushes Heavy Winds off her.
NO NECK
I won't share with you. I'll kill
her instead.
Then, No Neck falls backwards, YELLS, and grabs his
forehead.
Hunkesni shows Heavy Winds the rock that's in his hand. He
motions for him to get away from Light Hair.
HEAVY WINDS
What do you want, Slow? This isn't
your business. Get out of here!
Hunkesni drops the rock and pulls out a knife.
Leave. Unless you want to see how
tough your hide is?
Heavy Winds gets up with a smirk and walks away. No Neck
gets up, palm pressed against his forehead and one eye
shut. He sees Hunkesni's knife and turns.
Hunkesni puts the knife in his belt and walks over to Light
Hair. He extends a hand. She takes it.
Hunkesni flies sideways as the boys tackle him. Heavy Winds
grabs the knife from Hunkesni's sash while he wrestles with
No Neck.
Heavy Winds prepares to lunge when he gets a clear shot.
Returns-Again sees the cocked knife and takes a step
forward. Another warrior puts a hand on his shoulder.
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Hunkesni pushes No Neck off him and throws some dirt in
Heavy Wind's eyes. He drops the knife, cradling his face.
No Neck stands, holding Hunkesni's coup stick.
He smiles.
Then he lunges, swinging the stick wildly.
Hunkesni bobs and weaves. Then he tackles No Neck, who
drops the coup stick to catch his own fall.
Hunkesni punches him in the face a couple of times, which
settles it.
Returns-Again smiles before he can suppress it. The other
warriors shake their head in approval.
No Neck and Heavy Winds stumble away, dirty and beaten.
Light Hair comes over to him.
LIGHT HAIR
They used to just tease me. It got
out of hand fast.
HUNKESNI
They'll leave you alone. I promise.
She picks up the coup stick from the ground.
LIGHT HAIR
What is this? Is this your-?
-Yes. I just finished making it.
LIGHT HAIR
Not bad, for a boy. My mother makes
them for my father.
She examines it for a moment. Then, she lightly taps him in
the arm.

I got you.

LIGHT HAIR (CONT'D)

They both smile.
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EXT. SIOUX CAMP - LATER
Returns-Again and some other warriors sit together, making
arrows, inspecting weapons.
Hunkesni approaches. He grabs an arrow head, a stick, sits
behind his father and starts putting the arrow together.
Returns-Again turns to look at him. Hunkesni ignores his
look.
Returns-Again clears his throat. Hunkesni looks up.
RETURNS-AGAIN
Helping?
HUNKESNI
Preparing.
Returns-Again looks at the warriors around him. They smile
to each other.
He gets up and motions Hunkesni to follow him. They walk a
bit away from the group.
RETURNS-AGAIN
You're preparing? To stay here and
watch the camp?
HUNKESNI
No. Preparing for the raid.
Returns-Again puts a hand on his son's shoulder.
RETURNS-AGAIN
Not yet, son. You're not ready.
HUNKESNI
A warrior is never fully ready.
Wise words, son. You're getting
wiser every day.
I'm ready.

HUNKESNI

RETURNS-AGAIN
Soon. Soon you'll have to go even
when you don't want to.
He squeezes his son's shoulder and heads back to the other
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warriors.
Hunkesni sees No Neck and Heavy Winds among them. They see
him and smirk.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAWN
Hunkesni forces himself awake when he hears hushed VOICES
and horse HOOVES moving.
He jumps out of his blanket, already dressed. He sneaks out
of his tipi and unties his horse from a nearby post.
He jumps onto his horse and races over to the warriors,
already on the outer limits of the camp, untying his long
hair, making it cover most of his face.
He joins the train at the end, unnoticed.
EXT. NORTH DAKOTA PLAINS - EVENING
The warriors make camp for the night. They light small
fires, lay out their blankets.
Returns-Again speaks with a couple of warriors. He sees
Hunkesni unpacking things from his horse.
Hunkesni nods to his father, who shakes his head.
EXT. NORTH DAKOTA PLAINS - LATE AFTERNOON
The warriors set up a new camp.
Returns-Again finds Hunkesni
at the sky. Hunkesni sits up
We attack the Crow
I've let you come,
stay behind.

laying on his blanket, staring
when he sees his father coming.
village at dawn.
but you must

Hunkesni doesn't answer.
RETURNS-AGAIN (CONT'D)
Want to help? Remain and care for
the camp. Be prepared to tend to the
wounded.
HUNKESNI
I understand what we're doing.
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Returns-Again sits next to him.
RETURNS-AGAIN
I've had a vision. A young warrior
will die on this raid.
He looks at Hunknesni.
RETURNS-AGAIN (CONT'D)
I fear it will be you.
HUNKESNI
If the great spirit, Wakan Tanka,
wants, where can we hide? But to
make you feel better, I'll stay
behind.
Returns-Again pats Hunkesni's thigh.
RETURNS-AGAIN
My visions are strong, but your
mother's threats are more powerful.
You're lucky you avoided her before
leaving.
EXT. NEAR CROW CAMP - DAWN
The warriors, wearing hardly more than loin clothes, their
weapons, and covered almost completely in yellow war paint,
approach on horses the hill that overlooks the Crow Village.
Strong-Voiced-Elk and Returns-Again lead. They turn around
and motion to the other warriors to dismount.
A couple of the warriors stay back and hold the horses
while the others crawl up the hill and peer down to the
village.
steadily streaming out of them. A few Crow Indians have
already awakened. Some Crow go about their routines.
Returns-Again stands, and the others follow his lead. They
all start creeping down the hill.
GALLOPING HOOVES grow from behind them. The warriors turn
to see Hunkesni GALLOP past them.
With their cover blown, the other warriors either run down
the hill or jump on their horses.
The Crow men shout as they see Hunkesni and the other
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warriors descend the hill.
Crow men begin to stagger out of the tipis, weapons in
hand.
HUNKESNI targets one of these warriors, who has his bow and
arrow, and makes a beeline for him, speeding up his horse.
The Crow sees Hunkesni coming and raises his bow and arrow
and takes aim. Hunkesni takes out his Coup Stick.
The Crow fires. Hunkesni does not make any attempt to dodge
the arrow. It misses. He fires again, missing.
Just before his horse runs over the warrior, Hunkesni pulls
it to the side, and with his Coup Stick, knocks the bow and
arrow right out of the warrior's hands.
Hunkesni rides past the warrior, who's catches a Sioux
arrow with a THUD.
Another Crow exits a tipi with his back to Hunkesni, just
as he's riding by. Hunkesni CLOCKS him on the back of the
head with the coup stick. The Crow falls face-forward.
As the Sioux warriors descend on the Crow village, and
subdue the resistance, Hunkesni keeps riding around,
counting his coups.
The Sioux riders untie many horses and lead them away.
A couple of the Sioux warriors carry Crow women over their
shoulders.
Good-Voiced-Elk and Returns-Again YELL for the Sioux to
retreat.
On his way out of the village, Hunkesni sees some of his
fellow warriors put Running Fox, with an arrow in his back,
on the back of a horse.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - EVENING
As Light Hair plays with children, the THUNDERING of horse
hooves grows. When she recognizes the warriors, she and
many others go to welcome them. She searches for Hunkesni
but does not see him.
The warriors reenter the Sioux village, herding several
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dozen horses, some carrying supplies. Hunkesni brings up the
rear of the party. Light Hair's face eases as she sees him.
He pulls a horse with a wrapped body draped across it.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - LATER
The people of the village sit on the ground, around a large
fire. Some stand in the back.
SIOUX WARRIOR
And then Hunkesni counted coup. He
was the first to do it.
The audience GASPS. Then, Hunkesni gets up from the crowd
and joins in the storyteller's place.
The warrior places a single white eagle feather upright in
the back of Hunkesni's head, atop of his long black hair,
pulled back into a pony tail.
Little Bear Cub, 4, watches Hunkesni. At the other side of
the crowd, Stands Bravely, 4, also watches.
HUNKESNI
It's true. I did not wait for the
signal to begin. I knew I had to go
at that moment.
He looks up and opens his arms.
HUNKESNI (CONT'D)
The great spirit spoke to me.
Returns-Again stands and joins him.
RETURNS-AGAIN
The Wakan Tanka spoke to many of us.
And we won the battle. And for
Hunkesni's bravery, tomorrow, we
will have a big feast!
Everyone CHEERS.
RETURNS-AGAIN (CONT'D)
But that is not all. My son has
earned all of our honor. For that,
he earns a new name. I will give him
one of the names the Wakan Tanka
spoke to me.
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The crowd falls silent. Only the campfire and some crickets
make some noise.
RETURNS-AGAIN (CONT'D)
His new name is Tatanka-Iyotake.
The crowd CHEERS again. After a moment, when the crowd
quiets downRETURNS-AGAIN (CONT'D)
And there is more.
Return-Again motions, and another warrior hands him a shield,
a wooden circle about two-feet wide, covered with a hide, and
painted with a dark blue and green. A large bird, wings
stretched and painted red, sits in the center. Four eagle
feathers dangle from it.
RETURNS-AGAIN (CONT'D)
(To Hunkesni)
This sacred shield will protect you
even more.
He hands the shield to Hunkesni, who holds it in his left
arm, showing it to the audience.
He then hands him a lance, also decorated with feathers and
painted in stripes of red, white, and turquoise.
RETURNS-AGAIN (CONT'D)
My son! Sitting Bull!
They all CLAP, CHEER, and some do the war CRIES.
The party starts. A few drums start BEATING. The smoke pipes
start getting passed around, and others start dancing around
the fire.
Hunkesni, now SITTING BULL, walks past Little Bear Cub,
shield in hand. He looks around and eyes a certain tipi.
When he gets to it, he leans his shield against the outside
of it, next to the door, and lies the lance on the ground.
INT. TIPI - CONTINUOUS
Sitting Bull enters the tipi. Women are tending to the half
dozen wounded men from the raiding party, cleaning and
dressing wounds. One woman stirs something in a cooking pot.
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Most of the wounded sleep.
Sitting Bull sees Running Fox, passed out, stomach-side
down on a blanket. The arrows are gone from his back. The
wounds are dressed with medicinal leaves.
Sitting Bull kneels next to him. The women pay no mind.
With eyes shut, he hovers his palms just above the wounds.
After a moment, he opens his eyes, dismayed not to see
Running Fox awake.
EXT. TIPI - DAY
Gall returns to his family's tipi. His mother, WOMAN WITH
MANY NAMES, 20, cooks. There is a buffalo stomach hanging
from sinew and suspended from a tripod of sticks in the
ground.
She picks up a stone from a fire with a wooden scoop. She
places it into the stomach; the water SIZZLES, and steam
appears. She adds some cuts of meat, some herbs, and some
other vegetation.
Little Bear Cub sits with another child, FALCON, 2, who
arranges rocks in the grass.
RUNNING HORSE, 25, exits the tipi. He kisses Woman With
Many Names and then pats all the boys on their heads.
RUNNING HORSES
Today is a good day. And it's a good
day to be a Sioux. Sitting Bull's
coup was a good showing of our
strengths. If our young warriors
have such feats, imagine what they
will be like when they are older and
stronger.
He looks at his sons.
RUNNING HORSES (CONT'D)
I look forward to seeing the strong
Sioux warriors you three will be.
He kisses Woman With Many Names on the cheek again and runs
off.
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INT. TIPI - DAY
Stands Bravely approaches his family's tipi. He can hear
two muffled voices from inside arguing and yelling.
THUNDER CLOUD, 2, sits outside and draws in the dirt with a
stick. An infant, LITTLE EAGLE, is swaddled to a cradle
board, which leans against the tipi.
Stands Bravely enters the tipi, where his father, RED
THUNDER, 25, and his mother, BLUEBIRD, 20, argue. They
don't notice their son, who freezes.
RED THUNDER
You're Sioux now. You should thank
me for it. The Arikaras are weak.
He turns his back, pretending to tinker with a bow.
Thank you?

BLUE BIRD

She pushes him, and he turns back around.
BLUE BIRD (CONT'D)
You stole me away from my family.

RED THUNDER
It didn't take much. Sometimes I
think they just let me.
She picks up a stone from the border of the center fire, not
currently lit. She hurls it at him, but he ducks. The stone
PUNCHES a hole in the side of the tipi. More sunlight pours
in, like a flood light had just been turned on.
Stands Bravely bolts.
BLUE BIRD
I've been dealing with your Sioux
and their superiority since I first
stepped into their camp. I won't
take the harassment any more.
RED THUNDER
Then go back to your Arikara.
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He heads for the door. She grabs another stone and chucks
it at him. This time it lands with a THUD on his back.
Running Horses turns with murder in his eyes. He unsheathes a
knife from his waist. He walks towards her.
Two men, both 30, wearing yellow-painted buffalo skin
shirts, enter, Little Bear Cub following.
BALD EAGLE
Problem, Running Horses?
Running Horses turns and sees the men. He sheathes the
knife.
RED THUNDER
Just a husband and wife having a
simple argument. Nothing for the
Akicita to worry about.
FIRE-MAKER
Knives are for killing game and
scalping enemies, Running Horses.
Remember, if you use that knife on
a Sioux, you answer to the Akicita.
Running Horses leaves the tipi without another word.
The two Akicita leave, leaving Little Bear Cub there with
his mother. She walks by him, patting him on the head, and
also leaves the tipi.
EXT. CAMPFIRE - DAY
Sitting Bull finds Returns-Again and his uncle Four Horns.
They sit away from the fire with some other warriors. They
pass the smoking pipe between them while they talk.
Sitting Bull sits with them.
SITTING BULL
Father, uncle. I want to learn to
heal.
Four Horns exhales from a puff and passes the pipe.
FOUR HORNS
Your mother knows all of the best
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medicines for healing. Talk to her.
RETURNS-AGAIN
It's not enough to heal. You must
develop your visions.
SITTING BULL
Be a wachisha wakan?
RETURNS-AGAIN
Like us. Our visions help us win.
For that, we need less healing than
we might.
FOUR HORNS
It's best to know all parts. Both
arms must be strong, or else you
have one strong arm and one weak
arm.
SITTING BULL
How?
Four Horns exhales smoke and looks at Returns-Again.
RETURNS-AGAIN
It's time for your vision quest.

EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Sitting Bull and Light Hair sit from a distance and watch
as some of the Sioux men build the frame of a sweat lodge,
a similar shape to a wigwam but smaller. The frame is made
with tree saplings, bent and tied together with buffalo
sinew.
Light Hair nibbles on some pemmican and offers Sitting Bull
some.
He waves it away.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - LATER
Animal hides cover the frame of the sweat lodge, like a
tipi.
Sitting Bull enters a door in the center of the structure,
covered by another flap of buffalo hide.
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The inside is dark and foggy. A small fire sits in the
center next to a small water hole in the ground.
Two other young men are already in there, sitting
cross-legged near the center fire. They only wear loin
clothes. Both already sweat and ignore Sitting Bull. One
stares at the fire. The other sits with eyes closed.
Another man uses a couple of wooden scoops to remove large
stones from the fire. He places the stones into the water
hole. They FIZZLE as soon as they hit the water. Steam
spews out of them.
The man leaves.
Sitting Bull strips down to his own loin cloth and sits in
an open spot.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - TWILIGHT
Sitting Bull emerges from the sweat lodge, completely
drenched in sweat. His lips are dry and cracked and his
face pale. He closes his eyes as the cool air hits him.
Other campfires already burn and CRACKLE nearby.
He stumbles out of the camp, dazed, not looking at anyone
or anything.
He stops when he gets to a high hill a couple of miles
away. He sits just as the purple light of twilight
transitions to the black of night.
His eyes close.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - TWILIGHT
A half dozen men, mounted on their horses enter camp. Two
horses each pull a dead buffalo on a carpet of buffalo
hide.
Everyone encircles them as they dismount. Men greet each
other with slaps on the back. Women hug the warriors.
Little Bear Cub sees them and joins the crowd. Soon, Woman
With Many Names and Running Horse come over.
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An old man slices open the belly of one of the carcasses.
He reaches in the wound and pulls out an organ. He takes a
bite and passes it.
Little Bear Cub makes his way to the front, just as the old
man pulls out another organ and takes a bite. He extends it
to Little Bear Cub.
He takes it, observing its feel and nuances. He smells it,
and then he takes a bite.
His parents see him.
WOMAN WITH MANY NAMES
(to Running Horses)
Do you see our cub? See what he's
eating?
RUNNING HORSES
Is that what I think it is?
WOMAN WITH MANY NAMES
Let's call him Gall.
EXT. HIGH HILL - NIGHT
A CLAP of thunder makes Sitting Bull's eyes snap open.
Rain drops fall randomly for a couple of moments, and then
the deluge comes.
Lightning overhead lights the landscape for a split second,
and in the flash, Sitting Bull catches a glimpse of a huge
bird flying in the distance, coasting with wings open.
A few moments later, another flash of lightning comes, and
the bird is closer, having covered more distance than
possible.
Another flash of lightning and the gigantic Thunderbird, as
big as a house, lands with a THUD in front of Sitting Bull,
shaking the earth with its weight. As it flaps its wings one
last time, thunder BOOMS.
Sitting Bull stands, and the two stare at each other for a
moment.
With its beak, the Thunderbird pulls out a feather from a
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wing. It bends down to Sitting Bull.
He reaches up and takes the human-sized feather from the
enormous beak, all the while looking into the Thunderbird's
stormy eyes.
Examining the bird's body, he can see the feathers are fire
red.
The Thunderbird rights itself, expands its wings, and flaps
them, summoning another BOOM of thunder and a gust of wind
that makes Sitting Bull stagger back, eventually losing his
balance and falling backwards.
The feather lands on top of him, covering his entire body;
only his head appears.
Another flash of lightning shows the Thunderbird in the
air.
After another moment and another flash, it's already
disappearing in the same direction it came from.
And with another flash, it's out of sight.
Sitting Bull retracts his head underneath the great red
feather.
The rain POUNDS on it, and the weather worsens.
EXT. HIGH HILL - DAWN
Except for the early morning birds CHIRPING and SINGING in
the distance, all feels quiet and still.
Sitting Bull opens his eyes. He sits up from laying on his
back and looks around.
He finds one red feather in his fisted palm.
INT. TIPI - MORNING
Sitting Bull, now dressed, Returns-Again, and Four Horns
sit in a circle in the center. No one else is around.
Sunlight filters in from the opening at the top of the
tipi.
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RETURNS-AGAIN
And what did you see?
SITTING BULL
A Thunderbird. But it was more than
just seeing. It visited me.
Returns-Again and Four Horns look at each other.
FOUR HORNS
What happened?
SITTING BULL
It landed before me.
He pulls the red feather out of a flap on his leggings.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
It gave me this.
He lets his father and uncle inspect it.
FOUR HORNS
Amazing. I don't recognize it.
He turns it over and hands it to Return-Again.
RETURNS-AGAIN
Red. Do you know what that means?
Sitting bull shakes his head.
FOUR HORNS
Red is the Thunderbird of the north.
RETURNS-AGAIN
Something important is in the north.
FOUR HORNS
Or coming from the north.
SITTING BULL
Or maybe we should avoid the north?
Returns-Again sighs.
RETURNS-AGAIN
You'll have to wait for other
visions to understand this more.
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FOUR HORNS
And you must not tell anyone.
SITTING BULL
Why? A vision of a Thunderbird is
one of the strongest, no? Imagine
what a visit must mean. Our people
will want to hear about it.
FOUR HORNS
Your visions and visits are for you
and your mentors only. We have the
ability to see and interpret.
RETURNS-AGAIN
Others would not understand. And
they may interpret incorrectly. Just
as the three of us have different
interpretations already.
FOUR HORNS
You may choose to tell someone in
the future. Just be sure you can
trust them.
SITTING BULL
How often will the visions come?
FOUR HORNS
That depends on you, how open you
are to them and how often you seek
them.
Sitting Bull lingers on a word for a moment.
SITTING BULL
I have something else to ask.
They wait.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
How many horses can each of you give
me?
They both looked puzzled for a second. Then they laugh. Four
Horns gets up, pats Sitting Bull on the head, and then
leaves, laughing all the way.
After a moment, Returns-Again's own laughing trails off.
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RETURNS-AGAIN
How many do you need?
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
As they sit outside a tipi, Red Thunder shows Stands
Bravely how to string a bow with buffalo sinew.
They tie the sinew off at one end but a lot remains.
RED THUNDER
And now we just have to cut off the
extra sinew.
Stands Bravely grabs a knife and gets read to cut the
string.
RED THUNDER (CONT'D)
What's that on your knife?
He leans in and looks.
RED THUNDER (CONT'D)
Is that dried blood?
Stands Bravely nods.
RED THUNDER (CONT'D)
From what this time?
STANDS BRAVELY
Just hunting.
RED THUNDER
Why do I tell you to keep the blade
clean?
STANDS BRAVELY
Because the blood can ruin the
blade.
Red Thunder messes his son's hair.
RED THUNDER
Bloody Knife. That's your new name.
Stands Bravely nods and smiles.
RED THUNDER (CONT'D)
Now cut here.
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They stop and look up as they hear many footsteps.
They see Sitting Bull walking through the camp, towing two
horses. Several men follow, including Returns-Again and Four
Horns, who each tow two more horses. Altogether, there are
at least a dozen horses.
Light Hair, in the middle of scrubbing some hides with some
other women, catches sight of the scene and stops. She
watches the parade.
Sitting Bull finds one man, LIGHT HAIR'S FATHER, outside of a
tipi, sitting crossed legged, sharpening a stake with a
knife.
He stands when Sitting Bull approaches.
Light Hair sees the two talk. Neither of them betray a hint
of the conversation - no facial expressions, no arm movement.
Finally, Sitting Bull hands the reins of his horses to
Light Hair's father. Sitting Bull waves the others to come
forward with their horses.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
Sitting Bull and Light Hair sit next to each other near a
large bonfire. They share some food, smile, and laugh. Some
men BANG some drums; many others dance.
The two of them get up and walk to a tipi at the edge of
the camp. Next to the door, Sitting Bull's shield leans
against the tipi.
They enter.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - NIGHT
WAR CRIES and THUNDERING horse hooves abound.
Sitting Bull bolts up and grabs his weapons. Light Hair
awakes. He hands her his knife.
Gun shots FIRE nearby.
He exits the tipi, pistol in hand, bow around his back and
quiver on his hip. Fire-Maker runs by.
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SITTING BULL
Fire-Maker!
He stops and goes to Sitting Bull.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Crows?
FIRE-MAKER
Arikara. We think they tracked us
on our raid. They would know we'd
be celebrating, resting, or tending
to the dead and injured now.
They're already leaving. Some of
our warriors pursued them.
Sitting Bull nods, and Fire-Maker takes off.
Sitting Bull waits for enemies, but they all stay in other
parts of the camp.
After a few moments, the CRIES, YELLS, and HORSE HOOVES
taper off.
He goes back inside the tipi and hands Light Hair his
pistol.
SITTING BULL
It's over, but just in case.
He walks around camp, surveying the damage, a few men
injured. Some women cry.
He sees Woman-With-Many-Names, crying while cradling
Running Horse's limp body, blood streaming from his head.
Gall kneels with them, crying.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - MORNING
Kids' SCREAMS, TAUNTS, and JEERS echo over the plains.
Sitting Bull exits his tipi. Ten years later, 1855, now 24,
his muscle mass now filled out, and his face more mature, his
hair much longer. He wears leggings only, and the suns ripens
the skin of his torso.
One side of his hair is loose and moves in the gentle
breeze; the other side in a loose braid.
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He looks towards the commotion. He sees Gall, now 14 and
starting to show signs of his forthcoming sinew and
stockiness, and other kids his age circled around another
boy, also 14.
They push the boy from one side of the circle to the other.
Light Hair joins him. Some other passers-by also stop to
enjoy the show, including HARD RAINS, 30. Another young
boy, HARD-TO-HANDLE, also 14, stops and watches, arms
crossed.
LIGHT HAIR
What's that about?
SITTING BULL
Gall and his friends. They keep
taunting that same boy.
LIGHT HAIR
Why?
SITTING BULL
The boy needs to fight.
The boy in the circle catches eyes with Sitting Bull. The
boy's eyes call for help.
Sitting Bull raises his fists as if he were about to fight.
The boy looks back at his persecutors and does the same.
Someone sucker punches him from the side and he goes down.
The other kids LAUGH and then disperse, as do the half
dozen observers. While nobody notices, Hard Rains checks
out Light Hair for a moment before moving on.
Gall sees Sitting Bull and runs over.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Gall. What's was that?
GALL
Did you see? We were teaching him
that he's not good enough to be
Hunkpapa.
SITTING BULL
I know that boy's father. He's
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Hunkpapa.
GALL
His father, yes. But his mother's
Arikara.
Sitting Bull half grins.
The boy, BLOODY KNIFE, lifts his head from the ground, face
half dirty, half bloody, and sees Gall with Sitting Bull.
He eyes Sitting Bull's expression.
SITTING BULL
He might be a good friend one day.
You shouldn't be so hard on him.
GALL
I'll never be friends with an
Arikara. I'll scalp him first.
Sitting Bull and Light Hair laugh. Another woman joins
them.
LIGHT HAIR
What's that boy's name?

Who cares!
Hey, Gall!

GALL
HARD TO HANDLE

Gall runs off to join his friends and Hard-to-Handle.
HARD TO HANDLE (CONT'D)
You try any of that on me, and I'll
scalp you alive.
GALL
I won't have to. You're Hunkpapa.
HARD RAINS
Hunkpapa, Arikara, even if I was
wasichu. My answer'd still be the
same.
Gall pushes him with a smile. They all walk away.
Sitting Bull sees Bloody Knife get up. He catches an evil
eye from the boy for a split second before Bloody Knife
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walks off. The onlookers also disperse.
The other woman, GOOD FEATHER, 33, looks at them both.
GOOD FEATHER
What was that about?
SITTING BULL
Nothing important, sister.
She places her hand on Light Hair's stomach.
Light Hair shakes her head.
GOOD FEATHER
The Wakan Tanka waits for the right
time.
Sitting Bull goes inside the tipi without responding.
He exits a moment later with his bow and a quiver of
arrows.
When out of earshot,
LIGHT HAIR
He loves his nieces and nephews so
much.
GOOD FEATHER
And they love him.

EXT. FOREST - DAY
Small pockets of forest line the river near the Sioux camp.
The tree canopy prevents the sunlight from reaching the
ground.
Sitting Bull has an arrow nocked in his bow. He creeps
along.
He stops, tilting his head.
He turns and heads towards some panting. On the other side
of a large tree, there lies a wolf with an arrow in its
thigh.
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Sitting Bull unstrings the arrow and returns it to his
quiver, attached to his hip. He lays down his bow on the
ground.
As he approaches the injured animal, the wolf bears his
teeth in warning.
SITTING BULL
It's okay, friend.
He takes a piece of pemmican from a pouch and gives it to
the wolf, who eats it right up.
Sitting Bull removes the arrow from the leg, and the wolf
lets out a yelp.
He opens another pouch with some leaves and another with
some water. He cleans and dresses the wound and secures it
with a piece of buffalo hide.
The wolf rises, a little shakily, but able to stand.
It looks at Sitting Bull, who hears a voice.
VOICE
Your name shall be great, but we
will be the same.
The wolf turns and limps away, its stride getting steadier
with each step.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAWN
Sitting Bull, Jumping Bull, Four Horns, Running Horse, No
Neck, Heavy Winds, BIG LODGE, 25, SLOW BEAR, 20, and a
score of others pack their horses with gear.
Women help and start hugging men, saying goodbye. Children
linger.
The warriors start mounting.
Light Hair hands Sitting Bull a pouch.
LIGHT HAIR
Don't eat it all at once.
He pretends to chug everything in the pouch. She rolls her
eyes and then hands him a folded piece of red fabric. He
takes it and secures it on his horse.
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LIGHT HAIR (CONT'D)
And don't bring back any new wives,
or the Wakan Tanka will have a new
carcass as a gift.
SITTING BULL
Only braves who don't fear their
first wife will take new ones.
They smile, kiss, and then he jumps on his horse.
EXT. NEAR CROW CAMP - DAWN
The morning sun begins lighting the sky but still hasn't
broken the horizon. Smoke billows out of a score of tipis
about a half mile away.
The Sioux warriors, all covered in different designs of
red, black, white, and yellow war paint, congregate and
finish preparations.
No Neck's horse strolls past Sitting Bull. He sees a red
bird painted on Sitting Bull's cheek.
Sitting Bull, with a single white eagle feather in the back
of his hair, loads a pistol and places it in a sash around
his waist.
Jumping Bull approaches.
JUMPING BULL
Ready for this today?

SITTING BULL
A warrior is always ready and never
ready.
Jumping Bull smiles and goes off.
Sitting Bull unfolds the piece of red fabric. He drapes it
across one shoulder and then diagonally across his chest,
wrapping it around a couple of times. He stuffs the
remainder, a long tail, in the back of his leggings.
He secures a quiver of arrows to one hip, places a knife in
his waist sash on the other, and places his coup stick in
the quiver. His shield hangs on a blanket that drapes on his
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horse.
EXT. CROW CAMP - DAWN
The Sioux warriors sneak and creep into the Crow camp.
Many warriors take horses and start making their way out of
the camp.
Sitting Bull grabs a couple of horses sees a young warrior
struggling with a horse. The horse WHINNIES.
A Crow exits a tipi.
The Crow lets out a WAR CRY, and several Sioux warriors run
to silence him. Immediately, the camp wakes up and warriors
burst out of their tipis with weapons in hand.
Sitting Bull sees a Crow with a large feather bonnet. He
counts many coups as Sioux ride past and retreats.
LOUD BEAR, 25, rides past the Crow, grabbing the bonnet
from his head, while the Sioux warrior PAINTS BROWN, 30,
catches an arrow in the chest.
Sitting Bull lets the horses go. Big Lodge runs over to
him.
BIG LODGE
Make us proud, Sash-Wearer.
He takes the red sash's tail from Sitting Bull and stakes
it into the ground. He runs off and tackles a nearby Crow
warrior.
Crow warriors see Sitting Bull's sash and start heading his
way.
Sitting bull circles in place, shooting arrows into
enemies.
A half dozen of them get closer.
In between shots, one Crow tackles him. The Crow gets to
his feet first and raises a tomahawk over his head. Before
he can swing it down, another Sioux warrior rides past,
BASHING the Crow in the head with his coup stick.
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No Neck sees Sitting Bull's staked sash and doesn't free
it.
Sitting Bull gets to a knee and disposes of the other
warriors near him. Slow Bear runs by and frees the sash
from the ground.
Sitting Bull spots a Crow with a chief's war bonnet, a long
headress of eagle feathers. They charge each other.
The Crow takes out a pistol from his waistband and aims at
Sitting Bull, who sees the gun and dives to the ground,
taking out his own pistol.
The Crow chief SHOOTS; the bullet TEARS into Sitting Bull's
foot. He aims at the chief, and then SHOOTS, hitting him in
the chest. The chief falls to the ground.
Sitting Bull crawls over, takes out his knife, and slits
his throat.
When the Crow warriors see that their chief dead, they
retreat. Sitting Bull takes his scalp.
He stands and surveys the results. Sioux warriors collect
horses and women before heading out of camp.
Sitting Bull limps to a horse, jumps on, and rides off.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - NIGHT
Sitting Bull lays on a buffalo hide, sleeping, while beads
of sweat form across his forehead. Light Hair and
Her-Holy-Door tend to the injured foot.
Light Hair removes the medicinal leaves on the wounds,
which have been sewn shut. Her-Holy-Door cleans the wound
with a scrub of buffalo hide and places new leaves on it.
Light Hair wipes the sweat away from his brow.
Jumping Bull enters. He looks at Sitting Bull.

How is he?

JUMPING BULL

Before anyone can answer, WAR CRIES erupt and horse hooves
THUNDER through the camp. Jumping Bull grabs Sitting Bull's
bow and arrows and leaves.
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Guns FIRE and people yell all around.
Light Hair grabs a knife, and Her-Holy-Door grabs a
tomahawk and, standing next to the door, holds it like a
baseball bat.
Sitting Bull awakes and sits up. He looks around. He rolls
over and crawls to his pistol. He aims at the door.
They all wait.
After a moment, the horse hooves move away from camp, and
the YELLS die down.
The three of them look at each other.
Sitting Bull sprawls flat on his back, hyperventilating.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - DAY
Sitting Bull awakes, alone in the tipi, and looks at his
injured left foot.
He struggles to get his moccasins on. He stands and takes a
cautious step, assessing the damage to his foot. He walks
around the tipi, limping hard on his left foot.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - MOMENTS LATER
Sitting Bull steps out and looks around, squinting in the
sunlight.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
A half dozen mounted warriors ride into camp at a casual
pace. They lead another half dozen horses with them, each
bundled with gear, supplies, and other materials.
The warriors wear a hodgepodge of non-native clothes. One
wears a suit jacket. Another wears a cowboy hat.
The warriors start dismounting, including Slow Bear, now
30, and Big Lodge, now 35, both bigger and stronger than
most. Big Lodge starts unpacking horses, handing out items
at random to the people who congregate around them.
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He gives Woman With Many Names a cooking pot with a metal
tripod. He shows another man a pistol.

EXT. STRONG HEARTS MEETING - NIGHT
About thirty warriors sit around a fire at the edge of the
camp. In addition to Sitting Bull, among them are Jumping
Bull, Four Horns, No Neck, BLACK MOON, 30, RUNNING
ANTELOPE, 35, RED MOON, 28, and LOUD-VOICED HAWK, 32.
RUNNING ANTELOPE
We need to elect some more members
to the akicita. As you know, two of
the members died in the last fight
with the Crows.
SIOUX WARRIOR
There are still too many akicita
even now.
RED MOON
Our warriors keep bringing women
from other tribes. It's only a
matter of time before their families
try and take them back.
BLACK MOON
And many of you keep stealing the
women from each other. We have more
fights lately. We need more akicita
to enforce the laws and resolve the
problems.
JUMPING BULL
Before we elect new members, let's
deal with the problem we have first.
That last fight with the Crows cost
us a lot. Men, women, children,
horses. How do we recover? Do we let
them keep the women and children?
SIOUX WARRIOR
They let us keep theirs, no?
The voices begin to muffle and jumble together as Sitting
Bull listens.
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He looks at the fire, and after a moment, he becomes
entranced.
Jumping Bull happens to see him and notices something is
going on. He catches Four Horns' eyes and nods towards
Sitting Bull.
The men around the fire seem to disappear from Sitting
Bull's vision. He stares at the fire as it CRACKLES and
burns.
As flames jump around, a small ember shoots up into the air
and becomes a Thunderbird, made completely of flames. It
flaps its wings, in silence.
Sitting Bull looks around. Dark figures emerge from the
fringes of the circle. They aim pistols and rifles at the
Thunderbird.
The Thunderbird dissipates, its remains raining on the
meeting. THe dark figures retreat. No one notices.
Sitting Bull blinks.
The voices increase in volume and distinguish themselves
again. The warriors around him seem to coagulate out of
haziness.
Sitting Bull shakes his head and looks around to see if
anyone saw what he did.
Nobody betrays a hint of the vision, but he catches eyes
with Jumping Bull.
RED MOON
What does the soon-to-be Wachisha
Wakan think?
All eyes go to Sitting Bull, who realizes everyone staring
at him.
NO NECK
He won't be a holy man until he
participates in the Sun Dance. Want
to declare your sacrifice,
Hunkesni?
He chews out the name. Chuckles erupt from the others.
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Sitting Bull stands.

SITTING BULL
At the Sun Dance, I will give 100
cuts of flesh.
Oohs and ahhs break out with a lot of nods of approval.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
To answer Red Moon. If any enemy
stole my wife or my children, I
would bring the fury of the Wakan
Tanka to them. If we steal the women
and children of our enemies, we must
expect the same. And we would
deserve the same.
A lot of nods and murmurs of agreement circle throughout
the group.
BLACK MOON
We can't tell our warriors what
prizes they can or can't claim after
a battle.
More murmurs of agreement.
SITTING BULL
Of course not. But we must be
prepared for the consequences. We
must know that we will inspire our
enemies from these actions.
FOUR HORNS
What's worse than a warrior who has
already lost everything?
RUNNING ANTELOPE
We won't solve this problem now.
While we are on the topic of
enemies, someone has a story to
tell.
One man, RIDES FAST, 35, stands.
RIDES FAST
My brother just returned to us from
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working on the frontier of the
wasichus' country. He would trade
with them. He has seen many
troubling things.
Big Lodge stands.

BIG LODGE
We went far to the east and visited
many of the whites' Worn Out
Fences. They call them
(in English)"Forts". They love our
buffalo skins. We traded many of
them for food, weapons, and even
some of their clothes. But what we
saw, we can't forget.
EXT. ARMY FORT - DAY
Big Lodge and the Sioux warriors barter for goods with a
couple of whites. Two Union soldiers accompany them; one
translates from Lakota to English.
Slow Bear elbows Big Lodge and nods towards the fort.
A couple of Union Soldiers open the doors to a wagon, and a
dozen black men stammer out, all wearing chains on their
wrists.
Slow Bear and Big Lodge look at each other.
The soldiers start unchaining the men, who immediately
start grabbing nearby shovels. In a moment, they start
digging near the fort, while the soldiers stand guard with
rifles in their hands.
EXT. STRONG HEARTS MEETING - CONTINUOUS
BIG LODGE
Saw the wasichus had people in
chains, people with skin the color
of tree trunks. We asked the
interpreter. He said they were
slaves of the wasichus.
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Grumbles of anger emit from the group.
BIG LODGE (CONT'D)
We all have heard stories about
their aggression. What if they want
the same with us?
SIOUX WARRIOR
We will all die before wearing
wasichus' chains.
A chorus of agreement erupts.
OTHER WARRIOR
Even though we've all grown up with
stories of their terrors, most of
us have never even seen a wasichu.
Only the ones who have gone to
their forts have had any
interaction with them. They have
never come to our country. Should
we really worry?
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
Light Hair sits outside of her tipi, draped in a buffalo
hide, threading and beading some moccasins. A small fire
burns, heating a black kettle that stands over it.
Hard Rains walks up and plops down next to her.
Light Hair pays no mind, continuing her work.
HARD RAINS
Your husband is now part of the
Strong Hearts?
LIGHT HAIR
Yes.
HARD RAINS
That is good. He is smart as he is
strong. We will all benefit from his
counsel.
Thank you.

LIGHT HAIR

He leans in.
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HARD RAINS
(whispering)
If I were a part of the society, I
could still not leave your side.
She looks at him and gives a nervous smile before going
back to her threading.
HARD RAINS (CONT'D)
The Akicita could not beat me hard
enough to drag me away from you.
He leans back out and resumes a normal volume of voice.
HARD RAINS (CONT'D)
It's well known that the Wakan Tanka
has not given you children.
He hangs on the moment.
HARD RAINS (CONT'D)
Why do you think that is?
Light Hair sighs.
LIGHT HAIR
Maybe we're not ready, and we will
be gifted with many when we are.
HARD RAINS
Maybe.
He scoots just a little closer.
HARD RAINS (CONT'D)
Or maybe Sitting Bull's little bull
is not as strong as it needs to be.
She stops her threading and looks at him.
LIGHT HAIR
What do you want?
HARD RAINS
I want you to think about being my
wife.
She gives him a look like, "Get real."
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HARD RAINS (CONT'D)
I would steal you away right now.
I'm not afraid of your husband, but
he has many friends. I would not
enjoy you for very long.
She goes back to threading.

LIGHT HAIR
Stealing me away right now would not
be as easy as you think.
She flashes a knife out from underneath the buffalo hide
and hides it just as quickly.
LIGHT HAIR (CONT'D)
Besides, I and my husband's friends
would be the least of your worries.
Sitting Bull's not as compassionate
as they say.
HARD RAINS
I would give you as many children as
you wanted. We would have a big
family. I already have many, and
they are all strong and smart.
LIGHT HAIR
Aren't you married?
HARD RAINS
I've wanted you for a second wife
for a long time. My wife has finally
agreed. That's why I'm asking now.
She looks at him.
HARD RAINS (CONT'D)
We can be together, but you have to
leave Sitting Bull. If I take you
away, he and his friends will kill
us both. But if you leave him, that
will be different. You have a good
reason, one that he can't argue
with.
She leans in towards him.
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LIGHT HAIR
I don't want to be any man's second
wife. Children or not.
He looks her up at down.
HARD RAINS
Well, maybe we can still enjoy each
other from time to time.
LIGHT HAIR
No. We can't. And if you leave now,
I won't tell anyone about this
conversation. Even some of Sitting
Bull's students would love to
practice carving a man.
Hard Rains studies her face for a second and then leans in
so they are just a couple of inches apart.
HARD RAINS
Think about it. Our lives are short.
We must enjoy the time that the
Wakan Tanka gives us.
He gets up and walks off.
Light Hair looks around and tosses the moccasin.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
Bloody Knife, his face slightly puffy and bruised, and his
two brothers, LITTLE EAGLE, 9, and THUNDER CLOUD, 11, run
around a small campfire shooting imaginary arrows at each
other.
Bloody Knife lands one in Thunder Cloud, who pretends to drop
dead. Bloody Knife goes over to him, slits his through with
an imaginary knife and then pretends to scalp him.
LITTLE EAGLE
You never put down your bow and
arrow. How could you have a knife in
your hand?
BLOODY KNIFE
You just didn't see me do it.
Thunder Cloud rolls over and gets up.
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BLOODY KNIFE (CONT'D)
And you're dead, so you can't get
up.
THUNDER CLOUD
I'm protected by magic. Besides, you
were too slow.
LITTLE EAGLE
I'm hungry.
Bloody Knife opens a pouch on his leggings and tosses some
pemmican to his brother. They all take a seat near a little
fire.
BLOODY KNIFE
Remember when we visited mother's
family last summer?
His brothers nod. Thunder Cloud munches on his own food.
BLOODY KNIFE (CONT'D)
Do you remember anyone being mean to
us?
THUNDER CLOUD
Just grandmother.
BLOODY KNIFE
I meant any of the Arikara kids.
LITTLE EAGLE
Not me. I think just one of our
uncles there was unhappy with our
fighting skills.
BLOODY KNIFE
I've been wondering what it would be
like to live with them, with
mother's people. Not have to see any
of the Hunkpapa torment us.
They think they're so much better
than us.
THUNDER CLOUD
When we are men, we can go if we
want. I'll be a man soon, so maybe
I'll go.
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LITTLE EAGLE
No! You guys can't leave me.
BLOODY KNIFE
I won't leave either of you. When
Little Eagle becomes a man, we'll
all leave together. Until then, I'll
protect you both.
THUNDER CLOUD
Maybe we can convince mother and
father to go live with the Arikaras.
BLOODY KNIFE
Don't make me dream, brother. But
things are getting worse.
Especially with that one kid, Gall.
LITTLE EAGLE
Somebody stole my bow and arrow. I
think it was him.
BLOODY KNIFE
Whenever we're alone, something
bad usually happens. We have to
stick together. Always.
They grab each others' hands and connect in a circle.
EXT. STRONG HEARTS MEETING - NIGHT
The meeting adjourns. The men stand, and many members
disperse, while others clump together and converse.
Sitting Bull goes off alone.
As he walks through a cluster of tipis, he sees a warrior
sitting outside one tipi talking to his children, an infant
sitting on his lap, and two toddlers sitting before him. A
woman tends to an infant swaddled on a swaddle board.
As he walks by another tipi, three attractive women stop
talking as he nears. He looks at them, and they all smile,
but he doesn't return the favor.
Hard Rains passes by and gives a short nod.
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Sitting Bull stops in his tracks on the way to his tipi.
After a moment, he goes off in a different direction.
One of the three women he saw follows him.

EXT. EDGE OF CAMP - NIGHT
Sitting Bull sits cross-legged, alone, puffing on a long
pipe. Stars sprinkle white over the blackness of the sky.
He looks above and focuses on Orion. The stars of the
constellation coalesce, making the form of a buffalo with
the belt stars making the buffalo's spine.
The buffalo turns in the opposite direction and runs in
slow motion before the stride hits real time. Then, it's
legs move so quickly that they blur together.
FOOTSTEPS coming from behind make Sitting Bull turn around.
LITTLE CLOUD, 25, approaches.
Sitting Bull looks back at the constellation, but the stars
have retaken their original order.
She sits next to him.
LITTLE CLOUD
Why are you all alone out here?
SITTING BULL
I needed to think.
She takes the pipe and takes a long puff. Sitting Bull
looks only from his peripheral vision.
LITTLE CLOUD
If an enemy scout saw you like
this, he could sneak up on you. The
great Sitting Bull could disappear.
SITTING BULL
The Wakan Tankan watches over us.
LITTLE CLOUD
Where's your wife?
He mulls over his answer.
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LITTLE CLOUD (CONT'D)
Why aren't you with her? Are things
not well?
SITTING BULL
Things are well.
She leans her head on his shoulder.
LITTLE CLOUD
People say you two are unhappy.
Unhappy because you don't have
children. I know it's her fault.
There are many women here who would
give you children. Including me.
He finally looks at her.
SITTING BULL
Sister, what do you want?
She lifts her head off his shoulder and looks at him.
LITTLE CLOUD
You're very powerful. You need a
powerful woman to give you powerful
children.
SITTING BULL
Does a powerful woman try to tempt a
man from his wife?
LITTLE CLOUD
If she needs to. The more powerful
you are, the more wives you can
have. You don't need to leave her.
SITTING BULL
Clearly, you don't know my wife. She
would not consent to this, and even
if she did, I don't need another
wife.
Little Cloud tosses the pipe on the ground, gets up, and
storms off.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
Sitting Bull heads back to his tipi.
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He sees a group of boys circled around some others. Gall is
on top of another boy, punching him.
GALL
I told you half-breed Arikaras to
stay away from our games.
Sitting Bull sees two other boys already beaten bloody try
to pull Gall off, but two of Gall's cronies throw them to
the ground.
Sitting Bull pushes his way into the circle of boys. When
they all realize who it is, they run off.
Gall notices the boys disperse and gets off Bloody Knife,
panting, and with a red face.
SITTING BULL
Little brother, what is this?
GALL
I hate these worms. They always
stick their faces where they
shouldn't. I'd scalp them right now
if the council and the Akicita
wouldn't punish me with death.
Bloody Knife rolls over and coughs, a broken coup stick
next to him.
Thunder Cloud and Little Eagle come over and try to pick up
Bloody Knife, but they can't.
SITTING BULL
(to Gall)
We'll talk later. Go. Play.
Gall gives the brothers the evil eye and then runs off.
Sitting Bull tries to help Bloody Knife up, but he pushes
Sitting Bull away.
BLOODY KNIFE
How can you be friends with that
animal?
SITTING BULL
We are all the same here. We must
not fight.
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Bloody Knife gets up on his own.
BLOODY KNIFE
You better tell that bug that his
time is coming.
He picks up his broken coup stick.
BLOODY KNIFE (CONT'D)
We don't even want to be here. You
and the other Hunkpapa should just
leave us alone.
Sitting Bull unhooks his coup stick from his sash. He looks
at it for a moment and then extends it to Bloody Knife, whose
eyes go back and forth from Sitting Bull to the coup stick.
For a second, the hate washes away from Bloody Knife's
face, but then it boils back.
BLOODY KNIFE (CONT'D)
I don't need your pity, Hunkpapa.
He runs off. His brothers stand there, frozen, looking at
Sitting Bull.
SITTING BULL
Come with me.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - NIGHT
Sitting Bull emerges from his tipi and extends one coup
stick to Thunder Cloud and another to Little Eagle. The
boys look at each other.
SITTING BULL
Both have strong magic and will do
you well.
Each boy reaches up slowly and takes a coup stick. Sitting
Bull extends another one.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
This gift is for your brother. Give
it to him when he's ready.
Thunder Cloud takes it. Then, they run off without another
word.
Light Hair exits the tipi.
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LIGHT HAIR
Why did you give them your coup
sticks?
SITTING BULL
Long story.
He turns to her.
LIGHT HAIR
How are the Strong Hearts?
He grabs her by the arms.
SITTING BULL
I'm only a Strong Heart for you.
Just remember that.
LIGHT HAIR
And I for you.
SITTING BULL
Enough business for today, for
tonight. What did you do while I was
away?
LIGHT HAIR
I sharpened some knives.
She smiles.
A young boy comes running over.
BOY
Sitting Bull! Your uncle and father
want you. They're back where the
Strong Hearts were.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
Sitting Bull returns to the Strong Hearts' meeting place.
Many of the leaders are still there, including Jumping
Bull, Four Horns, Running Antelope, Black Moon, and Red
Moon.
They are all talking to a woman, 30, in between her crying,
and a BOY, 14.
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Sitting Bull notices the boy holding something in his hand.
FOUR HORNS
This woman and and her sister were
washing meat in the river earlier
today.
EXT. WOODS - DAY
The boy stalks game with a bow and arrow in a grove of
trees near the river.
EXT. RIVER - DAY
The two women, LOUD SUN, 30, and FLOWER PETAL, 25, crouch
in the shallow edge of the river, scrubbing raw meat.
Loud Sun stands up, and walks a ways into the grass, laying
out the cuts of meat.
A SCREAM from the river makes her turn.
EXT. WOODS - DAY
In a creeping mid-step, the boy stops in his tracks and
turns toward the direction of the scream.
EXT. RIVER - DAY
A RAIDER, 35, wrestles with Flower Petal in the shallow
water. LOUD SUN runs over and jumps on his back. He punches
Flower Petal in the face, halfway knocking her out.
He throws Loud Sun off his back. She gets up, and he
punches her in the face, too. She falls backwards with a
SPLASH in the water.
The raider goes back to Flower Petal, who starts to come to.
Her clothes RIP as he pulls at them. She kicks him in the
crotch, and he stammers back for a moment. He takes out a
knife a lunges at her, stabbing her several times in a
murderous rage.
He turns his attention to Loud Sun, blood running from her
nose and face, and stands over her.
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An arrow lands with a THUD in his chest. The raider looks
at the blood streaming out of his wound. Another arrow
lands in his stomach.
RUNNING FOOTSTEPS come from his side, and the boy tackles
him, and they land in the water with a SPLASH. The boy
hacks at the raider with his own knife, like chipping away
at ice.
In a moment, the boy stops when the raider no longer moves.
Loud Sun goes over to the other woman and holds her while
she cries.
Blood paints the water red.
The boy, out of breath, looks at his arms covered in blood.
He alters his grip on the knife and leans in towards the
raider.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
FOUR HORNS
The women were sisters. The raider
was a Shoshone.
SITTING BULL
Shoshone? Far away from his country.
FOUR HORNS
Exactly. Early tomorrow we'll go and
look at his body.
BLACK MOON
There must be others. One lone
warrior would not risk raiding. The
danger would be too high,
especially given how far they are
from their lands.
RUNNING ANTELOPE
They must notice they are missing a
man. They will look for him.
Maybe in more numbers than we'd
like. We'll tell the others to
expect something.
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Jumping Bull rubs his right cheek with his hand.
JUMPING BULL
The raider might have killed both
women if the boy had not been
hunting in the nearby woods. And
the boy says it was his first kill.
Sitting Bull looks at the boy.
SITTING BULL
Your first?
The boy nods and holds up the raider's scalp.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
And what do we call you, little
brother?
BOY
Crazy Horse.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - MINUTES LATER
The tipi's door FLAPS open as Sitting Bull enters. Light
Hair sits in front of the center fire, braiding her hair.
He plops down next to her.
LIGHT HAIR
Was that as important as they said?
SITTING BULL
It was a raider. He killed a woman.
He smiles.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
But one of our boy's killed the
raider. But we'll talk of this
later. Business has kept me away
from you today. What have you done?
She stands up.
LIGHT HAIR
I have some news.
She makes him wait for a moment.
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SITTING BULL
What is it? She
smiles. He stands.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
What is it, woman?
She cradles her stomach with both hands.
His jaw drops.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Are you certain?
LIGHT HAIR
Very.
He takes a deep breath.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - CONTINUOUS
A war CRY erupts and echoes through the night air.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
Sitting Bull drops to his knees before Light Hair and
presses his ear to her belly. He wraps his arms around her
waist, and she caresses his head.

EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Bloody Knife and his mother each ride their own horse,
while the two other brothers share one. The horses are
carrying packs of buffalo hide and other gear.
As they head out of the camp, they pass by a group of
adolescents, among them is Gall.
Gall and Bloody knife lock eyes, mad-dogging each other
until the horses pass.
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EXT. PLAINS - DAY
Sitting Bull accompanies a raiding party,along with No Neck
and Heavy Winds.
The men on their horses stop.
NO NECK
Is this the camp?
Along the river sits one lone tipi.
LOUD BEAR
See the markings on the tipi? They
are Assiniboine.
HEAVY WINDS
Could be a newly married couple.
FOUR HORNS
Could be scouts. Could be waiting
for more members of their camp.
LOUD BEAR
Could be a trap.
The warriors all look around.
NO NECK
We must attack now and leave
immediately.
Loud Bear KICKS his horse off and the rest follow. Sitting
Bull stays at the rear of the pack. As the horsemen charge
the lone tipi, they YELL their war-cries.
A man, a woman, and three young boys burst out of the tipi
and sprint, scattering, in the opposite directions of the
charging men.
The man turns and fires a couple of arrows. The woman fires a
pistol. No shots land.
The Sioux warriors take them down and kill them quickly.
Sitting Bull brings his horse to a stop and watches, almost
indifferently.
The warriors encircle the lone boy left standing. They
saunter around him as they all take out their knives and
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tomahawks.
Sitting Bull's horse approaches.
No Neck dismounts, coup stick in one hand, knife in
another.
The BOY, 10, has a child-size bow and arrow and raises it
at No Neck, who laughs.
The boy sees Sitting Bull and calls to him.
BOY
Big Brother!
The warriors all look to Sitting Bull. He studies the boy's
face for a moment and then dismounsnowts.
SITTING BULL
Do not harm this boy. No
Neck and Heavy Winds protest.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
This boy is very brave. Faced with
death, he still stands up to all of
us. He will become a great warrior
one day.
NO NECK
He is my coup, Sitting Bull.
HEAVY WINDS
He is the enemy and deserves to die.
SITTING BULL
He will be my little brother. The
matter is settled.
Sitting Bull turns and goes back to his horse.
No Neck and Heavy Winds take a moment to mull over their
next move. No Neck sheathes his knife and walks away,
grumbling. Heavy Winds does the same.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
Half the camp sits around a large campfire. No
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Neck, standing, pleads to the audience.
NO NECK
We killed the boy's entire family.
He is our enemy, should not even be
alive, and let alone be allowed to
enter our tribe.
Sitting Bull stands.
SITTING BULL
The boy showed more bravery than I
have seen from some of our warriors.
He looks at No Neck and Heavy Winds.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Where No Neck sees a coup to be won,
I see a valuable warrior that will
benefit us all. We lose many braves
regularly. If we can save one, we
must.
Heavy Winds stands to interject.
HEAVY WINDS
If we allow the boy into our tribe,
if he does become a strong warrior,
he will seek revenge against us.
SITTING BULL
I have looked into the boy's heart.
There is no vengeance there. He is
already most honorable.
GOOD-VOICED-ELK
Someone bring the boy.
Some of the warriors detach from the group and return with
the boy.
GOOD-VOICED-ELK (CONT'D)
Boy. Sitting Bull is a wise man and
leader to us.
He points to Sitting Bull.
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GOOD-VOICED-ELK (CONT'D)
He convinced us that you are a brave
warrior. Live with us or return you
to your tribe. What do you want?
The boy assesses the faces around him, noting the good, the
bad, and the indifferent.
BOY
Sitting Bull is now my big brother,
and the only family I have. I
choose to stay here with him.
No Neck and Heavy Winds grumble.
GOOD-VOICED-ELK
Sitting Bull, since he is your
adopted brother, you should name
him.
Sitting Bull looks at the boy for a moment, contemplating.
SITTING BULL
He will be Stays Back.
STAYS BACK
I pledge my loyalty to Sitting Bull
and the Hunkpapa Sioux.
GOOD-VOICED-ELK
Let's welcome Stays Back and
celebrate.
Half the crowd stands, some DRUMS hit the air, and people
start mingling.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Jumping Bull and Sitting Bull are walking the outskirts of
the camp.
JUMPING BULL
You're becoming more of a leader to
the people each day.
He passes the pipe to Sitting Bull.
JUMPING BULL (CONT'D)
They say they trust your judgment
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and that you are very wise.
SITTING BULL
I try to think with my mind and with
my heart. I listen to the Wakan
Tanka.
JUMPING BULL
A chief must know all of the history
of his people. Speak with all the
elders, and you must speak with them
often.
He rubs his jaw.
JUMPING BULL (CONT'D)
You'll learn everything about our
history. You must pass it down to
our young. This is our tradition,
Sitting Bull, and it must be upheld.
SITTING BULL
What's wrong with your face?
JUMPING BULL
It's a tooth. It hurts very much. A
warrior's death in battle has many
advantages, for a young warrior
need not grow old.
They stop their walk and look at the camp.
JUMPING BULL (CONT'D)
Someday, I think you will be the
chief not only of our tribe, but
many tribes as well. I've seen it.
SITTING BULL
The different bands, tribes and
nations will never unify under one
chief.
Jumping Bull and Sitting Bull turn their heads as they both
hear the THUNDERING of horse hooves and WAR CRIES coming over
the prairie.
Thirty Crows charge the camp. Sitting Bull runs to his tipi,
almost ignoring his handicapped foot. Jumping Bull also runs
to get some weapons. The Sioux aarriors assemble.
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The women and children retreat to their tipis.
Arrows SWOOSH and cut through the air. Pistols and rifle
shots BOOM from one side of the camp to the other. Warriors
from both sides drop as they get hit.
Sitting Bull exits his tipi with bow and arrow in hand,
pistol in his waistband, firing arrows at nearby Crows.
A lone Crow warrior, 25, defeats each Sioux that challenges
him. He shows off a pistol and taunts the Sioux, demanding
someone else to try and defeat him.
Jumping Bull sees this. He looks around and sees no other
contestants. With his knife belt around his waist and his
bow and arrows strapped to his back, Jumping Bull jumps on
his horse and charges the Crow.
JUMPING BULL
(Yelling) He
is mine then!
He grabs his bow and positions an arrow.
JUMPING BULL (CONT'D)
(to himself)
I have longed for this day.
The Crow sees him coming and SHOOTS the pistol, striking
Jumping Bull in the left shoulder.
Jumping Bull dives off his horse onto the Crow. They roll
around and struggle.
Nearby, Sitting Bull lands arrow after arrow into Crow
attackers, saving warriors, women, and children alike.
Jumping Bull and the Crow push off each other and stand.
Jumping Bull grabs his knife with his good arm.
The Crow takes out his knife, holding it in a reverse grip.
Sitting Bull launches his final arrow, then looks around
and sees his father and the Crow circling each other.
He grabs a horse and jumps on it, kicking it towards them.
Jumping Bull lunges at the Crow, who sidesteps the attack.
The Crow's knife comes SLASHING down into Jumping Bull's
chest, starting just under the collar bone and slicing
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diagonally to the middle of the chest, where the knife
stops.
Jumping Bull drops to his knees.
The Crow recovers his knife from Jumping Bull's chest.
He looks around. Seeing some of the Sioux watch, he smiles.
Holding the knife in a reverse grip, he brings it down with a
THUD in the top-center of Jumping Bull's skull.
He breaks the handle off.
The Crow takes Jumping Bull's horse and flees.
Sioux warriors FIRE their weapons at the Crow, with some
shots landing.
The Crow runs to a horse, jumps on, and takes off.
Sitting Bull's horse catches up. He jumps from his horse
and tackles the Crow from his.
They roll to a stop, kicking up dust and dirt.
Sitting Bull stands without missing a beat and runs over to
his enemy and turns him over.
In a murderous rage, he STABS the Crow several times, CUTS
his throat, and takes his scalp, YELLING the whole time.
He stands over the dead Crow, hyper-ventilating and covered
in blood.
The remaining Crows retreat. Some Sioux pursue them; others
go around counting coups on the dead.
Sitting Bull limps, guiding his horse back towards the
camp.
He sees Stays Back, holding a bow bigger than he can
handle.
SITTING BULL
Stays Back. My father is dead. You
are worthy of his name. You will be
Jumping Bull.
He doesn't wait for a response and walks throughout the camp,
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inspecting the damage. Heavy Winds lies with an arrow in his
chest.
Sitting Bull notices SNOW-ON-HER, 20, tending to the
wounded.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
Sioux warriors return to camp, YELLING cries of victory.
People go to greet them.
Sitting Bull steps out of his tipi.
FEATHER ON HEAD, 30, dismounts. Other warriors show some
captives, women and children, hands bounded, being pulled
by other warriors.
FEATHER ON HEAD
Brothers and sisters. We followed
the Crows back to their camp, and
we took some prisoners.
The Sioux CHEER. Sitting Bull approaches.
FEATHER ON HEAD (CONT'D)
As revenge and punishment for
Jumping Bull's death, we will
execute these captives tonight!
More CHEERS erupt.
Everyone settles down when they see Sitting Bull
approaching.
When he gets there, he looks over the Crow women and
children, who are panting and scared to death, bruised,
beaten, and bloodied. Then, he looks over his own people.
He goes over to a Crow woman. He takes out his knife,
making her flinch. He cuts the rope binding her hands.
After doing the same for the children standing next to her,
he faces his people again.
SITTING BULL
If you want to do this for me, do
not. If you want to do something for
me, take good care of these people
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and let them live. They are not to
blame for Jumping Bull's death. He
is dead. The one responsible is
dead. There is no more to say or do.
Send these prisoners back to their
people.
He heads back towards his tipi, his limp a little more
pronounced than usual.
EXT. ARIKARA VILLAGE - EARLY MORNING
Smoke billows out of a dozen tipis out of the twenty
erected. Arikara Indians go about their mornings much like
the Sioux.
Women tend to fires and the black kettles standing over
them on their metal tripods. Men work on weapons, and kids
run around.
Little Eagle, now 20, comes out of a tipi with a toddler
trailing him.
Thunder Cloud, now 22, sits next to two young women in
front of another tipi.
The brothers catch eyes with each other and nod, smiling.
Little Eagle sees Thunder Cloud look away, concentrating on
something. Horse Hooves grow out of nothing. Thunder Cloud
looks back at Little Eagle. An arrow SLICES the air and then
lands with a THUD in Little Eagle's chest.
Women SCREAM. Thunder Cloud, horrified, sees his younger
brother drop.
The THUNDERING Horse Hooves are all around them.
Arikara Warriors YELL and arm up. Women and children
scatter into the nearby woods. Arrows SWOOSH through the
air. Pistols FIRE, and people all around YELL either in
terror or in aggression.
Thunder Cloud fires a couple of arrows, hitting one Sioux
raider.
He disappears into a tipi and then quickly reappears with a
pistol. He aims and FIRES at one Sioux warrior who's standing
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over his brother with a raised tomahawk. The shot hits the
Sioux warrior.
Just as quickly, a bullet catches Thunder Cloud in the
side, and he falls. Blood streams from his side as he
crawls towards the tipi. He stops when he sees a pair of
moccasins standing in front of him.
He looks up and sees Gall, who taunts with a half-smile.
His eyes beam with victory.
Gall raises a pistol to Thunder Cloud's face.
An Arikara woman, 30, peeks out from behind a tree at the
edge of the woods and sees Gall's pistol.
The SHOT ECHOS.
The woman turns and sprints further into the woods.
EXT. FORT LARAMIE, WYOMING - DAY
Fort Laramie, a wooden rectangle standing two-stories high,
with a center tower, the size of a large log cabin, occupying
another story, sits on a plain of grassland with the Laramie
Mountains behind it.
A couple of miles away sit hundreds of Sioux, Brulé, and
Oglala tipis.
HIGH FOREHEAD, 35, lean, pauses as he sees something in the
distance, squinting for a moment. He mounts his horse and
heads toward it.
EXT. OREGON TRAIL - DAY
Close to Fort Laramie, a train of covered wagons traverses
the rough roads of the trail.
SAMUEL SMITH, 35, rides his horse up to one of the wagons,
driven by HENRY SMITH, 60.
SAMUEL
We're missing a heffer, pop.
HENRY
When did you count them last?
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SAMUEL
Before we left this morning, like I
always do.
Henry scratches his white beard.
HENRY
Well, ain't been any animal attacks,
so it probably wandered off.
He points to a nearby hill.
HENRY (CONT'D)
Go up there and have a look around
and see if you can't find her.
They don't go very fast, so she
can't be far.
Samuel rides up to the hill and starts scanning the land,
making his horse turn in a circle. He sees the cow off in
the distance and kicks his horse off in that direction.
EXT. NEAR FORT LARAMIE/OREGON TRAIL - DAY
High Forehead slows his horse to a walk. He sees the cow
standing there, chewing some grass.
EXT. NEAR FORT LARAMIE/OREGON TRAIL - DAY
Samuel rides toward the cow but pulls his horse to a stop
when he sees an Indian ride up close to the cow.
He watches as the Indian pulls a rifle out of his saddle.
He takes aim.
The rifle FIRES.
Samuel grinds his molars and heads back toward the trail.
INT. OFFICE IN FORT LARAMIE - DAY
In an officer's office, Samuel paces with his hat in hand.
SAMUEL
And then the damned idiot just shot
her. You know what each of those
things cost me? That doesn't
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include the money it takes to feed
it, and the hired hands I need to
watch it and herd it. Each of those
damned things are gonna get me
started when we settle. Won't be
any settlin' if there ain't any
cows when we get there.
LIEUTENANT HUGH FLEMING sits behind a large wooden desk,
cigar in hand. SERGEANT JOHNSON, 25, stands off to the
side.
He takes a long puff.
LIEUTENANT FLEMING
Well, we can't go and just shoot 'em
all. We do have a treaty with them.
What do you want for it?
SAMUEL
I want 25 dollars for the animal.
He shakes his head and looks at Sergeant Johnson.
LIEUTENANT FLEMING
Well, let's see what we can do.
INT. OFFICE IN FORT LARAMIE - LATER
Lieutenant Fleming, Sergeant Johnson, and Samuel Smith are
peering over a map on a table. Standing off to the side is
Lucienne Aguste, 25, a biracial white/native American.
Auguste takes a swig from a flask without the others
noticing.
A Private walks in.
PRIVATE
Everyone's here, sir.
The three men straighten up.
LIEUTENANT FLEMING
Send 'em in.
In walk CONQUERING BEAR, 54, and three other Sioux men,
each 35.
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LIEUTENANT FLEMING (CONT'D)
Alright, Aguste. Tell 'em why we're
all here.
Lucienne clears his throat.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE
(In broken Lakota)
Chief. One Lakota kill white man
cow. Know who?
CONQUERING BEAR
Yes, we know who did it.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE
Good. Arrest and bring.
CONQUERING BEAR
He is not a member of our tribe.
He's a guest from another village.
We have no authority over him.
Besides, what was his crime? The
animal was left behind.
Lucienne inhales.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE
(In English)
He says that the one responsible
isn't theirs. He's a guest from
another village.
LIEUTENANT FLEMING
So?
Way things
power over
the animal
It was for

LUCIENNE AGUSTE
work, tribes don't have
guests. He also said that
was left behind.
anyone.

LIEUTENANT FLEMING
Yeah, that's what he thinks.
CONQUERING BEAR
Ask the chief wasichu where our
payments are. Many of our people
here are starving. The treaty says
we get payments every month. We
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haven't received anything for two.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE
He's asking about the annuities.
LIEUTENANT FLEMING
Yeah, yeah. Tell 'em they're on the
way.

LUCIENNE AGUSTE
He said that people are hungry
because the annuities are late.
LIEUTENANT FLEMING
That treaty also says that no Indian
will hunt white men's cattle. For
that, he owes.
Lucienne translates.
The three younger Sioux men scoff.
SIOUX MAN
We have to follow the rules, but
they don't?
SECOND SIOUX MAN
(to Lucienne)
Tell them there are a thousand
warriors ready to butcher them
like we did to that cow.
CONQUERING BEAR
No, no, no. Tell them that we will
repay the cow with a horse.
Lucienne translates.
The Lieutenant and the Sergeant look at each other and nod.
LIEUTENANT FLEMING
How's that sit with you, Mr. Smith?
He shakes his head.
SAMUEL
No good. I want the cash. Horses and
cows aren't the same. And tell 'em I
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should be asking for more since this
is holding me up from moving west.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE
Wasichu want wasichu money. 25.
CONQUERING BEAR
We don't have that much wasichu
money. We can give more animals.

LUCIENNE AGUSTE
(Back to English)
Want more animals?
SAMUEL
Currency of these United States.
The Lieutenant and the Sergeant look at each other.
INT. HALLWAY OF FORT LARAMIE - DAY
JOHN GRATTAN, 24, leans against the wall outside of the
Lieutenant's office. He watches as Conquering Bear and his
men leave. He spits in a spittoon and goes into the office
just as Lucienne leaves, mad-dogging him.
INT. OFFICE IN FORT LARAMIE - CONTINUOUS
Lieutenant Fleming retakes his seat behind the desk,
propping his feet up.
LIEUTENANT FLEMING
What is it, second lieutenant?
GRATTAN
I couldn't help but overhear of our
new friend's plight.
He nods to Samuel.
GRATTAN (CONT'D)
I'll volunteer to go get that
sonofabitch.
Fleming raises an eyebrow, nodding.
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EXT. FORT LARAMIE - DAY
Grattan leads a group of about 30 soldiers out of the gates
of the fort, their horses trotting. Lucienne takes the back.
A lone rider makes a beeline for Grattan, at a similar
pace. JAMES BORDEAUX, 38, wears a suit, a long mustache,
and has dark hair parted to one side.
Grattan slows his horse. When Bordeaux is close enough, he
calls out.
GRATTAN
Well if it isn't the bear.
BORDEAUX
Liuetenant. A quick word?
Bordeux turns his horse so that he rides abreast with
Grattan.
GRATTAN
Coming with?
BORDEAUX
Word out there is that you're
looking for a fight today.
GRATTAN
Is that right? Your wives tell you
that?
BORDEAUX
They have a lot of warriors out
there. Angry warriors. Men who don't
fear the afterlife like us.
GRATTAN
Get to your point, Bordeux.
BORDEAUX
Go straight to Conquering Bear. He's
willing to cooperate.
GRATTAN
I want to see that sonofabitch for
myself first.
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BORDEAUX
Well, I don't doubt that you'll get
him. But it just might be your
funeral.
Bordeux turns his horse towards the fort.
Grattan turns in his saddle and takes stock of his men. He
sees Lucienne nursing a bottle of something, barely able to
stay astride his horse.
Bordeux comes back around.
BORDEAUX (CONT'D)
Mind if I come?
GRATTAN
You a soldier now?
Bordeaux shakes his head.
BORDEAUX
The Sioux trust me. I don't have a
lot of trust in your company.
He nods to the back of the group.
GRATTAN
Fine.
Grattan turns his horse and heads toward the back of the
group.
He gets to Lucienne.
GRATTAN (CONT'D)
God dammit, Aguste. I need you to
have your wits. Put that garbage
away.
He takes another swig.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE
I don't like the Sioux any more
than you. But if you're looking for
a fight, they'll give you one. They
will all die for honor.
He leans towards Grattan, squinting a little.
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LUCIENNE AGUSTE (CONT'D)
You know what I mean by 'honor'?
He goes for another swig, but Grattan gets close, grabs the
bottle from Lucienne, and throws it on the ground,
SHATTERING. He kicks his horse and heads back to the front.
GRATTAN
Useless drunk.
Luceinne pulls another bottle out of his pocket.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP NEAR FORT LARAMIE - DAY
Grattan and his men stroll into the camp, a sprawling field
of tipis. People are going about their business as usual,
paying the whites no mind.
Grattan yells out.
GRATTAN
Where's the one they call High
Forehead?
The Sioux avoid him. They start to walk in the opposite
directions.
From the back, Lucienne yells out.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE
(in broken Lakota)
Where warriors? Only women I see.
He laughs hard.
One warrior, 35, big as an ox, approaches the soldiers.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE (CONT'D)
Pretty girl. Where High Forehead?
The warrior grinds his molars. He points to a tipi closeby.
The soldiers approach the tipi. Many of them keep looking
around, nervous and suspicious.
High Forehead exits the tipi. Lucienne trots to the front.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE (CONT'D)
You come. Wasichus arrest.
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He snorts.
HIGH FOREHEAD
I'll die first. Before I die, you
all die.
GRATTAN
What'd he say?
LUCIENNE AGUSTE
Something about your whoring mother.
GRATTAN
High Forehead. You are under arrest
for killing a white man's cattle.
Come with us.
Grattan looks to Lucienne.
LUCIENNE AGUSTE
He ain't moving, Sarge.
GRATTAN
It's Lieutentant.
Grattan looks around and sees armed warriors starting to
circle them.
Bordeaux rides up.
BORDEAUX
Let's meet with Conquering Bear and
try to settle this on good terms.
GRATTAN
(Annoyed)
You know their language?
BORDEAUX
Pretty well. Better than some. And
they trust me.
GRATTAN
Fine. Set it up.
Bordeaux addresses High Forehead in fluent, perfect Lakota.
High Forehead nods and points towards a lone, large tipi,
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about a quarter-mile away.
EXT. OUTSIDE OF CONQUERING BEAR'S TIPI - LATER
Grattan stands outside the tipi, a red bear painted on one
side, with Conquering Bear, flanked by a couple of
warriors.
An audience of Sioux watches the meeting from a short
distance away.
Bordeaux is astride his horse with the other 28 men in the
group.
Lucienne stands between them, trying to interpret. Grattan
and Conquering Bear both appear confused.
GRATTAN
Do you even know the language, you
pissant?
Conquering Bear sees Bordeaux.
CONQUERING BEAR
Bear. Come be our voice.
Bordeaux rides closer and dismounts.
GRATTAN
(to Lucienne)
You're dismissed.
Lucienne wobbles back to his horse.
GRATTAN (CONT'D)
(to Bordeaux)
Tell him we need money, or we take
his friend.
Bordeaux translates fluidly. Conquering Bear answers.
BORDEAUX
They don't have that much U.S.
currency. He's offering ten horses.
GRATTAN
Gotta do better than that.
Bordeaux switches.
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CONQUERING BEAR
(in Lakota)
If High Forehead doesn't surrender,
we will protect him.
BORDEAUX
(in Lakota)
I know. And you'll win the day. But
whites have numbers like the grass.
Make him a better offer. What can
you give. Think about it.
Conquering Bear chews it over for a moment.
CONQUERING BEAR
We offer 50 horses.
His warriors look bewildered for a second.
CONQUERING BEAR (CONT'D)
Will they accept?
The warriors begin to plead with their Chief, who waves
them silent.
Bordeaux translates. Grattan strokes his cheek.
BORDEAUX
That's a good offer. 50 horses for
one cow? Take it.
GRATTAN
We need that sonofabitch. That's
the only way this is gonna end. I'm
trying to do this the easy way, but
this stubborn fool isn't helping.
One of the warriors cuts in, gesturing angrily.
GRATTAN (CONT'D)
Step aside you soulless bastard.
BORDEAUX
Maybe we should end the meeting.
We're not going anywhere.
Both warriors flanking Conquering Bear yell at Grattan.
Conquering Bear tries to call them off. Bordeaux raises his
hands in defense, trying to mitigate the situation.
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Grattan pulls out his revolver, aiming it at the warriors.
GRATTAN
(yelling)
Get out of my face! The
warriors go on undeterred.
The soldiers in the detachment start drawing weapons.
Bordeaux looks around and sees Sioux warriors encroaching
on the soldiers' flanks.
Grattan starts noticing the same. He starts backing up
towards his men.
GRATTAN (CONT'D)
Go get us some help, Bordeaux.
The mounted soldiers start pointing their pistols and
rifles at Conquering Bear and his men.
The Sioux warriors on the flanks ready their bows and
arrows as they get closer. A few have pistols.
Bordeaux backs up and gets to his horse. After mounting he
looks around. He kicks his horse and speeds off.
Grattan gets to and mounts his own horse.
Conquering Bear's warriors continue to taunt the soldiers.
One walks close to them.
He gets close to a green soldier, whose chest heaves.
The soldier SHOOTS.
The Sioux return fire.
A shot hits Grattan in the upper chest. He fires off a
couple of rounds.
Conquering Bear gets shot in the stomach and falls
backwards.
A half dozen of the army soldiers drop. Horses whinney;
pistols and rifles POP and create clouds of smoke.
Lucienne falls off his horse as a bullet hits him in the
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head.
Grattan scans the panorama.
GRATTAN (CONT'D)
Follow me, men!
His kicks his horse. Half of the 30 soldiers are already
gone. The Sioux pursue and envelop the remaining ones.
Grattan heads toward a rocky hill.
One Sioux, RED CLOUD, 33, charges in with scores of
warriors behind him, all YELLING war cries.
They flank the soldiers, shooting them down. Grattan takes
an arrow in his side. Others SWOOSH through the air.
Red Cloud's men cut off Grattan's route. Grattan stops his
horse and circles around as the scores Sioux collapse
around him.
He and a half dozen soldiers remain.
Red Cloud's horse steps forward. Red Cloud YELLS the war
cry.
The Sioux unleash their volley, and the soldiers are cut
down.
The Sioux quickly run in to count their coups and to steal
their trophies.
Red Cloud steps before Grattan's body, unsheathing a knife.
INT. PARIS HOTEL - MORNING
WILLIAM HARNEY, 54, receding white hair and a white beard,
sits a table eating breakfast, reading an English language
newspaper.
A hotel ATTENDANT, 30, in a bell hop suit of the day,
approaches the table. He speaks English with a slight
French accent.
ATTENDANT
Pardon me, monsieur Harney.
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Harney looks up.
ATTENDANT (CONT'D)
This post just arrived for you.
He extends the envelope to Harney, who takes it with a nod.
The attendant walks off.
Harney takes a forkful of some scrambled eggs, opening the
letter. His his eyes widen after a moment. He crumples the
letter and tosses in on the table. He forces a swallow of
the food, looking like it had just turned rotten in his
mouth.
He inhales deeply and exhales through his nose, grinding
his molars.

EXT. ARMY FORT, NEBRASKA - TWILIGHT
Harney mounts a horse outside the fort. Another rider,
Philip Cooke, 45, comes up to his side.
COOKE
Nice to have you back, General.
How's Paris?
HARNEY
Farther away than I'd like it to be.
COOKE
Well, you're the man for the job.
Heard you even got a message from
President Pierce.
HARNEY
He told me to whip these Indians,
and that's what we're going to do.
They kick their horses off, with a regiment of 600 soldiers
in tow.
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EXT. ARMY CAMP, NEBRASKA - NIGHT
Harney, Cooke, and Henry Heth, 30, sit around a table in an
officer's tent, lit by several oil lamps and candles. They
stare at a map.
HARNEY
There's a, what they call, Brulé
camp next to this river. That's
where their leader is.
HETH
And how do we know he's there,
General?
COOKE
Because that's what our spies tell
us. His name's Little Thunder.
HARNEY
We'll set up a flanking line here.
He points to the map.
HARNEY (CONT'D)
And we'll push them into it. We'll
leave in a couple of hours, so we
can hit 'em at dawn.
EXT. BRULÉ CAMP NEAR THE PLATTE RIVER, NEBRASKA - DAWN
The Brulé Lakota camp, with less than 100 tipis, begins to
awaken, people wandering around, starting cooking kettles
outside their tipis.
The Calvary charges into the camp. The horns blare, rifles
begin shooting, and horses stampede.
Warriors exit their tipis, immediately shooting arrows,
rifles, and pistols. Women and children head for the woods
and for caves along the river.
The soldier shoot down everyone and anyone they see, women
and children included.
Soldiers see women and children go into the caves. They
ride up and fire their rifles into the darkness.
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LITTLE THUNDER, 35, on horseback, takes a shot in his upper
back. He rides alongside a soldier and jumps from his horse,
tackling the soldier.
He hacks the soldier to death with a tomahawk. He stands
and gets BLASTED with a couple of rifle shots.
EXT. BRULÉ CAMP - MORNING
About 70 women and children and huddled in a group. Many
are sobbing or crying. Soldiers surround them, pointing
their rifles.
Harney and Cooke, upon horseback, survey the damage of the
camp.
Henry Heth rides up.
HETH
We're ready with the report,
General.
HARNEY
Let's have it, Captain.
HETH
We estimated somewhere about 250
Indians in this camp. We counted
about 80 dead, another 70 here, and
the rest fled.
COOKE
Ours?
HETH
A half dozen or so with injuries.
Four casualties.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Sitting Bull lounges in the sun near his tipi, flat on his
back on the grass, ankles crossed, half asleep.
Some horses come GALLOPING in to camp.
He squints an eye open and looks to the sound.
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EXT. OUTSKIRTS OF THE SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Sitting Bull, Returns Again, Four Horns, LOUD VOICED HAWK,
30, BEAR's RIB, 40, and a few other men speak with two
MESSENGERS.
MESSENGER 1
They say that the one called High
Forehead killed a wasichu cow. The
wasichu who owned it was mad and
wanted wasichu money.
MESSENGER 2
Conquering Bear offered many horses
for payment. They refused. Some
wasichu blue coats came for a
fight. Conquering Bear died.
The Hunkpapa look at each other, tempers rising.
MESSENGER 2 (CONT'D)
Red Cloud's band finished them.
FOUR HORNS
That is good. I've heard of Red
Cloud and his fights with the
wasichus.
MESSENGER 1
There will be more fights soon. The
wasichus want to meet with us.
RETURNS-AGAIN
For what?
MESSENGER 1
We don't know, but we know they are
bringing many more blue coats to
their Wornout Fences.
The Hunkpapa look at each other again.
MESSENGER 2
That's not all. Little Thunder
became chief of the Brulé after
Conquering Bear died. This wasichu,
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chief of blue coats, found their
village and killed most of the
warriors and many women and
children.
MESSENGER 1
Survivors were taken prisoner,
mostly women and children. Some
survivors escaped and came to us.
But the wasichu had interpreters who
came with messages.
MESSENGER 2
They call the wasichu chief Mad Bear
and the Butcher, for the way he cut
down Little Thunder.
MESSENGER 1
And now he wants to meet with
Hunkpapa leaders in one week, at
Wornout Fences.
The Hunkpapa look at each other nervously.
FOUR HORNS
By the Wakan Tanka, we will be
there.

EXT. FORT PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA - DAY
Sitting Bull, Four Horns, Makes Room, Returns Again, and
Loud Voiced Hawk stand under a canopy outside the Army fort.
A dozen others Sioux from other bands are also there,
including several hot-headed young braves.
Sitting Bull studies the fort. He leans towards
Returns-Again.
SITTING BULL
Wornout Fences doesn't look so
wornout.
Returns-Again nods.
Sitting Bull studies the score of Army soldiers standing
sentry outside of the fort, rifles in hand, pointed at the
ground. He examines the Army's cannons and looks at the
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other soldiers on the parapets and the center tower.
RETURNS-AGAIN
There is the Butcher.
A man with white hair and a white beard exits the center of
the fort, walking with purpose, and a half dozen soldiers
following. Two Indians bring up the rear.
Harney and the soldiers enter the shade of the canopy. The
two Indians with him come to his side. He clears his throat
and barks.
HARNEY
We're here to dictate the terms of a
treaty.
One of his accompanying Indians interprets.
The Sioux say nothing.
Sitting Bull scans the soldiers' faces. There are a variety
of expressions present, from boiling hate to indifference.
HARNEY (CONT'D)
One. Any Indians who have harmed or
murdered any whites must be turned
in to the commander of the nearest
military post.
The interpreter translates.
YOUNG BRAVE
Good luck with that.
Bear's Rib waves him silent.
HARNEY
Two. Any and all stolen property
must be returned immediately to a
military post.
He eyes over the Sioux as the translation goes.
SITTING BULL
This is insane. Why are we even
here?
Harney gives him a hard look.
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INTERPRETER
He saidHARNEY
I don't give a shit what he said.
Three. Indians will stay away from
roads or areas that whites use.
Violators must surrender to the
military.
He looks for any hint of reaction among the Sioux.
YOUNG BRAVE 2
I bet I could kill at least three of
them before they killed me.
Harney ignores him.
HARNEY
In exchange for these, the U.S.
Army will protect the Sioux from
imposition by whites, resume
annuity payments, and return
prisoners taken from the Blue Water
engagement.
The interpreter finishes.
FOUR HORNS
All of this is over a cow?

SITTING BULL
It's not about the cow. It's never
been about the cow.
HARNEY
Refusal of these terms will be
viewed and received as aggressive
and hostile action and will be dealt
with accordingly.
(MORE)
HARNEY (CONT'D)
You have one hour to discuss these
terms among yourselves. These
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interpreters will stay with you for
your answer.
Nearly spinning on his heal before finishing his sentence,
Harney left with the pace of a young man in a hurry for a
date.
RETURNS-AGAIN
I've heard enough.
LOUD VOICED HAWK
Me too.
BEAR'S RIB
Wait. We have to believe him that
they will come for us if we don't
agree. They say that there were more
than 230 people killed in Little
Thunder's village.
FOUR HORNS
He was a good chief, a strong
leader.
RETURNS-AGAIN
An even better warrior.
Sitting Bull looks to the Army's interpreters.
SITTING BULL
What do you think, brothers?
INTERPRETER 1
The wasichus are angry. They are
ready to chase us all down.

INTERPRETER 2
Don't give them a reason. Just
agree.
RETURNS-AGAIN
How did you end up in their service?
What do they give you?
Not death.

INTERPRETER 1
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EXT. FORT PIERRE - LATER
Harney and his men head towards the canopy where the Sioux
leaders are.
HARNEY
Let's have it.
INTERPRETER 1
(In English)
The one they call Bear's Rib wants
to say something.
Harney nods impatiently. Bear's Rib steps forward.
BEAR'S RIB
We can not agree to these rules. We
can not force our people, friends,
and neighbors to agree. We are all
independent.
The interpreter translates.
HARNEY
Agree, strict obedience, or become
Little Thunder.
The Sioux look at each other.
LOUD VOICED HAWK
Even if we agree, we will never
convince our warriors.
SITTING BULL
First this. Chains later.
INTERPRETER 2
Just agree to his terms now. You
can settle on the other problems
later.
HARNEY
What's the discussion?
BEAR'S RIB
Ask him how he will enforce his
rules.
One of the interpreters does.
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HARNEY
I will appoint a chief of each one
of your bands for this council.
And then you will may appoint
sub-chiefs.
After one of the interpreters translates, the Sioux look at
each other baffled.
MAKES ROOM
Obviously, he has no idea how our
people work.
INTERPRETER 1
It doesn't matter. Making him more
angry now will just make things
worse. Just agree to this terms.
HARNEY
You.
He points to Bear's Rib
HARNEY (CONT'D)
You'll be the council chief for your
band. Name your sub-chiefs.
The Sioux look at each other.
FOUR HORNS
Let's just agree and get out of
here.
The Sioux look at each other and nod with a subtlety that
only they detect.
BEAR'S RIB
For my people, Bear's Rib accepts
your terms and will be this councils
chief. I name Four Horns and Makes
Room as sub-chiefs.
One of the interpreters relays the message.
HARNEY
Good. We will sign a treaty in a
couple of days. We will call for
you.
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He takes a step to leave.
HARNEY (CONT'D)
Just remember Little Thunder.
He leaves with his men.
INTERPRETER 2
You did the right thing.
The interpreters leave with the rest of them. The Sioux
head back towards their camp near the Fort.
FOUR HORNS
Did they help us? I'm not sure.
GOOD VOICED HAWK
Maybe we kill those two.
Returns-Again looks at Sitting Bull.
RETURNS-AGAIN
You've been quiet through all of
this.
SITTING BULL
A man who talks like that has no
intention of keeping his promises.
We should stay away from the
wasichus as much as possible.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Sitting Bull and the other Sioux ride back into their camp.
As they slow their horses to a trot, Good Feather comes
running towards Sitting Bull.
GOOD FEATHER
Brother! Come quick. It's time!
Sitting Bull kicks his horse into a sprint. The others of
the group look at each other and smile.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - MOMENTS LATER
Sitting Bull pushes through the tipi's flap-entrance. Light
Hair lies on a blanket, her back propped up on some buffalo
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hides, and her legs bent and opened. Another woman kneels
beside her, while another soaks some rags in a water bowl.
Sitting Bull kneels beside her, grabbing her hand.
SITTING BULL
I'm here now.
Sweat beads and falls down Light Hair's face. His words
don't register. Her breathing is heavy.
Good Feather enters.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Is this normal?
The women look at each other.
GOOD FEATHER
She's close, but it's like she was
sick just before.
SITTING BULL
What does that mean?
Light Hair squeezes his hand.
LIGHT HAIR
Where's my husband?
SITTING BULL
I'm here. I'm here.
GOOD FEATHER
Brother, it's going to get messy in
here. And you're in our way. We'll
take care of her.
SITTING BULL
I want to stay.
GOOD FEATHER
Brother.
She grabs him by the arm and squeezes.
GOOD FEATHER (CONT'D)
You're in the way.
He nods, leans over and kisses Light Hair on the forehead,
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and gets up to leave.
Good Feather takes one of the wet towel and dabs Light
Hair's forehead with it.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - EVENING
Sitting Bull paces several feet away from his tipi, listening
to the muffled SCREAMS of Light Hair. Many people are with
him, including Four Horns, Jumping Bull, and even Gall is
nearby.
A SCREAM reaches a climax. A moment later, the muffled
cries of a baby reach them.
Everyone sighs with relief. Four Horns slaps Sitting Bull
on the back.
Good Feather comes out and waves Sitting Bull inside.
He enters. The women are tending to Light Hair, who lies
flat on the buffalo hide. One of the women dabs her face
with a cloth. Sitting crossed legged on the other side of
Light hair, the other woman holds a swaddled baby.
GOOD FEATHER
Want to meet your son?
Sitting Bull kneels next to the woman. She extends the baby
to him. He carefully takes him, cradling him. Only the baby's
sleeping face is visible from the buffalo hide.
Sitting Bull studies the baby's face and then kisses him on
the forehead.
He takes Light Hair by the hand, who seems to be sleeping
yet breathing heavily.
How is he?

SITTING BULL

MIDWIFE
How does he look?
He looks at the baby again.
Perfect.

SITTING BULL
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MIDWIFE
He's healthy as can be.
The MIDWIFE, 20, leans in towards Sitting Bull.
MIDWIFE (CONT'D)
Light Hair's not well. She needs
rest.
SITTING BULL
What can I do?
MIDWIFE
Nothing. Just wait. Let her rest.
Sitting Bull looks to Good Feather.
SITTING BULL
Is this normal?
GOOD FEATHER
Every woman is different. There is
no normal.
The midwife extends her arms.
MIDWIFE
We'll take care of the baby until
she's well enough. Think of a name
for your son.
Sitting Bull hands the baby to the midwife. He then leaves
the tipi.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
His friends and family still wait for him. No one speaks
when they see him.
SITTING BULL
It's a boy.
Everyone CHEERS.
Her-Holy-Door walks over to him.
HER-HOLY-DOOR
What is it, son?
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SITTING BULL
She's not well. I've seen women who
would want to hunt after this much
time.
HER-HOLY-DOOR
I'll go help.
She walks past him and goes into the tipi.
EXT. OUTSKIRTS OF SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
Sitting Bull sits on the grass, looking up at the sky. The
stars twinkle in the blackness. For a moment, stars burn
brighter than they should, and then the sky goes black.
Even the sounds of the night pause.
The stars reanimate to their usual brightness, and the
sounds of crickets and distant voices increase in volume.
CRUNCHING grass comes from behind him.
GOOD FEATHER
Brother, come!
She turns and runs. Sitting Bull jumps to his feet and
dashes after her.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - MOMENTS LATER
The interior of the tipi is lit by the fire glowing in the
center.
Her-Holy-Door, Good Feather, the Midwife, and a couple
other women tend to Light Hair. Another woman rocks the
baby.
Sitting Bull kneels next to Light Hair. With shallow breath
and closed eyes, sweat beads slide down her face, and her
hairline collects water. He puts a hand to her face.
SITTING BULL
She's cold.
GOOD FEATHER
We're trying.
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SITTING BULL
What can I do? Tell me what to do.
The women remain silent.
He grab's Light Hair's hand.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Light Hair. Do you hear me? Stay
here. Stay with me.
He shakes her shoulders.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Stay with me!
The women look at each other.
Her breath becomes even slower and shallower. Light Hair
takes a small breath and exhales. She does not inhale
again.
Sitting Bull looks at the women in the tipi, frantic.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Light Hair!
The women bow their heads. A couple of them weep.
Tears well up in Sitting Bull's eyes, and he hurries out of
the tipi.
Outside, he avoids everyone and cuts off in another
direction. Gatherers look each other, confused.
Four Horns steps forward and goes into the tipi.
EXT. OUTSIDE SITTING BULL'S TIPI - DAY
The tipi's outside covering lies in folded bundles on the
ground. Sitting Bull is untying the sinew strands that bind
the wooden frame together.
EXT. OUTSKIRTS OF SIOUX CAMP - EVENING
Sitting Bull re-erects the tipi on the edge of camp.
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EXT. SIOUX CAMP - CONTINUOUS
Four Horns walks with Good Feather, who cradles the baby.
FOUR HORNS
He needs to mourn.
GOOD FEATHER
I told him I would care for the baby
as long as he needed me to.
They look in the distance. They see Sitting Bull hanging
the covering to the tipi, about a half mile in the
distance.
Good Feather shivers.
GOOD FEATHER (CONT'D)
The white season is near.
Sitting Bull finishes hanging the hide to the frame of his
tipi.
FOUR HORNS
He needs his strength. We need his
strength. Hard times are coming.
Four Horns and Good Feather turn and head back towards the
center of the camp.
Sitting Bull's tipi stands alone. The night turns to day, the
day to night. Sitting Bull does not exit. No one visits him.
The grass of the plains changes from green to yellow. Trees
in the distance lose their leaves. The yellow grass becomes
covered in snow. Smoke billows out of the center of the tipi.
The days and night cycle into one another continuously. The
snow melts and dissipates. The grass grows green again. The
distant trees sprout leaves.
Sitting Bull exits the tipi, a little more haggard-looking, a
little more worse for wear.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Sitting Bull walks through the camp. People stop working
and watch him as he walks by.
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Gall comes up to him.
GALL
Brother. Are you joining us again?
SITTING BULL
Yes, little brother.
GALL
We've missed you. And you've missed
some raids. We'll have to steal a
new woman for you.
Sitting Bull nods and forces a weak smile.
A group of horses GALLOPS into the camp from the other
side.
People go to meet and greet them. Sitting Bull and Gall see
Bloody Knife and Bluebird (his mother) dismount.
Gall laughs to himself.
GALL (CONT'D)
I have to go. I'll find you later.
Sitting Bull walks by Snow-On-Her. They catch eyes for a
moment, and she smiles at him. He forces a weak smile.
He continues walking and finds Good Feather's tipi. He
calls for her, and she emerges, smiling when she sees him.
She waves him in, and they enter the tipi.
INT. GOOD FEATHER'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
A little boy, ONE BULL, 4, playing with a crawling infant.
GOOD FEATHER
Your son's doing well.
SITTING BULL
I never gave him a name. What do you
call him?
GOOD FEATHER
Calf Bull. And how does your nephew
look?
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SITTING BULL
Good. Strong. Healthy.
GOOD FEATHER
I want you to adopt him. You both
need each other.
SITTING BULL
I would want that, but I can't.
GOOD FEATHER
Why?
SITTING BULL
I just can't.
GOOD FEATHER
You can. The Wakan Tanka will help
you.
Sitting Bull sighs quietly.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Bloody Knife walks with Red Thunder at the edge of a
stream.
BLOODY KNIFE
I have gone to the trading posts
and seen the wasichus. Some are
terrible, but others aren't so bad.
RED THUNDER
I've only seen the bad ones.
BLOODY KNIFE
I even learned some words.
Red Thunder raises an eyebrow.
BLOODY KNIFE (CONT'D)
(In English)
Hello. How much. Any whiskey?
He explains what these words mean, and Red Thunder laughs.
RED THUNDER
How is it living with the Arikaras.
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BLOODY KNIFE
Most of them like the Sioux as much
as the Sioux like them.
Red Thunder laughs.
RED THUNDER
Any problems?
EXT. ARIKARA CAMP - DAY
Bloody Knife and his brothers shoot some arrows at a tree.
One of the arrows shoots long past the target, and Bloody
Knife goes into the woods to retrieve it.
He sees it planted vertically in the ground, head first.
Three Arikara teenage boys come out of nowhere.
ARIKARA BOY
Look who it is.
ARIKARA TEENAGER
Is it the Sioux or is it the
half-breed?
They laugh.
Bloody Knife pulls the arrow out of the ground. He ignores
them and turns to leave.
One of the boys tackles him, and he drops the arrow. They
roll on the ground.
Bloody Knife grabs a large stick a CLOCKS the boy on the
head. He hits another in the stomach and hits the last one
in the knee.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
BLOODY KNIFE
None. Any news here?
RED THUNDER
Some of our men had some meetings
with the wasichu blue coats.
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A young Sioux boy comes running over. Bloody knife eyes him
suspiciously.
BOY
Red Thunder, chiefs need you.
He runs off.
Red Thunder shakes his head and heads off.
Bloody Knife looks at the stream for a moment, and then
some running footsteps STAMPEDE towards him.
He turns and sees Gall and his friends.
Bloody Knife sprints in the opposite direction. He cuts
through the stream. The boys are on his tail.
He comes out the other side. He stops short as an arrow
SWOOSHES by him.
The pause gives the boys enough time to catch up and tackle
him.
The other boys start crowding around, kicking Bloody Knife,
who gets some punches in, but they overwhelm him.
Gall steps forward, chuckling.
GALL
Our old friend, the half-breed.
Bloody Knife spits some blood.
GALL (CONT'D)
How's life with your Arikara whore
mother?
BLOODY KNIFE
I'm going to be the end of you,
Gall, one day.
They all laugh.
GALL
Today's not that day, my friend.
They kick and beat Bloody Knife. He fights back as much as
he can, getting in a couple of good shots, but they
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overwhelm him.
They stop when he's a bloody mess.
Gall takes out a knife and cuts through most of his
clothes. They strip him, then spit on him.
One of the young men bring up a horse. Together, they pick
up Bloody Knife and they toss him across its back.
Gall slaps the horse on the thigh, sending it off.
GALL (CONT'D)
I wish I could see the look on his
face when he wakes up.
They all laugh.
EXT. TIPI - DAY
Sitting Bull exits the tipi and looks around. He sees
Snow-On-Her nearby, sewing beads onto a shirt.
He approaches.
SITTING BULL
Snow-On-Her.
She stands when she sees him.
SNOW-ON-HER
Sitting Bull. I never go to tell you
how sorry I was about Light Hair.
She was my friend.
He nods.
Do you have a husband?
She shakes her head.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - EVENING
Sitting Bull walks through the camp with a couple of
braves, pulling a half dozen horses in tow.
He comes upon another man, long black hair with streaks of
gray, 55. Snow-On-Her is with him.
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Sitting Bull approaches and gestures to the horses.
EXT. PLAINS - NIGHT
A horse WHINNIES, and Bloody Knife stirs.
The horse is knee deep in a stream, drinking.
Bloody Knife looks up at the full moon. One eye is swollen
shut, and the other eye still squints in the night.
Dried blood is crusted on his face and down his forehead.
He directs the horse back to the grass. He rolls off and
lands on the ground with a THUD. The horse walks off.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - MORNING
Four Horns approaches Sitting Bull's tipi, a large one
painted with a sitting buffalo bull and a red thunderbird.
FOUR HORNS
Nephew?
He slaps the tipi next to the door.
FOUR HORNS (CONT'D)
Sitting Bull.
After a moment, Sitting Bull emerges.
FOUR HORNS (CONT'D)
We're getting ready to start the Sun
Dance.
He nods.
FOUR HORNS
Are you ready for your tribute?
He nods again.
FOUR HORNS (CONT'D)
You sure?
SITTING BULL
Ready.
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Four Horns nods and heads off. Snow-On-Her emerges from the
tipi.
EXT. PLAINS - DAY
Bloody Knife walks to a hilltop and looks around. He uses
his hands to shield his eyes from the sun.
He seems to note the directions and heads off in one of
them.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
The sun is high and blistering. Men, already sweating,
finish placing a large totem in the center of a circle,
which has a half dozen ropes attached to it. On the other
end of those ropes are sharp, thin knives, like skewers.
People wear ceremonial dress, clothes painted in bright
colors. Others have their bodies painted red, yellow,
white. Some of the warriors wear feathers in their hair,
some with war bonnets.
About 30 people form a circle around the totem. Most of the
other people in the camp come but sit outside the circle of
dancers.
Men with drums start a rhythmical pattern. The circle moves
around the totem. The people sing.
Six men emerge from the circle of dancers, including
Sitting Bull. Each one grabs one of the ropes and walks
away until it becomes taut.
A woman goes to each man, giving him a white feather. Each
man takes one, putting it in his mouth.
Another man emerges from the crowd, SUN DANCE ELDER, 55. He
wears a war bonnet, a loin cloth, and nothing else but the
white paint over his entire body. He has scars all over his
torso, including prominent ones on his chest.
As the drums beat, as the people sing and dance, he yells
over them.
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SUN DANCE ELDER
Today, these pledgers offer tributes
of their flesh to the Wakan Tanka.
Six other warriors step forward. They take the skewers at the
ends of the ropes and pierce them under the skin of the
volunteers.
Snow-On-Her watches as one of the braves does it to Sitting
Bull, who doesn't flinch.
After all the men have the skewers in their chests, they
begin to bounce back at the end of the rope, which pulls
the skin away from their chest muscles.
SUN DANCE ELDER (CONT'D)
We will pray to the Wakan Tanka
for good seasons, for bountiful
food, for many children.
He sings above the others' singing and the playing of the
drums.
EXT. SUN DANCE - EVENING
The tributes continue to bounce against the taut ropes.
They look drenched with sweat and parched.
A few people have stopped dancing, but most of the dancers
continue.
One of the tributes yells, and the skin above his chest
skewers RIPS. Bloods pours out of the wound as he falls
back to the grass.
EXT. ARIKARA CAMP - NIGHT
Bloody Knife, mostly naked, bruised, and beaten, enters the
edge of his camp. The camp moves along as normal.
He finds a familiar tipi and enters.
EXT. SUN DANCE - NIGHT
Orange light from campfires bounce of everyone.
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All but a handful of dancers have stopped dancing around
the totem. Only two tributes remain, one is Sitting Bull.
The already-freed tributes now dance around the totem.
Sitting Bull's skin RIPS, and he flies back onto the ground.
He immediately gets up and joins the dancers around the
totem, his limp noticeable.
The last tribute falls from his skewer.
The dancers wander out of the circle in a daze.
Sitting Bull stumbles and falls to the ground.
He sits up and looks around, as if he hears something
coming.
He turns just in time to see a metallic horse, the size of a
train run straight through the sun dance, seeming to run
through people instead of trampling them.
His eyes roll back into his head, and he falls over.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - MORNING
Morning light filters into the tipi with the door flap
opened.
Snow-On-Her tends to the wounds in Sitting Bull's chest,
who lays on his back, passed out.
She wets a towel in a ceramic bowl of water, wrings it dry,
and wipes his brows.
EXT. ARIKARA CAMP - MORNING
Bloody Knife, rested, clothed, and already healing, packs a
horse with some of his belongings. He hops on the horse
without missing a beat and rides off without saying anything
to anyone.

EXT. BORDEAUX TRADING POST - DAY
Akin to a small log cabin mostly buried into a hill of
grass stands the Bordeaux Trading Post.
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Four Horns and some other warriors, dismounted and standing
next to their horses, wait about twenty yards away from a
trading post.
James Bordeaux, wearing a white shirt with suspenders
hooked onto black slacks walks out to greet them. He
addresses them in the Lakota language.
BORDEAUX
Four Horns? Is that you?
He shields his eyes from the sun with his hand.
FOUR HORNS
It's Four Horns.
BORDEAUX
Long time without a visit. I thought
you found another post to trade
with.
He comes within a couple of feet of the Sioux.
FOUR HORNS
It was a busy winter.
Bordeaux eyes their cargo, mostly wrapped buffalo hides.
BORDEAUX
More hides? The soldiers love these
things.
FOUR HORNS
Any new weapons?
BORDEAUX
Some. I'll show you.
He waves them toward the post. Four Horns goes with him.
BORDEAUX (CONT'D)
Have you heard about the wasichu
war?
Four Horns shakes his head.
BORDEAUX (CONT'D)
They are fighting each other.
FOUR HORNS
Blue coats against other blue coats?
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BORDEAUX
No. This is blue coats fighting gray
coats. The blue want to stay
together. They say the grays want to
form their own nation.
They get to the door of the post.
BORDEAUX (CONT'D)
The gray coats want to keep the
brown skins in slaves.
They disappear inside the trading post.
EXT. AMERICAN FUR COMPANY TRADING POST - DAY
Bloody Knife pulls his horse to a walk as he approaches the
fort.
A half dozen soldiers, older, some overweight, a couple
skinnier than would be healthy, sport long beards and wear
sun-bleached Union uniforms that have seen some wear and
tear, sit in front of the main entrance playing cards.
One of them sees Bloody Knife, the smile dropping from his
fact. The other soldiers look in the same direction, and
they all stand, grabbing their weapons.
SOLDIER
English?
BLOODY KNIFE
No English.
The soldier slaps the back of the youngest soldier, 45.
SOLDIER
Corporeal, go find one of them
interpreter boys.
CORPOREAL
Yes, sir.
The corporeal runs off. The others laugh. Some take swigs
of their flasks.
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Bloody Knife stands there while the soldiers size him up.
In a moment, the corporeal returns with another Indian. He
looks Bloody knife up and down and then addresses him in
the native language.
INTERPRETER
Lakota or Arikara?
BLOODY KNIFE
Doesn't matter. I come for work. I
want to work.
INTERPRETER
You sure? If you have Lakota
friends, they won't be your friends
any more. Same with Arikara.
BLOODY KNIFE
I'm counting on it.
The Interpreter turns to the soldiers and addresses them in
English.
INTERPRETER
New recruit.
The soldiers sigh in relief. The holster their pistols and
sling the rifles across their backs. They resume their
game.
INTERPRETER (CONT'D)
(To Bloody Knife)
Know any of the wasichu language?
Bloody Knife shakes his head.
INTERPRETER (CONT'D)
Easy enough to learn. Follow me.
We'll get you signed up.
He turns to the men.
INTERPRETER (CONT'D)
Corporeal, can you tether the horse
while we go do the paperwork?
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CORPOREAL
Shit. You all really don't want me
to play today.
He tosses his hand down and takes Bloody Knife's horse.
CORPOREAL (CONT'D)
This thing doesn't have any reins.
The other soldiers laugh. One looks at the corporeal's
cards and laughs.
Bloody Knife and the Interpreter enter the fort.
INTERPRETER
You came at a good time. I think
there's a war coming.
He nods.
BLOODY KNIFE
I intend to help bring it.

INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - MORNING
Sitting Bull sits cross-legged, eating a bowl of soup, each
motion, slow, careful, and deliberate.
Snow-On-Her enters.
SNOW-ON-HER
Husband. The other chiefs want to
see you now. They say it's
important. If you don't want to see
them, I will send them away.
He swallows one last bite.
SITTING BULL
Send them in.
He places the bowl on the ground, just as Four Horns, Red
Moon, and Black Moon enter.
They all sit, also cross-legged, in a circle with Sitting
Bull.
FOUR HORNS
We have some news that you must
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hear.
BLACK MOON
We've known that the eastern bands
of our tribe have been fighting the
wasichus for a long time.
Sitting Bull nods.
FOUR HORNS
Led by Chief Little Crow. I think
that's why we haven't had so much
trouble yet.
RED MOON
Well, trouble is coming for us.
EXT. EASTERN DAKOTA PLAINS - MORNING
A raiding party of Eastern Sioux creep upon a white
settlement near the Minnesota River. The settlement is
fenced off with wooden, farm-style fences. It has a score
of log cabins and even a couple of two story buildings.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
RED MOON
After too many lies from the
wasichus, after them not holding up
the agreements in the treaties,
after them taking the lands and
animals of our eastern friends,
they had enough.
FOUR HORNS
Little Crow decided to attack every
wasichu settlement, camp, and wagon
party they saw.

EXT. EASTERN DAKOTA PLAINS - MORNING
The Eastern Sioux ride into the settlement, shooting and
cutting down all the whites they could, YELLING war cries.
Firearms DISCHARGE, whites SCREAM as they scatter, and dust
and smoke fills the air from stampeding horses and BLASTING
guns.
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Some Sioux start to light some fires to bales of hay;
other's make torches and start lighting fire to buildings.
Other braves start rounding up SCREAMING women and
children.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
It makes my heart heavy to hear
about those attacks on settlers.
They are not the wasichu soldiers.

BLACK MOON
Little Crow continued to attack
other wasichus. They even attached
some soldier posts. Soon, other
soldiers came.
SITTING BULL
Was it the Mad Bear we met?
BLACK MOON
No, they sent others.
EXT. WOOD LAKE, MINNESOTA - DAY
Hills covered with thick, green grass and scores of random
trees go as far as the eye can see.
The Eastern Sioux fight in guerrilla attacks. Two large
units of soldiers, about 700 each, start setting up
positions on the Sioux's flanks.
LITTLE CROW, 45, holding a rifle at the ready, looks around
and sees what's about to happen.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
BLACK MOON
Little Crow's people were
slaughtered or taken prisoner.
FOUR HORNS
And here comes the worst parts.
About three hundred warriors were
made prisoner. They were put in
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front of a wasichu judge. Most were
made prisoners. Some were ordered
them put to death.
EXT. MANKATO, MINNESOTA - DAY
A large hanging scaffold stands in the center of a small
town. Thirty-eight Sioux men are standing on the platform
together, all with hands bound behind their backs and
nooses around their necks.
The square platform has a border of uniformed soldiers
standing at attention, rifles leaning against their
shoulders in the upright positions.
Behind them, stand cavalry soldiers. Beyond the cavalry
soldiers, stands a throng of a thousand onlookers, some on
horseback, some on wagons.
The foreman of the mass execution, 50, in a suit of the
day, steps forward.
FOREMAN
You men have been found guilty of
crimes against the U.S. government
and white settlers. You have been
sentenced to be hanged by the neck
until you are dead. May the Lord
have mercy on you.
He motions to the executioner, a man standing at one side of
the gallows, who pulls a lever. The men in the first row
drop.
Another executioner, controlling the drop floor at the next
row, pulls his wooden lever, and the his row drops.
The executioners go through the rows one by one until all
thirty-eight men drop and hang through the gallows,
swinging and convulsing.

INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
Sitting Bull lowers his head.
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SITTING BULL
We can not fall like our brothers
and sisters. We have no fights with
the wasichus, but we will defend
ourselves forever.
He looks up.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
It seems that when the wasichus
enter a land, they do not leave it.
It seems that they must not be
allowed to travel through our
country. If we see any wasichus, we
must drive them out.
Red Moon scans the face of the men in the tipi.
RED MOON
I think we all agree. But how can we
do it? They have more numbers and
better weapons.
SITTING BULL
We must bring the seven
together into one, like
Dance, but we must stay
must have a great Sioux
order to stay together.

tribes
at the Sun
together. We
nation in

BLACK MOON
Let's start. We'll send news in the
camp to pack in order to move.
We'll go closer to our neighbors
and talk to them.
FOUR HORNS
Maybe we need to create a village
for this nation.
SITTING BULL
Let's go to our brothers and
sisters. We'll make faster time if
each of us visits a different
neighbor.
EXT. SIOUX TRAIN - DAY
The Sioux camp moves along across the plains. Some people
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ride; others walk. Horses carry gear, like frames and
covers of tipis, as well as pull a few wagons.
Sitting Bull heads slightly off in one direction, while
Four Horns, Black Moon, and Red Moon venture in slightly
different directions, each with a small group of warriors.
EXT. BLACKFEET CAMP - DAY
Sitting Bull's group enters a Blackfeet camp. He dismounts,
people rushing to greet him.
EXT. MINICONJOU CAMP - DAY
Four Horns and his group enter the Miniconjou camp.
Warriors come to greet them.
EXT. SANS ARC CAMP - DAY
Black Moon's groups enter a Sans Arc camp. A CHIEF, 50,
wearing a ceremonial war bonnet approaches.
EXT. YANKTONAIS CAMP - DAY
Red Moon's group enters a Sans Arc camp. A group of men and
women warriors welcome him.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE, KILLDEER MOUNTAINS, NORTH DAKOTA - DAY
Summer of 1864, the seven different tribes of the Sioux
have coalesced into a blended mix of about 1,500 tipis. A
couple thousand people roam the steep hills next to the
mountains.
The landscape composes of scorched grass, dry, under-sized
trees, and nearby rocky cliffs and steep ravines.
Sitting Bull and Four Horns direct some warriors where to
set up tipis and lodges.
WHITE BULL, 14, along with a couple of SCOUTS, comes over
to Sitting Bull.
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WHITE BULL
Uncle.
Sitting Bull turns to White Bull.
WHITE BULL (CONT'D)
Our scouts have some news.

EXT. SIOUX CAMP, KILLDEER MOUNTAIN - MINUTES LATER
Sitting Bull, Four Horns, Black Moon, Red Moon, Gall, and
White Bull stand a part and out of earshot from the other
members of the camp.
FOUR HORNS
How many?
The scout ponders the question for a second. He looks at the
horizon and waves his hand along its length.
SCOUT 1
Enough to fill the horizon if they
stand side by side.
The men grumble.
SITTING BULL
But you say they are protecting
their people? Their emigrants?
SCOUT 2
Yes, but they killed some Sioux on
their way here. Mutilated them
badly.
FOUR HORNS
How much time do we have?
SCOUT 1
They can come at any time, but
they're setting up their own camps
now.
BLACK MOON
If they mean to start as soon as
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they can, it'll be tomorrow morning.
SITTING BULL
In case they do come, let's have all
the non-warriors move up to those
hills tonight.
He points in the distance.
RED MOON
We'll spread word for the warriors
to ready themselves.
They break the huddle and separate, except for Sitting Bull
and Four Horns.
SITTING BULL
We're not ready. If they come
strong, it will be a bad day.
EXT. ALONG THE MISSOURI RIVER, SOUTH DAKOTA - DAY
Bloody Knife rides alongside the river, slowing his horse
to a stop. The horse wears a saddle and a couple of loaded
saddle bags.
He dismounts, goes over to the edge of the water, and leans
over to get a drink, scooping the water with his hands.
He pauses for a moment, unmoving, then returns to his horse
casually.
In a flash of movement, he grabs the rifle from his saddle
and squeezes off a shot, hitting a tree.
Two Indians reveal their positions and FIRE back. Bloody
Knife dives and rolls behind a tree. He gets to one knee
and readies his rifle when a third attacker get him with a
blindside tackle.
He and the attacker roll around, kicking up dirt and dust.
They separate and both take out knives.
The attacker lunges, but Bloody Knife sidesteps and lands
his knife in the attacker's torso. The attacker falls.
A SHOT flies by his head.
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He dives for his rifle and gets it as another man charges
him. He SHOOTS just in time and hits him.
He sees the last Indian coming up on his flank, and runs to a
tree.
A bullet punches a hole in the back side of the tree.
Bloody Knife turns to fire, but the rifle jams.
The attacker LAUGHS. He approaches Bloody Knife's cover
spot, walking, and shooting without aim.
When he rounds the tree, only empty space greets him. He
spins around just in time to see the stock of a rifle come
swinging at his face like a baseball bat.
The attacker drops. Bloody Knife sees the man's knife
sheathed around his waist. He takes it, and leans in for
the man's scalp.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP, KILLDEER MOUNTAIN - DAWN
The first rays of light have just cracked the horizon.
Many of the Sioux warriors are clad in minimal clothes and
war paint. Many stand at the ready with horses. Others
finalize preparing weapons.
Sitting Bull walks to over to some warriors, peering past
them. He squints a little.
From his position, he sees the outline and movement of the
soldiers, many on horseback, some standing. The ones he sees
already stand shoulder to shoulder. Some men roll guns on
big wheels into the line.
The sun fills the sky a little more with each passing
minute.
Sioux warriors begin to yell taunts at the army. The shouts
come from different parts as the men sit scattered through
the hills.
Sitting Bull cocks his head as his listens. He hears far
off, distant shouts from the soldiers.
One warrior, HE DOG, 30, rides up.
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HE DOG
The chiefs gave me permission,
brother. Hopefully, the blue coats
need so many because they can't
shoot.
SITTING BULL
Ride fast, brother.
He Dog smiles.
HE DOG
I have a charm with me today.
He pulls out a war club, a shaved down tree limb, fashioned
into a small cudgel.
He kicks his horse, heading towards the soldiers'
formation.

EXT. ARMY FORMATION, KILLDEER MOUNTAIN - CONTINUOUS
A CAPTAIN, 35, on horseback, looks through a pair of
binoculars at the Sioux camp.
CAPTAIN
What the hell is this?
SOLDIER
What is it, Captain?
CAPTAIN
Go fetch General Sulley. Tell him
he's gonna wanna see this.
The soldier goes off. The Captain lowers the binoculars.
The soldiers start jeering en masse. A lone Indian rider
rides parallel with their formation.
The soldier returns, a man on horseback following him.
GENERAL ALFRED SULLY, 44, long, full goatee, pulls up
alongside the Captain.
SULLY
What do you have, Captain?
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The Captain points.
CAPTAIN
I think that sonafabitch is taunting
us.
Sully peers, incredulous.
SULLY
Call on the sharpshooters, Captain.
Tell 'em to shoot down that son of
a bitch.
CAPTAIN
Yes, sir.
The Captain rides off. A couple of moments later, rifle
shots BOOM, both close and faraway.
Sully sees the rider ride up, over, and behind a hill.
He studies the hill for a moment.

SULLY
Men, get off your horses. We'll have
to do this one the old fashioned
way.
The soldiers on horseback start dismounting. A
couple of POPS come from the Sioux side.
Sully walks his horse back behind the formation. The
Captain returns.
SULLY (CONT'D)
Captain, tell the men to open fire
as soon as the see any one of those
devils. Until then, let's move it.
The Captain nods without hesitation and goes off again.
A moment later, a muffled, distant SHOUT of something
unintelligible, and the formation of soldiers starts moving
towards the Sioux camp.
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All have their rifles armed and ready.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP, KILLDEER MOUNTAIN - CONTINUOUS
Sitting Bull sees the soldiers walking towards them. With
each step they take, the Sioux cadence of fire grows
faster.
Sitting Bull slings his bow across his chest, jumps on his
horse, settles in quickly, and readies his musket.
Four Horns, on horseback, joins him.
Sitting Bull FIRES. So does Four Horns.
FOUR HORNS
This will be easy if they continue
to walk straight towards us.
Sitting Bull nods. He scans the entire formation. He
notices something wrong.
SITTING BULL
We have to go.
He yells.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Everyone! Move to the hills.
Just then, the soldiers spread out. The ends of the formation
start collapsing into the flanks of the hills, as if the
formation itself were trying to swallow the whole field.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
(to Four Horns)
Let's go.
Four Horns turns his horse.
With a THUD, a bullet lands into Four Horns' back.
He grunts.
FOUR HORNS
I'm shot!
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Sitting Bull grabs Four Horns' horse's bridle. White Bull
rides over and then keeps Four Horns from falling off the
horse.
WHITE BULL
Where do we go?
The pace of SHOTS firing picks up.
SITTING BULL
We'll go up that hill, and into that
small thicket.
He kicks his horse, and they start moving.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
That will give us enough cover.
There's a spring close by there. If
you see anyone getting close to
us...
WHITE BULL
I'll take care of it.
EXT. KILLDEER MOUNTAIN - EARLY MORNING
The soldiers FIRE the Howitzer guns and rifles into the
Sioux camp. The Howitzer shells land a thousand feet away
in explosions of earth. Smoke and dust fill the air.
The remaining Sioux scatter up the foothills, leaving most
of their tipis. Scores of people, mostly warriors but some
women and children, lie dead on the battlefield.
The soldiers start advancing into the camp. Firearm SHOTS
grow less frequent.
EXT. THICKET, KILLDEER MOUNTAIN - MORNING
Sitting Bull and White Bull lift Four Horns off his horse,
blood oozing out of his back.
Other Sioux run by. Artillery SHOTS and GUNFIRE continue
muffled in the distance.
They place Four Horns on the ground, on his side.
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Sitting Bull looks at the entry wound and then looks to
Four Horn's torso.
SITTING BULL
The bullet did not exit.
White Bull takes a look. He peers into the entry point.
WHITE BULL
It's too deep. I don't see it. No
time to look for it.
Sitting Bull nods. He grabs some fabric from a bag on his
horse. He extends it to White Bull, who takes it.
While White Bull RIPS it into strands, Sitting Bull scans
the thicket.
He PULLS a few leaves off of a small tree, TEARING them in
half.
White Bull sits Four Horns up.
Sitting Bull rubs the juice from one of the leaves on the
bullet wound. Then, he covers the wound with the other
leaves.
They wrap Four Horns' torso with the fabric.
When finished, they take a moment to size up their work.
They nod to each other, and without a word, the pick up
Four Horns, and place him back on his horse, who slumps
forward.
They each hop on their own horses, and they continue into
the thicket and up the hills, Sitting Bull pulling Four
Horns' horse, and White Bull steadying Four Horns.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP, KILLDEER MOUNTAINS - EVENING
As the sun drops towards the horizon, the soldiers walk
through the camp with rifles at the ready, looking for lone
wolves and raiding tipis.
Others walk through with torches, setting fire to the
already-ransacked tipis.
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EXT. HILLTOP NEAR THE KILLDEER MOUNTAINS - EVENING
Sitting Bull, White Bull, Gall, Black Moon, and several
others watch as the tipis in their abandoned camp light up
and burn.
SITTING BULL
How much was left behind?
GALL
More than half.
WHITE BULL
Most of the buffalo meat, but we
have scouts already trailing a herd.
BLACK MOON
Those big guns on wheels scared the
buffalo away.
GALL
I say we attack in the middle of the
night.
Sitting Bull turns and looks at him.
SITTING BULL
Today's not that day, brother. We
have a long way to walk tonight.
He turns and walks off. The others soon follow.
EXT. NORTH OF LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER, NORTH DAKOTA - DAWN
Sitting Bull opens his eyes and sits up on his buffalo
hide.
Snow-On-Her lays next to him with the baby.
He looks at the Sioux camp and sees several hundred people
laying near small fires. Only a score of tipis stand.
EXT. LITTLE MISSOURI BADLANDS - DAY
The Sioux make their way through the badlands, where small
and short forests of trees line either side of the river
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and sharp, rocky cliffs enclose everything.
Half of the Sioux walk; the other half are on horseback.
Everyone looks a little thinner.
Gall rides up to Sitting Bull with another horse. White
Bull walks with Sitting Bull.
GALL
Are you hungry, brothers?
WHITE BULL
Do you have some pemmican hidden in
some magical place?
Gall smiles.
GALL
Not today. But our scouts have found
something. Something interesting.
Take the horse, Sitting Bull.
Sitting Bull does. He jumps astride, and they ride ahead of
the train.
EXT. LITTLE MISSOURI BADLANDS - DAY
Sitting Bull and Gall meet up with several others. Two
braves hold the horses while the others lay on their
stomachs, looking over a ravine from one of the rocky
cliffs.
Sitting Bull and Gall crawl up to everyone else.
When Sitting Bull looks over the ravine, they see about 100
covered wagons trying to steer and maneuver their way through
the uneven terrain next to the river.
GALL
There will be enough food for
everyone. We can recoup our losses
from the soldiers.
Sitting Bull gazes. In addition to the wagons, scores of
soldiers ride along with the emigrants.
One wagon tips over. People SCREAM and YELL, some angrily,
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some scared.
Another wagon pulls out of the line. Several soldiers ride
over to help.
Gall looks to Sitting Bull.
GALL (CONT'D)
The Wakan Tanka gives us an
opportunity.
Sitting Bull nods.
SITTING BULL
Go round up the warriors.
Gall crawls back in a hurry.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Let's get ready.
He and the others crawl backwards down the hill.
EXT. LITTLE MISSOURI BADLANDS - DAY
The soldiers tie one side of the fallen wagon to a couple
of horses.
They give the command, and the horses pull forward,
righting the fallen wagon.
One soldier goes over and sees a broken wheel. He scratches
his head.
Horse hooves come THUNDERING down the riverbank.
The men YELL orders to each other; the women SCREAM. The
emigrants disappear inside the wagons.
Sitting Bull rides fast along the river and startles a
soldier on horseback.
Sitting Bull sees the soldier going for his pistol and gets
close enough to grab his arm. The two grapple for a moment.
The soldier breaks Sitting Bull's grasp just enough to
raise the pistol. He FIRES, and Sitting Bull gets hit near
his right hip.
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Sitting Bull ignores the shot and pulls the pistol from the
soldier. Then, he pulls the soldier off the horse. The
soldier gets up and runs off.
Sitting Bull looks at his wound and sees blood oozing out.
He shakes his head and blinks his eyes.
White Bull and Stays Back ride over and grab Sitting Bull's
horse's bridle. Stays Back steadies Sitting Bull.
WHITE BULL
Hang on, uncle. We got you.
White Bull rides off away from the battle, pulling Sitting
Bull's horse.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI, SIOUX CAMP, NEAR LITTLE MISSOURI
BADLANDS - EVENING
White bull finishes wrapping Sitting Bull's waist.
Her-Holy-Door, now 65, prepares some food in a bowl.
STAYS BACK
You got lucky, brother. Strong magic
protected you.

WHITE BULL
A little closer to your stomach and
we'd be preparing you for burial.
STAYS BACK
All these injuries. Your days as a
warrior are limited.
Her-Holy-Door comes over and hands the bowl to Sitting
Bull.
SITTING BULL
Even from our beds, we are always
warriors.
HER-HOLY-DOOR
Son, you must be careful in war. You
must start letting the younger men
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fight more.
Sitting Bull doesn't respond, but he looks like he
disagrees.
HER-HOLY-DOOR (CONT'D)
I'm a widow. You have two wives and
several children. We all depend on
you. Everyone depends on you now.
If something happens to you...
SITTING BULL
I hear your words, mother.
HER-HOLY-DOOR
And soon, I'll be able to move
better than you.
She pats him on the head and walks away laughing.
He turns his attention back to White Bull and Stays Back.
SITTING BULL
How was the raid?
WHITE BULL
We heard good things. Lots of food,
some weapons and horses. But their
soldiers are angry.
STAYS BACK
And many trades were made before the
battle, between our people and other
tribes.
Sitting Bull nods.
SITTING BULL
That is good.
Stays Back and White Bull look at each other.
WHITE BULL
It's not all good.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - EVENING
Sitting Bull walks through the camp, his limp harder, with
White Bull and Stays Back.
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They come to a group of tipis. People are outside. Women
are cooking. All appears normal.
STAYS BACK
There.
He points.
STAYS BACK (CONT'D)
Behind Brings Plenty.
Sitting Bull looks. BRINGS PLENTY, 30, scoops something out
of a steaming pot into a bowl. He sits on the ground next to
a white woman, FANNY KELLY, 23.
Fanny wears a Sioux dress, one punctuated by colored beads.
She also wears bead necklaces and has her hair in a
pony-tail.
Sitting Bull sighs.
SITTING BULL
Tell Brings Plenty to bring her to
my family.
He walks off, leaving the other two looking at each other.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - EVENING
Sitting Bull sits outside his tipi with his baby girl, HER
MANY HORSES, an infant, while Snow-On-Her cooks some food.
Crawler, 35, sits with him.
White Bull and Stays Back return.
White Bull shakes his head.
Sitting Bull hands the baby to his wife and gets up without a
word. He motions for Crawler to join them.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - BRINGS PLENTY'S TIPI - NIGHT
Sitting Bull and the other three get to Brings Plenty's
tipi. His wife and children are outside.
Sitting Bull goes to enter, but the woman blocks him.
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BRINGS PLENTY'S WIFE
My husband wants privacy to be with
his new wife.
Sitting Bull doesn't answer. He just stares. The wife steps
aside.
Sitting Bull motions to White Bull and Stays Back to stay
outside. He and Crawler enter the tipi.
INT. BRINGS PLENTY'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
Brings Plenty jumps up with rage on his face before he
realizes he sees Sitting Bull.
SITTING BULL
Brings Plenty. I asked for this
woman to be sent to me, but you
deny me.
BRINGS PLENTY
I traded many horses for her from an
Oglala. She is my new wife.
She's not hard-headed like our
women. She just obeys.
Sitting Bull looks at Crawler and then again to Brings
Plenty.
SITTING BULL
Look at her. She doesn't want to be
here. She doesn't belong with us.
We will return her to her people.
And do the Long Knives know she's
here?
BRINGS PLENTY
They knew she was with the Oglalas.
SITTING BULL
Then they will not stop until she's
returned.
BRINGS PLENTY
Or dead.
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Crawler steps forward. Sitting Bull raises a hand to hold
him off.
They have enough reasons to fight
with us. We don't need to add
another.
He extends his hand to Fanny, who looks at Brings Plenty
for a second and then back to Sitting Bull.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Sister.
She jumps up.
Sitting Bull, Crawler, and Fanny leave the tipi.
When they're gone, Brings Plenty kicks a folded buffalo
hide.
EXT. OUTSIDE BRINGS PLENTY'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
Brings Plenty's wife smiles when sees Sitting Bull and
Crawler taking Fanny away. White Bull and Stays Back join
them.
SITTING BULL
Crawler, see if you can find an
interpreter. Bring him back to my
family.
Crawler goes off without a word.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
(To Fanny)
Do you know my language?
FANNY KELLY
(in English)
Do you know English?
SITTING BULL
(in English)
No English.
FANNY KELLY
Thank you for taking me from that
brute.
Sitting Bull nods like he understands.
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No harm will come to you here,
Sister. We'll return you to your
people soon.
He stops walking.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
You two. Start recruiting men to go
to some Worn Fences for trading. We
need to recover what we lost. Tell
Gall to lead one of the trading
parties.
White Bull and Stays Back go off.
EXT. FORT BERTHOLD, NORTH DAKOTA - DAY
Sitting near the Missouri River, Fort Berthold, another small
fortress-like structure made of timber and wood, acts as a
gathering point for scores of Indians. Dozens of tipis sit
around the fort, scattered for miles.
Bloody Knife rides up, wearing a worn blue coat, his horse
carrying two full saddle bags.
He dismounts and tethers his horse in front of the fort. He
unloads the saddle bags and carries them inside the fort.
INT. FORT BERTHOLD - MOMENTS LATER
Bloody Knife carries the bags into an office, where he
drops them.
An OFFICE CLERK, 25, sorts through mail.
CLERK
You boys sure stay busy.
BLOODY KNIFE
(in accented English)
Whites like to write letters.
Another Indian courier walks in, LITTLE BRAVE, 15, dropping
his own saddle bag. He addresses Bloody Knife if a common
tongue.
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LITTLE BRAVE
Welcome back, brother.
Bloody Knife nods and takes out a flask, taking a swig.
LITTLE BRAVE (CONT'D)
I was hoping to see you.
Bloody Knife plugs the top of the flash and puts it inside
his jacket pocket.
BLOODY KNIFE
Why?
LITTLE BRAVE
Some news you might like.
BLOODY KNIFE
News I'd care about? That would be
news.
LITTLE BRAVE
First, the Great Father is talking
about making it so that we can be
official scouts for the Army and not
just couriers and traders.
Bloody Knife doesn't respond.
LITTLE BRAVE (CONT'D)
That means more money. It also
means more power on us. We can show
them where the real enemies are.
BLOODY KNIFE
That might be interesting.
LITTLE BRAVE
But that's not all I wanted to tell
you.
He moves in a little closer.
LITTLE BRAVE (CONT'D)
Just remember who told you.
Bloody Knife raises an eyebrow.
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LITTLE BRAVE (CONT'D)
Someone you know has arrived to do
some trading.
EXT. FORT BERTHOLD - DAY
Bloody Knife sits astride his horse, looking through some
binoculars.
Through them, he sees Gall and some others erecting a tipi.
He hands the binoculars to the Courier, also astride his
horse, now sipping out of the flash that Bloody Knife had
earlier.
Bloody Knife smiles.
LITTLE BRAVE
Just think. We're supposed to be
blood enemies, with you a Sioux and
me a Crow, but look how we can help
each other.
Bloody Knife nods.
BLOODY KNIFE
Thank you, brother. I won't forget
this.
He turns his horse to leave.
LITTLE BRAVE
What are you going to do? Bloody
Knife ignores the question.

INT. FORT BERTHOLD, OFFICE - DAY
Bloody Knife paces in front of a desk, behind which sits
CAPTAIN ADAMS BASSETT, 40, who leans back nonchalantly.
Bloody Knife addresses him in English.
BLOODY KNIFE
He can not be trusted. He's not like
me. He never wanted peace between
whites and Indians.
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ADAMS BASSETT
Well, it's not really worth the
trouble just to go out there because
we can't trust him.
Bloody Knife's pacing quickens.
BLOODY KNIFE
We lived together as children. He
started bragging about killing
whites even back then.
Bassett sits up.
ADAMS BASSETT
Killing whites? You sure about that?
BLOODY KNIFE
Even then, he said he gains their
trust so it's easier to kill them.
And all these years I hear stories
about all the whites he kills along
the Missouri.
Bassett nods.
ADAMS BASSETT
You're a good, man, Bloody Knife,
for giving this man up. I'll send
one of my lieutenants with his men
to go get him.
BLOODY KNIFE
Yes, sir. And sir, don't take any
chances. He's more dangerous than
you can imagine.
ADAMS BASSETT
I'll send the word.
Bloody Knife turns to leave. When he gets to the door, he
turns back to the captain.
BLOODY KNIFE
Sir, one more thing. Can I go with
the soldiers. Since I know what
he's like, I have a better idea of
knowing what he'll do and how he'll
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react.
ADAMS BASSETT
Sounds like a good idea to me,
soldier.
EXT. NEAR FORT BERTHOLD, GALL'S TIPI - DAY
Bloody Knife rides with a platoon (about 20) soldiers.
LIEUTENANT WILLIAMS, 35, leads.
As they approach Gall's tipi, they slow their horses to a
walk. They then circle the tipi and draw their weapons.
Some of the soldiers dismount and aim their rifles at the
entrance.
Bloody Knife, Williams, and an Interpreter also dismount.
Williams nods to the Interpreter.
INTERPRETER
Gall! Gall of the Hunkapapa Lakota
Sioux! Exit the tipi now. You are
surrounded.
After a moment, Gall appears, confused. People in the
nearby tipis also come out to see.
He exits the tipi. A woman's face appears in the tipi's
entrance. She disappears when she sees all the soldiers.
GALL
What is this? I have done nothing
wrong. I'm here peacefully to trade.
INTERPRETER
You're under arrest for the murder
of whites. Surrender, and you won't
be harmed.
Gall walks a few paces forward. Several soldiers, their
riles outfitted with bayonets approach him.
GALL
I deny your accusation, but I will
come peacefully.
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Williams looks to the Interpreter for the translation.
INTERPRETER
He's surrendering.
Bloody Knife takes a couple of steps forward. Gall sees him
and smirks.
GALL
Sneaky, dirty half breed. Is this
your doing?
BLOODY KNIFE
I always told you I'd get you,
Hunkpapa. Now I have you where I
want you.
Williams leans to the interpreter.
LIEUTENANT WILLIAMS
What are they saying?
INTERPRETER
I can't hear.
Bloody Knife turns to the Lieutenant.
BLOODY KNIFE
(In English)
Just making sure he understands,
sir.
Someone YELLS. Bloody Knife turns to see Gall making a run
for it. A couple of soldiers FIRE their weapons, and Gall
gets hit. He doubles over.
He starts to stand, and another soldier catches him with a
bayonet in the side. When he pulls it out, Gall drops.
He starts to get up and two other soldiers bayonet him.
Gall falls again and tries to crawl. He turns on his back,
panting. He looks at his hands, covered in blood. He passes
out.
The Lieutenant walks over.
SOLDIER
He's not breathin' any more.
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LIEUTENANT WILLIAMS
Someone check his pulse.
Another soldier leans over and puts a finger on his neck.
SECOND SOLDIER
I don't feel anything. I think we
got him. If he ain't yet with his
creator, he'll be there momentarily.
Without a word, Bloody Knife walks over with a
double-barreled shotgun. He puts the muzzle against Gall's
head. He FIRES, but Williams pushes the shot wide.
LIEUTENANT WILLIAMS
What the hell do you think you're
doing, soldier? This man's dead.
We're not savages here.
BLOODY KNIFE
Sir, this man killed many whites and
many of my people. We have to be
sure he is dead for good.
LIEUTENANT WILLIAMS
He just took three bayonets and a
couple of bullets to the torso. I
think that settles it. Now stand
down, soldier, or we'll put those
shackles on you.
Bloody Knife looks around for a moment, gauging the
expressions in the faces around him. He grinds his molars
and resigns to the situation.
BLOODY KNIFE
Yes, sir.
He turns and leaves, emptying the shotgun's chambers
SOLDIER
What about him, Lieutenant?
He points at Gall.
LIEUTENANT WILLIAMS
(to the Interpreter)
Get one of his people to take care
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of it.
The Interpreter nods.
LIEUTENANT WILLIAMS (CONT'D)
Let's head back, gentlemen.
The soldiers remount and turn their horses to head back to
the fort.
A woman, Stand-In-The-Center, 26, looks at Gall from the
tipi's entrance, tears streaming down her face.
The Interpreter rides over to her and says something before
riding off.
A young boy comes out of the tipi. Stand-In-The-Center says
something to him, pointing towards a nearby tipi. The boy
sprints off.
Stand-In-The-Center goes over to Gall, looking over his
wounds.
The boy comes sprinting back; in a moment, BUFFALO WOMAN,
65, arrives. Others also come over to Gall's body.
Buffalo woman kneels down next to him.
Gall MOANS. They all get startled. She points at the people
around her.
BUFFALO WOMAN
You, go get some fabric. You, go get
some medicine from my tipi.
She points to a young man.
BUFFALO WOMAN (CONT'D)
You, prepare a sled. We're going to
fix him and get him out of here
now.
Everyone runs off.
BUFFALO WOMAN (CONT'D)
Hang on, Gall. There's still more of
you left.
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EXT. SIOUX CAMP - NIGHT
Horses come GALLOPING in to the camp. One pulls an adult
swaddled in buffalo robes on a sled of a wooden frame and
buffalo hide.
People rush to greet the group.
BUFFALO WOMAN
Someone find Sitting Bull.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - MOMENT LATER
People tend to Gall. One woman cries over him.
Buffalo Woman goes meets Sitting Bull, who walks with
unusual haste.
SITTING BULL
What happened?
BUFFALO WOMAN
The soldiers got him, but he still
lives. We patched him up as best as
we could and left just as fast.
SITTING BULL
Thank you, sister.
Sitting Bull goes towards Gall, but Buffalo Woman catches
him by the arm.
She leans in towards him.
BUFFALO WOMAN
It was Bloody Knife.
SITTING BULL
Our Arikara brother? What do you
mean it was him?
BUFFALO WOMAN
He works with the soldiers now. He
brought the soldiers to Gall.
Sitting Bull nods.
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SITTING BULL
Thank you, sister.
Sitting Bull goes over and kneels next to Gall, who's
barely awake.
He recognizes Sitting Bull.
GALL
Brother. Long knives they have, but
sharp enough they are not.
He smiles and drifts off.
Sitting Bull assesses his wounds.
SITTING BULL
Strong magic was with him.
Everyone around looks at Sitting Bull, including BULLHEAD,
26.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
See what happens when the wasichus
come into our lands? We must push
them out. We must not let them
through. Those who do not leave with
peace will be forced out.
EXT. NEAR FORT BUFORD, AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MISSOURI AND
YELLOWSTONE RIVERS, NORTH DAKOTA - DAY
Spring of 1866: Sitting Bull, Gall, Black Moon, Four Horns,
White Bull, and several others watch from afar as soldiers
and workers build a new Army fort.
Several buildings already stand. The fort lies in a flat
section of land with faraway, low hills as borders.
INT. FORT BUFORD, SOLDIERS BARRACKS - DAWN
A Soldier awakes and sits up in his cot. He looks around
and sees everyone else still asleep. He swings his legs to
the side of the bed and puts on his boots.
He gets up and walks past a window. He stops short and
rushes back to the window.
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Outside, in the distance, just close enough to see, lie
tipis dotting the border of the horizon.
SOLDIER
Shit.
EXT. FORT BUFORD - MORNING
Sitting Bull and his usual gang, along with a couple
hundred warriors, attack Fort Buford.
The fighters attack different buildings, shooting their
rifles at windows and doors.
Soldiers appear and fire with their own weapons. Both sides
take casualties.
Bullhead and SMOKE-FROM-FIRE, 25, both atop their horses,
take momentary cover behind a couple of covered wagons,
holstering their weapons in their horses bridles.
Bullhead lights a small torch from atop his horse. He
passes the lighted stick to Smoke-From-Fire.
SMOKE FROM FIRE
This will bring us too close to the
enemy. And we can't shoot the
wasichus with this.
He waves the little torch.
BULLHEAD
We just need a moment to do it. The
first one to drop their flame
covers the other. Right?
SMOKE FROM FIRE
Just don't forget.
They kick their horses and ride off from their cover. They
both ride towards a stack of hay, close to one of the fort's
buildings, bullets ZIPPING past them the whole time.
Bullhead drop his flame on the stack and it starts lighting
up. He takes out a pistol with his free hand while
Smoke-From-Fire drops his torch.
They kick their horses and ride away, side by side.
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BULLHEAD
See? We did it!
SMOKE FROM FIRE
Let's see what they do now!
Smoke-From-Fire falls off his horse and tumbles to a stop.
Bullhead circles back with his horse and sees
Smoke-From-Fire unresponsive, his head oozing with blood.
Bullhead looks for the shooter, shooting his own pistol
randomly. He turns his horse and rides off, tears forming
in his eyes.
EXT. SIOUX CAMP - DAY
Sitting Bull and the other leaders sit in a circle in a
tipi.
GALL
We've had success, but we can't keep
doing this. The wasichus have more
numbers and better weapons.
BLACK MOON
Some of our people are talking about
making peace with them.
SITTING BULL
We've all seen the wasichu way of
peace. We speak in the only language
they understand.
FOUR HORNS
Other bands have spoken with Black
Robe. They say is unlike the other
wasichus. They don't even want to
call him wasichu.
RED MOON
If we can, we should meet with Black
Robe and see what he has to say.
They all look to Sitting Bull. We can meet to hear him, but
we won't agree to anything.
SITTING BULL
Now, let's hear what our neighbor
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has to say.
They all look to BIG HAWK, 40.
BIG HAWK
Brothers, I come today because we
need help. I come today to tell you
about the Iron Horse.
EXT. NEBRASKA - DAY
Sitting Bull, Gall, Four Horns, Big Hawk and several others
sit atop their horses overlooking a valley where people
build and lay railroad tracks. Not to far away, a locomotive
rolls slowly over the tracks.
SITTING BULL
The Iron Horse.
BIG HAWK
They say it stretches from here all
the way to the wasichu nation. We
followed it as far as we could
without seeing the end.
GALL
How long have they been building it?
BIG HAWK
Not long enough. One day they all
just showed up. They work very fast.
See the smaller ones dressed in
black?
There's a murmur of "yes".
BIG HAWK (CONT'D)
We don't know who they are or where
they come from, but they are not
wasichu. Our interpreters don't
know their language, and they look
different.
SITTING BULL
But they are not in chains.
BIG HAWK
No, but they have their own strong
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magic.
FOUR HORNS
And what about the buffalo?
BIG HAWK
The Iron Horse has split the great
herds. Now they won't come near this
place.
The locomotive's horns BLOW. The Indians look at each
other.
BIG HAWK (CONT'D)
Before, the buffalo would cross.
Then, the Iron Horse came in and
smashed through them. With that and
the noise, they won't come near
this place.
He turns to the Hunkpapa.
BIG HAWK (CONT'D)
And now, brothers, they are heading
for your country.
EXT. FORT STEVENSON, NORTH DAKOTA - DAY
Bloody Knife, wearing a black jacket and a white shirt,
rides up to the fort. There are a dozen Indians in his
view, and the soldiers don't pay him any attention.
He dismounts and tethers his horse and approaches a
soldier.
BLOODY KNIFE
I'm here to enlist as a scout.
Where's the enlistment office?
The soldiers looks shocked to here such fluent English
coming from him.
SOLDIER
It surprises me how much you boys
already know about these things. How
did you hear about the Indian Scout
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Enlistment Act?
BLOODY KNIFE
A friend told me about it.
Excellent.

SOLDIER

He points the way.
SOLDIER (CONT'D)
Just go down that way to the
enlistment office, and they'll show
you want to do.
Bloody Knife nods and heads in that direction.
EXT. NEBRASKA - DAWN
Sitting Bull, Big Hawk and their warriors attack the
railroad construction site. They shoot anyone they see
while others try to set fire to railroad ties, both the
ones for use and the ones already in the ground.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE, NEAR THE POWDER AND YELLOWSTONE RIVER DAY
1868. Sitting Bull, the other war chiefs and warriors
return to their village on horseback.
The Sioux village holds more than 500 tipis between the
rivers and flourishes more than any other time.
RED HORN, 30, with a deep scar running from his middle left
cheek to the corner of his left lip, and No Neck, now 35,
ride up to meet the warriors.
RED HORN
Sitting Bull, we are happy to see
you return. Black Robe is nearby and
requests an audience with us.
Sitting Bull nods.
SITTING BULL
Send some interpreters to accept
the meeting. I want to know when
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his party gets close.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE - DAY
Most of the village gathers on its eastern side, watching a
procession of 30 people enter the Village, led by two
standard-bearers. The standards show portraits of the Virgin
Mary.
Following them, the group walks in a square, shoulder to
should of four to five people. Everyone wears black suits
except the middle-most person, who wears a long, black
priest robe, with only a white collar peaking through.
PIERRE JEAN DE SMET, 67, with white hair parted on the left
and clean-shaven, he also wears as a necklace a six-inch long
crucifix.
Around the entering group walk about 20 akicita, each with
two stripes painted vertically on one side of his face, one
black and one white.
The crowd makes way for the visitors.
Sitting Bull, Gall, Red Horn, No Neck, Four Horns, Black
Moon, and Red Moon, wear ceremonial dress, such as feathers
in their hair and war bonnets and wait for the procession to
reach them near the center of the village.
When the visitors reach them, silence befalls everything.
De Smet walks forward until he faces the chiefs, his
necklace and some other chains CLINKING.
PIERRE JEAN DE SMET
(in the Sioux language) Hello,
my friends. Thank you for meeting
with me.
Sitting Bull steps forward.
SITTING BULL
You know our language?
PIERRE JEAN DE SMET
Enough. I have spent many years
speaking with your people. They
have taught me a lot.
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SITTING BULL
Come.
He waves De Smet towards his tipi.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Let us speak plainly and privately.
Red Horn, No Neck, Gall, and Sitting Bull enter the tipi,
followed by three of De Smet's people.
Some of the akicita surround the tipi while the others
remain with the rest of the visitors.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - MOMENTS LATER
The chiefs, De Smet, and the other three with De Smet sit
in a circle. A peace pipe makes its way around. Everyone
takes a puff, including De Smet.
When the pipe returns to Sitting Bull, he lays it on the
ground.
SITTING BULL
The famous Black Robe. Your kindness
and generosity is legendary among
our people. If all of your people
were like you, we would live
together happily.
PIERRE JEAN DE SMET
I know how difficult my people have
been, but each side has lost too
many people. I come to ask for
peace, for everybody. We must stop
the violence. That is the only way
forward.
All the chiefs nod in agreement.
SITTING BULL
Black Robe, I can not continue
myself or my people with the
violence I have led against the
whites. But they began our troubles
with their lies and injustices. As a
friend among us, we will listen to
your words. I want you to know, as
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violent we have been towards the
whites, we are willing to become as
good towards them.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - NIGHT
Everyone exits the tipi.
PIERRE JEAN DE SMET
Thank you again for seeing us,
friend.
SITTING BULL
From now on, we will all tell
everyone that Black Robe is a
friend of Sitting Bull. We will
meet with the whites to discuss
this new treaty. If it's as good as
you say, we will consider it with
seriousness and honesty.
PIERRE JEAN DE SMET
That is all I ask.
Some of De Smet's people come his way, one of them motions
toward the others.
De Smet takes off his crucifix necklace. He looks at it for a
moment and makes a motion to put it around Sitting Bull's
head. Sitting Bull steps forward and bows his head.
De Smet places the crucifix around his head.
PIERRE JEAN DE SMET (CONT'D)
As you might say, it has strong
magic. Goodbye, friend.
SITTING BULL
Goodbye, friend of Sitting Bull.
Sitting Bull watches as De Smet parts. After a moment, he
studies the crucifix.
EXT. FORT LARAMIE, WYOMING - DAY
Two dozen chiefs from various bands and tribes sit on the
ground in front of a white tent, one that looks like a
large tent cut in half.
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Inside, various Army and government officials sit in chairs
in front of the Indians. Among the Sioux, Gall sits in the
front, while Sitting Bull, Black Moon, Red Cloud, Four Horns
also attend.
Sitting dead center of the whites is WILLIAM TECUMSEH
SHERMAN, 48, sporting a full beard and a receding line of
dark brown hair. He wears a uniform of a Lieutenant
General.
An INTERPRETER for the whites, 30, also wearing something
of an Army uniform, stands. The Indian leaders look at him
with contempt.
INTERPRETER
Friends, our meeting begins. The
whites invite you all to say a few
words, if you like.
Gall jumps to his feet.
GALL
You must explain to these people
that we are willing to make peace.
But there are conditions that must
be met, and if they are, we will put
the pen to paper.
The interpreter relays the message in English.
GALL (CONT'D)
Whites must stop coming into our
lands. They must destroy their
forts, and their boats must stop
using our rivers. They kill our
buffalo more than they need. They
slaughter our timber like animals.
If they agree to these, we will make
peace. If these are ignored, we will
continue with our wars.
The interpreter continues the message in English. When he
finishes, Gall retakes his seat on the ground.
Another chief stands to speak.
The white men remain silent as they watch.
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EXT. CHEYENNE CAMP, ALONG THE WASHITA RIVER, NEAR CHEYENNE,
OKLAHOMA - BEFORE DAYBREAK
GEORGE ARMSTRONG CUSTER, 29, with a full beard and long
blonde hair hanging from beneath his wide-brimmed, gray
felt hat.
He looks at his men surrounding a Cheyenne camp, almost 600
of them surrounding less than 100 tipis, smoke billowing out
of them.
Custer raises his sword and swing it down, CUTTING the air.
The regimental band begins playing "Garryowen", a quick
dance Irish tune.
The cavalry STAMPEDES into the camp, SHOOTING before they
see any Cheyenne.
Soldiers sing the words of the song before the conflict
heats up.
SOLDIERS' CHORUS
We can dare or we can do. United
men and brothers too. Their gallant
footsteps to pursue. And change our
country's story.
Warriors exit their tipis, FIRING rifles and pistols, but
they fall quickly to the regiments' numbers.
The song chorus breaks up as the fighting intensifies.
Custer watches for a moment.
GEORGE CUSTER
You sons of bitches better watch
what you shoot.
EXT. CHEYENNE CAMP - EARLY MORNING
More than 150 bodies of Cheyenne men, women, and children
litter the camp.
A group of women and children huddle together as the
soldiers keep their rifles trained on them. Some soldiers
go around bayoneting or shooting the injured, while others
ransack tipis and loot dead bodies.
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Custer observes each of the captured faces one by one.
After he scans them, he puts them into a new group.
GEORGE CUSTER
No, over there.
He looks at another.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
No.
He waves a woman on.
He sees the face of another woman and stops for a moment.
He steps closer towards her, squinting his eyes a little.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
Ah, hah! There she is! Monahsetah!
My princess!
He extends his hand. MONAHSETAH, 28, unusually pretty,
steps forward.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
Whew! I was worried about you for a
while.
An interpreter speaks to her in the Cheyenne language.
Custer takes her hand and walks off with her.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
Sorry about your daddy today. I told
them to be careful about who they
shot.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE NEAR THE ROSEBUD CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA DAY
All the chiefs convene in the village, including Crazy Horse,
now 31, with hundreds of spectators surrounding them looking
on. They all sit in a great circle.
Four Horns goes to each chief, one by one, asking for a
vote.
He finishes with Crazy Horse, now 33.
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FOUR HORNS
Crazy Horse of the Oglalas.
CRAZY HORSE
We vote for Sitting Bull.
Four Horns turns and heads for the center of the circle.
FOUR HORNS
Chiefs, it appears unanimous.
He turns to Sitting Bull.
FOUR HORNS (CONT'D)
Sitting Bull, for all of your
bravery on the battlefields, your
courage and strength as a leader,
we elect you as Supreme Chief of
all of the entire Sioux nation. If
and when you tell us to fight, we
will fight. If and when you tell us
to make peace, we will make peace.
The crowd erupts in YELLING, CHEERING, and WAR CRIES.
Sitting Bull walks to the center of the circle.
SITTING BULL
Brothers and sisters, all my
courage and strength I will use for
our many tribes. As the chief of
our unified Sioux nation, I will
fight for what is just and for what
is ours. We will not go to the
wasichus for war, but we will
defend our rights, our lands, and
our peoples.
More YELLING, CHEERING, and WAR CRIES.
EXT. CAMP OF THE 7TH CAVALRY - DAY
Custer sits at a table in his large white tent, entrance
flaps tethered open, writing.
He looks over the writing-filled page, nods, and signs it.
An officer comes to the entrance of the tent, accompanied
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by an Indian wearing the standard blue army uniform.
OFFICER
Sir?
GEORGE CUSTER
Come in.
The officer walks in, signaling the Indian to follow.
OFFICER
New assignment.
Custer folds the letter and seals it. He stands.
Scout?

GEORGE CUSTER
OFFICER

Yes, sir.
GEORGE CUSTER
(To the Indian) How's
your English?
BLOODY KNIFE
Good. How's yours?
The officer looks nervous for a moment. Custer erupts in
LAUGHTER.
GEORGE CUSTER
I like you already.
The officer hands him some papers. Custer takes them,
glancing through them.
CUSTER
Bloody Knife, huh?
BLOODY KNIFE
Yes, sir.
GEORGE CUSTER
Gonna help us find and get the
Sioux.
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BLOODY KNIFE
Sir, yes, sir.
Custer hands his letter to the officer.
GEORGE CUSTER
Give that to the courier. It's for
my wife, so make sure he gets on his
way soon enough.
OFFICER
Yes, sir.
The officer leaves. Custer looks at the paper. He starts
walking, and they exit the tent.
GEORGE CUSTER
Several years of service with us
already, I see.
Bloody Knife nods.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
Well, we've whipped on the Indians
we find. The next one we're looking
for is someone named Sitting Bull.
Ever hear of him?
He nods again.
BLOODY KNIFE
We're close to his lands.
Custer points.
GEORGE CUSTER
We've got 25 or 30 Indian scouts
with us. They usually keep to
themselves over there.
They stop near another tent.
BLOODY KNIFE
You know what the Sioux call you?
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GEORGE CUSTER
They have a name for me?
Long Hair.

BLOODY KNIFE

Custer chuckles.
GEORGE CUSTER
That's not so bad.
He slaps Bloody Knife on the back.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
Welcome to your new family. We'll
talk soon.
Bloody Knife heads towards the other Indians.
After a moment, Custer goes to the entrance to the tent.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
You in there beautiful?
The tent flap opens, and Monahsetah's face appears.
They smile at each other, and Custer goes inside, closing
the entrance flap behind him.
EXT. HILL TOP NEXT TO THE ROSEBUD VALLEY, MONTANA - DAY
Sitting Bull, One Bull, Stays Back, and Black Moon sit in a
circle, passing the peace pipe, each taking a long puff
before passing it.
Sitting Bull turns to face the sun.
SITTING BULL
Pray with me.
The others turn and face the sun.
Sitting Bull raises his arms, turning his palms upwards.
The others follow. They all close their eyes.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Wakan Tanka. Give our people
bountiful game, enough for the next
winter. Allow the good people in
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our tribes to live better with each
other. Help us protect ourselves.
Help us live in peace. For these
things, I will sun dance for you.
They all lower their arms and open their eyes. Sitting Bull
brushes his face with some sage, passing it when he finishes.
They stand.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Now, we start organizing the sun
dance.
EXT. 7TH CAVALRY CAMP - DAY
Several soldiers SHOOT pistols and rifles at targets,
cattle skulls posted on short poles about 30 yards away.
Bloody Knife wanders over, stumbling a little bit, carrying a
flask.
The soldiers mostly miss. One bullet chips the side of one
skull.
Bloody Knife LAUGHS.
BLOODY KNIFE
Someone tell me when the soldiers
get here. Not these little babies.
He laughs again. The soldiers stop firing and look at him.
A PRIVATE, 22, takes a couple of steps forward.
PRIVATE
You think you can do better,
redskin?
Bloody Knife puts a hand on his holstered pistol.
The soldiers raise their arms a little.
BLOODY KNIFE
My gun's easy to use. Give me one
that is hard.
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He puts the flask in the inside of his jacket.
The Private holds up his rifle.
PRIVATE
Let's see what you got, big mouth.
Bloody Knife stumbles over. He takes the rifle and examines
it for a second.
He looks at all the soldiers for another moment. Then, in a
quick motion, he raises the rifle, and without much aim FIRES
off a shot. It PUNCHES a hole in the center of one skull.
Bloody Knife chuckles.
BLOODY KNIFE
We shoot moving targets from the top
of our running horses.
Standing still and hitting a still
target is nothing.
He tosses the rifle back to the private.
He gets his flask and takes a swig, walking away.
PRIVATE
Hey, come show us how you did that.
If you do, we got more of that
drink you like.
Bloody Knife stops and then turns.
He nods.
BLOODY KNIFE
Good trade. Give me the rifle again.

EXT. NORTHSIDE OF THE SIOUX VILLAGE, ROSEBUD VALLEY, SUN
DANCE - DAY
Drums BEAT. The sun hangs high and pours yellow light on
everything.
A single tipi stands near the circle.
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A large totem, 15 feet high, stands in the center of a
circle, some buffalo hides hang from it.
A dozen Hunkpapa Sioux, several wearing various kinds of
face and body paint, dance in a circle around him, more
like a single-file line of people marching, CLAPPING,
SINGING, and STOMPING their feet.
Just outside the dancers sit the other leaders and people
well-known to Sitting Bull.
Sitting Bull emerges from the tipi, a sweat lodge, wearing
only a loin cloth, already covered in sweat, lips parched,
and looking a little pale.
He enters the circle and sits on the ground in front of the
totem, leaning his back on it, extending his legs straight
out, arms at the sides, hands on the ground, palms up.
Hundreds of people sit around the circle, watching.
Stays Back leaves the dancers. He wears a loin cloth, and
white and red paint cover his body.
STAYS BACK
Today, Sitting Bull offers 200
pieces of his flesh for all of us.
He reveals an awl, like a screwdriver with a big, bulb for a
handle. Instead of it having a Phillips-head or flathead,
the awl has a sharp piercing end.
Sitting Bull ignores him, looking up at the sky. Stays Back
sees the scars on his chest from previous sacrifices.
Stays Back kneels next to Sitting Bull and begins with the
the bottom of his left arm. He inserts the awl and cuts off
a small piece of flesh, about the size of a match head.
Blood oozes out of the wound.
STAYS BACK (CONT'D)
One.
He repeats this several more times. He stands.
STAYS BACK (CONT'D)
Fifty cuts of flesh.
OOHS and AHS come from the audience.
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Stays Back moves to Sitting Bull's right side and starts
the process again. After the first piece,
Fifty-one.

STAYS BACK (CONT'D)

He continues for a few more minutes. Sitting Bull's arms
stream blood, which already dries and coagulates in the
sun.
After a few more minutes, Stays Back stands.
STAYS BACK (CONT'D)
One hundred pieces of flesh.
Everyone CHEERS.
Sitting Bull stands. He enters the line of dancers and
joins the movements.
He makes several laps before leaving the line, stumbling
towards the center.
People watch him closely.
He barely holds his balance. His eyes go white.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S VISION - CONTINUOUS
He stands alone in front of the totem, injury free and
completely healthy.
He spins around, looking for everyone. Storm clouds form.

EXT. SUN DANCE - CONTINUOUS
Everyone watches as Sitting Bull spins around.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S VISION - CONTINUOUS
He sits, taking the lotus position. Storm clouds form
overhead. The area becomes overcast and dark. Lightning
flickers in the distance and thunder RUMBLES close by.
Rain drops SPLATTER randomly here and there. Then, the
deluge comes.
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EXT. SUN DANCE - CONTINUOUS
Everyone watches Sitting Bull. He sits and looks up to the
sky. He raises his arms.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S VISION - CONTINUOUS
The rain SPLASHES on his face. He squints, trying to
understand what he sees.
Small army soldiers, wearing their blue coats, the side of
baby carrots, fall upside down all around him. Their hats
fall off their heads. He can see that they have no ears.
A hand touches his shoulder, which startles him. He looks
to his right and sees Light Hair, young and healthy as
ever, sitting next to him, smiling, and also in the lotus
position.
They hold hands for a moment, smiling at each other. Then,
she lets go. She dissolves away.
EXT. SUN DANCE - CONTINUOUS
Sitting Bull reaches towards his right, leaning towards
nothing.
He looks up again before falling back.
The dancers stop. The audience stands and gets closer.
Black Moon rushes over and kneels to him. He whispers in
Sitting Bull's ear. He then puts his ear to Sitting Bull's
mouth.
After a moment, Black Moon stands and faces the audience.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE, ALONG THE LITTLE BIGHORN RIVER, MONTANA
- NIGHT
Fifteen hundred tipis lie in the valley along the river.
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INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - NIGHT
Sitting Bull opens his eyes. He lies on a buffalo hide,
with a pillow under his head. Medicinal leaves cover his
arms. His mother tends to things in the background.
Black Moon, Gall, Stays Back, White Bull, One Bull, and
Crazy Horse sit in a circle around him.
White Bull leans in and puts a metal cup of water to his
lips. Sitting Bull drinks.
SITTING BULL
How long?
GALL
Two days. Hungry?
Sitting Bull nods. He forces himself to sit up.
SITTING BULL
What news do you bring.
They all look at each other, looking for a volunteer to
speak.
BLACK MOON
Your prophecy will be upon us sooner
than we all thought.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - MINUTES LATER
Sitting Bull sits up completely in a lotus position. He
goes between sipping on a hot stew of buffalo meet and
sipping water.
SITTING BULL
How many?
CRAZY HORSE
Between the scouts, Indian
warriors, and the blue coats, maybe
800.
SITTING BULL
Enough to harm us if they catch us
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by surprise.
BLACK MOON
We already have scouts watching
their every move.
GALL
One of the scouts saw someone else.
Sitting Bull raises an eyebrow as he takes a bite of meat.
GALL (CONT'D)
That traitor Bloody Knife.
WHITE BULL
We can worry about him after the
blue coats.
GALL
I hope I get the chance. If it's the
last thing I do.
CRAZY HORSE
Their leader is the famous Long
Hair.
STAYS BACK
They say he has Chief Little Rock's
daughter, Monasetah, as a prisoner.
GALL
Yeah, he took her after
slaughtering almost the whole camp.
He's another one we intend to
mutilate.
ONE BULL
They also have Three Stars with
them.
SITTING BULL
How soon can they all be here?
BLACK MOON
If they move fast, a couple of days.
SITTING BULL
Let's start moving. We'll move the
village west. Let's bring the
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warriors to the east in case they
attack. We'll meet them head on if
they come.
INT. CUSTER'S TENT - NIGHT
Custer, CAPTAIN THOMAS CUSTER, 31, MAJOR MARCUS RENO, 40,
CAPTAIN FREDERICK BENTEEN, 41, and some other officers
stand around a table with a rough map of the area. Some
blue blocks sit in formation.
GEORGE CUSTER
Benteen, I want you to go to the
south and rush into them there.
He moves one of the wooden blocks.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
Reno, I want you to go right in the
center.
He moves another block, and Tom and I'll punch from the
right.
He moves the last blocks.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
We'll hit them from all sides, tear
them up, and scatter them. We'll
rest for another day, and then
we'll go right for it.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE - DAWN
The people of the village move. Some pack tipis, others
load horses, and many are simply riding toward the west. A
village of 10,000 people moving, they kick up a lot of
dust.
EXT. CUSTER'S TENT - EVENING
Custer comes out, pulling a suspender over a shoulder. A
Private holds his horse.
Custer jumps on and heads off.
He rides over to a hill where Tom, Reno, and Benteen stand
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and look through binoculars. Bloody Knife stands nearby,
also looking.
Custer stops close and dismounts.
GEORGE CUSTER
Is that smoke? Are they fighting
with someone else?
MARCUS RENO
This one says they're leaving.
He points to Bloody Knife. Custer looks at him.
GEORGE CUSTER
Are you sure?
Bloody Knife nods.
BLOODY KNIFE
They know we're here.
GEORGE CUSTER
God damn it.
He peers through binoculars.
GEORGE CUSTER (CONT'D)
They're all here. If they scatter,
we'll have to track a hundred
different paths. If they have a day,
they'll be gone.
FREDERICK BENTEEN
What do you want to do, General?
He puts down the binoculars.
GEORGE CUSTER
Pack up. We're moving at dawn. We're
going to get these sonsofbitches
while they're here.
BLOODY KNIFE
Not a good idea. Too many.
GEORGE CUSTER
We got the guns, son. As long as we
hit them at the same time, we'll be
all right.
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BLOODY KNIFE
If they know we're here, they're
already ready for us.
GEORGE CUSTER
Reno. Take Bloody Knife with you. He
knows these people.
Custer jumps back on his horse and rides back.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE - DAWN
The Sioux move with purpose. Women and children head west.
Sitting Bull gives out directions as people flock around
him.
A woman SCREAMS. Sitting Bull looks around. He sees mounted
blue coats on a hill in the distance.
Everything stops around him for a moment, all going quiet.
He sees the soldiers descend their hill like an avalanche
of ants, smoke kicking up.
Everyone resumes motion, but they move faster.
Her-Holy-Door comes out of a tipi. Sitting Bull helps her
on a horse. He helps his wife onto the same one, in the
riding position.
He helps his other wife on to a horse with a couple of
their kids. One Bull rides up.
SITTING BULL
Get them out of here, and then come
back.
He hands the horses' bridles to him, then slaps one of the
horse's thighs.
The sounds of PISTOLS and RIFLES FIRE from all sides in the
distance. They grow closer with each passing second.
A bullet PUNCHES through the top of his tipi.
Sitting Bull disappears into it for a moment and reemerges
with a rifle.
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More SHOTS from his right. He sees another group of
soldiers coming down another hill. The Sioux warriors are
already firing at them.

EXT. RENO'S GROUP, LEFT FLANK OF THE SIOUX VILLAGE - DAY
Reno's men FIRE at the Indians. About half have dismounted
and formed a skirmish line. Reno rides behind them yelling
orders.
MARCUS RENO
Bloody Knife? Where's that Bloody
Knife?
A moment later and Bloody Knife rides up and pulls his
horse along side Reno's. The horses are face to face and
shoulder to shoulder.
MARCUS RENO (CONT'D)
What do you think these damned
people are going to do? How can we
surprise them?
BLOODY KNIFE
We need to...
Bloody Knife thrusts forward and falls off his horse as
blood and brains splash Reno. The horse runs off, spooked.
MARCUS RENO
Shit!
Hyperventilating, he uses his coat sleeve to wipe the blood
off his face and out of his eyes. He spits. When he gets his
senses, he looks at Bloody Knife, on his back on the ground,
a gaping exit wound of a bullet in his forehead.
Reno spins his horse around. He see the Indians gaining
ground, and he sees their numbers growing.
MARCUS RENO (CONT'D)
Soldiers! Fall back! Retreat!
He spins his horse and takes off without waiting for his
men. The soldiers remount and follow, but several take
bullets and arrows as they do.
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EXT. OUTSIDE SITTING BULL'S TIPI - CONTINUOUS
Sitting Bull climbs up his own horse and heads toward the
fighting. One Bull rides up next to him.

ONE BULL
You're not dressed for war, uncle.
No bonnet. No feathers.
SITTING BULL
No time. You go ahead. Don't be
afraid. Today is ours.
One Bull nods and kicks his horse into high speed. He rides
towards the fighting, disappearing into some dust and smoke.
Sitting Bull rides over to a group of young men lingering
about.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Be brave, boys. It won't be easy. Be
brave.
He rides ahead. The others hop on their horses and follow.
He sees some soldiers riding among the tipis. They shoot
down some women and children.
Sitting Bull FIRES, riding towards them. With the gang
behind him catching up, the soldiers turn and ride off.
White Bull rides up alongside Sitting Bull. They ride
towards trees near the river. There, Four Horns and others
warriors SHOOT at the soldiers on the other side of the
trees.
The soldiers retreat.
One Bull rides up, covered in blood.
Sitting Bull's eyes widen.
ONE BULL
Not mine!
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SITTING BULL
Nephews, take the warriors here to
that hill.
He points to the east, where the Indians are fighting
another, bigger block of soldiers.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Move the blue coats, like driving
buffalo.
White Bull and One Bull nod and ride off, the other
warriors following.
Sitting Bull scans the fight. The details are obscured by
all the dust and smoke kicking up.
EXT. EAST SLOPE - MOMENTS LATER
White Bull and One Bull ride up, halting their horses. They
SHOOT at this bigger group of soldiers.
Crazy Horse rides up, covered in war paint.
CRAZY HORSE
Today is a good day to die!
He FIRES his rifle.
CRAZY HORSE (CONT'D)
White Bull! Ride with me. We'll
smash right through them.
White Bull looks apprehensive for a moment but then nods
purposefully.
CRAZY HORSE (CONT'D)
Keep up!
He kicks his horse. White Bull follows. They whip their
horses to full speed.
CRAZY HORSE (CONT'D)
Hoka Hey!
They leave the group of Indians and ride for the center of
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the soldiers. Bullets FLY, ZIP, and WHIRL past them.
In a couple of moments, they charge through the center of
the soldiers' formation. The soldiers jump out of the way;
others SHOOT but miss.
White Bull leans forward and a little to the side, hugging
his horse. Crazy Horse doesn't alter his posture.
The soldiers track them with their muzzles as the push
through, still missing.
Crazy Horse and White Bull make it to the other side and
ride over and down the next ridge.
The soldiers start reloading. They turn to see the Indians
upon them. They YELL and scatter.
The Indians cut them down.
EXT. WEST SIDE OF THE BATTLE - DAY
With fighting over on this side, women and old men go to
each of the soldiers, going through their pockets,
mutilating their faces with knives, and issuing coup de
graces on the wounded, either with pistols or tomahawks.
Sitting Bull tends to the leg of one wounded warrior. He
remounts his horse.
He sees a couple of women approaching a wounded
African-American soldier leaning on a steep part of a hill,
ISAIAH DORMAN, who addresses them in Lakota.
ISAIAH DORMAN
Friends, you've already killed me.
Don't count coup on me yet.
Sitting Bull rides up.
SITTING BULL
Do not harm him. He is a friend of
Sitting Bull.
He dismounts and approaches. The women back off.
He kneels next to Isaiah and offers him water from a
leather pouch.
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SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Long time, Isaiah.
ISAIAH DORMAN
Too long, friend.
He takes the water. Sitting Bull looks over his wounds.
Blood oozes out of his torso in several places.
SITTING BULL
You stopped trading to be with the
blue coats?
ISAIAH DORMAN
I didn't know we were coming for
you.
He give the pouch back.
SITTING BULL
You'll be with the Wakan Tanka soon.
Don't be afraid.
Sitting Bull squeezes his shoulder. He
turns back to the women.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Don't kill this man or count coup.
Let him die from his wounds.
They nod. Sitting Bull mounts his horse, looks at Isaiah one
last time, and rides off. He looks to the action in the
east.
The women wait until Sitting Bull is far enough away. One
carries a pistol. She raises it to Isaiah's head and FIRES.
EXT. EAST SIDE OF THE BATTLE, LAST STAND HILL - DAY
The soldiers retreat to the top of a hill, FIRING all the
way.
The Indians ride circles around them with their horses,
SHOOTING the whole time.
Crazy Horse rides among them, SHOOTING.
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The soldiers fall.
Rain-in-the-Face, 41, sees one soldier still on his horse,
with long gold and auburn hair coming out from under his
wide-brimmed hat, SHOOTING his pistol at the encroaching
Indians.
Rain-in-the-Face aims his
bullet lands. The soldier
immediately in his chest.
riding Indians impede his

rifle, FIRES, unsure if his
gets hit in his arm, then again
He falls. The smoke, dust, and
view.

He squints. He sees Custer crawling over to another
yellow-haired man, also shot in the chest.
The Indians swallow up the soldiers on the hill. Horses
slow. GUN FIRE dies down.

EXT. LAST STAND HILL - LATER
Sitting Bull walks among the dead on the hill. The Indians
have already mutilated many soldiers. Some are missing
ears, others eyes.
He comes to Custer, lying next to another blonde-haired man.
Custer has a couple of wounds in his chest and another one
in his left temple, his face untouched.
The other man's shirt has been peeled open, a hole in his
chest. Sitting Bull peers in and sees no heart.
White Bull comes over.
WHITE BULL
Uncle. There is still a group of
soldiers. We can't get to them. Some
of them got away. They'll be sending
help.
Sitting Bull nods.
SITTING BULL
They will come in strong numbers for
revenge. We must move everyone west.
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EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE/BATTLEFIELD - LATER
Sitting Bull walks through the village, surveying damage,
along with Two Moons, Four Horns, Crazy Horse, and No Neck.
People tend to the wounded. The uninjured work to deconstruct
tipis and load belongings onto horses.
CRAZY HORSE
We must split up. If they have one
target, they will win. If we scatter
them, we have a chance.
The others nod.
FOUR HORNS
We need to leave this country.
Everyone stops.
FOUR HORNS (CONT'D)
They lie, cheat, steal, and kill.
They have the numbers and the
weapons. If they want this land they
will have it.
NO NECK
What choice do we have? Surrender?
Hand over our freedom? Live on their
agencies?
FOUR HORNS
We stay here. They win. If we leave,
we can still live the old ways.
NO NECK
How? Our lands are the last they
get.
TWO MOONS
The last here. We can live in the
country of the Grandmother.
SITTING BULL
That is unreasonable.
TWO MOONS
Reason is not a part of this.
Remember, I have been there many
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times. We cross the sacred line, go
to her country, and the wasichus
can not follow.
Sitting Bull looks around.
SITTING BULL
We were all born here. This is
where we met all of our friends and
had our families. Maybe it's time
to say goodbye.
CRAZY HORSE
Maybe. I will think about leaving,
maybe to the Grandmother's country,
but going north is good. But we
must part ways for now.
FOUR HORNS
I'll go there first to make
preparations for our people.
TWO MOONS
I'll go now also. Sitting Bull, you
should track buffalo if you can.
Try to prepare us for winter. The
buffalo don't go that far north for
too long.
The men stop as the sounds of a man WAILING and YELLING
echo throughout the camp.
SITTING BULL
I know that voice.
CRAZY HORSE
There.
He points. They see Gall not too far away, sitting on the
ground, head in hands.
NO NECK
I heard what happened. The blue
coats killed his wife and children.
SITTING BULL
That makes my heart sad and heavy.
Let's leave this place.
The chiefs go in their own directions. Sitting Bull walks
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over to Gall, sits next to him and puts his arm around
Gall's shoulders.
EXT. SIOUX TRAIN - DAY
The Sioux move. Crazy Horse and his followers break from
the train and head northwest, while Sitting Bull and his
followers head due north.
EXT. CANADIAN BORDER - DAY
May 1877. Sitting Bull's band crosses the border into
Canada by way of a nondescript road. Other Sioux are there
to greet them as they walk by English signs denoting the
change in country.
Sitting Bull dismounts from his horse. Four Horns goes to
meet him. They hug.
EXT. FOUR HORNS' TIPI - TWILIGHT
Sitting Bull, Four Horns, and Two Moons share a pipe.
FOUR HORNS
We are a strong village here. The
Redcoats say the Grandmother says we
can stay, as long as we don't make
trouble.
SITTING BULL
The Redcoats? Are they like the
bluecoats?
TWO MOONS
They are stern, but they are nothing
like the bluecoats.
SITTING BULL
How was the winter?
TWO MOONS
Colder than we're used to, but we
had plenty of stores. How was yours?
Sitting Bull takes a puff.
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SITTING BULL
More difficult than we're used to.
The buffalo numbers are the smallest
we've ever seen. I worry about them.
FOUR HORNS
We hunt other animals here, like
deer and elk. Sometimes bear.
SITTING BULL
We are glad to be with you. It was a
long journey.
Something catches his eye.

SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
There.
He points.
Just then, three Northwest Mounted Police, dressed in their
red coats, black pants with boots, and the tan wide-brimmed
hats, stroll into the village on horseback.
TWO MOONS
We call the one in the front Long
Lance.
They pay no mind to the Sioux.
They pick an open spot, dismount, and immediately start
pitching their own tents, completely ignoring the Sioux.
EXT. FOUR HORNS TIPI - MORNING
Sitting Bull, Four Horns, Two Moons, and a couple of other
Sioux meet with the three Mounties. One of them, CHARLES
JOSEPH, 35, speaks the Sioux language.
JAMES MORROW WALSH, 37, brown hair, sporting a full walrus
mustache leads the conversation.
JAMES MORROW WALSH
We understand you have come here for
asylum.
Charles Joseph interprets.
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JAMES MORROW WALSH (CONT'D)
You are free to stay here as long as
you'd like, as long as you obey our
laws.
He gives Charles Joseph a moment.
JAMES MORROW WALSH (CONT'D)
If any of your people cross the
border and commit murder or theft,
they will receive the quick and
severe punishment of the Queen's
law. If you obey the law, she will
protect you.

EXT. CAMP ROBINSON, NEBRASKA - DAY
Scores of soldiers stand around with rifles at the ready as
hundreds of Indians stand before them in a crowd.
Crazy Horse stands at the back of them, Oglala Sioux and
Cheyenne, as they hand over the weapons and the surrender
themselves.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI, CANADA - DAY
A snowstorm pounds Sitting Bull's tipi. He steps outside,
wrapped in a buffalo hide. He squints as the wind and snow
turn his cheeks red.
Scores of tipis stand nearby, all with smoke billowing out
of the top. He escapes inside the tipi.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE, CANADA - DAY
Another summer day, but everyone's looking thinner than
usual.
Sitting Bull and Gall walk through the camp.
GALL
The braves want some action. There
is no big game to hunt here. They
chase rabbits and birds. Some even
talk about returning to our lands.
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SITTING BULL
What do you think?
GALL
Sometimes, I don't think it's a bad
idea.
SITTING BULL
You can't return to anything but an
agency. Even then, your life is in
their hands.
Gall nods.
GALL
That was a dangerous winter. I don't
know how many of us can survive
another like it. I often went to the
agencies to trade.
SITTING BULL
I remember. And I remember how they
also got you.
He pokes a finger into Gall's stomach. Gall brushes away
the finger.
GALL
The Indians there may have been
unhappy in some ways, but they were
happier in others.
Sitting Bull studies him.
SITTING BULL
If you want to go, brother, I can't
stop you.
GALL
I don't want to go, but things are
not always so easy here.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE, CANADA - DAY
Snow covers and buries the Sioux tipis, which are already
fewer than the previous winter.
Two men exit one tipi, carrying a corpse away as the trudge
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through the snow.
James Morrow Walsh and two other Mounties arrive in the
village.
People flock to them, and they hand out small burlap sacks
of food.
INT. SITTING BULL'S TIPI - DAY
The wind POUNDS the sides, stretching the buffalo hide.
Sitting Bull's wife, kids, and mother, sleep near the fire
while he and Four Horns, noticeably thinner, sit off to the
side, each wrapped in a buffalo robe.
FOUR HORNS
Our people are dying. If it's not
the cold, it's the hunger. The young
ones are threatening to abandon us.
SITTING BULL
They should have left with Gall
before the snows.
FOUR HORNS
They still look to you for
leadership. Is a hard life and a
cold death better than an imperfect
life?
SITTING BULL
Life without freedom is no life. And
if we return without surrendering,
we are as good as dead.
Four Horns stands.
FOUR HORNS
We know where you stand, nephew.
But think of your people. They
follow you. Make the best decisions
for them, not just for yourself.
What would your father do?
Four Horns leaves, facing snow outside.
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EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE - DAY
1880. Sitting Bull, bone thin, steps outside of his
wind-tattered tipi. Icicles on trees melt. He raises his
face up, absorbing the sun.
He looks around. Less than half of the original village
remains. The tipis are tattered and look ready to fall
apart.
A wall of snow comes at the village. It swallows all the
tipis. When it movies on, no tipis remain.
He comes back to reality. The remaining tipis stand as
before.
SITTING BULL
Time to go home.
EXT. SIOUX VILLAGE - DAY
SITTING BULL meets with James Morrow Walsh and Charles
Joseph.
SITTING BULL
We must return to our lands. You are
friends of Sitting Bull. We thank
you and the Grandmother. We would
have died without you.
Sitting Bull extends a hand. James Morrow Walsh accepts and
shakes it.
JAMES MORROW WALSH
We'll escort you back to your lands.
EXT. SIOUX TRAIN - DAY
Snows melts, letting grass peak through. As they carry
their few possessions, the Sioux cross back into the U.S.
Three Mounties accompany them.
EXT. FORT BUFORD, NORTH DAKOTA - DAY
The Sioux, emaciated, dirty, and haggard, reach the
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entrance to the fort, no more than a few soldiers manning
the dirt road into it. A couple of Indian interpreters
stand with them.
Sitting Bull walks at the back of the line.
The Sioux toss their pistols and rifles on the ground as
the pass by the soldiers.
Sitting Bull walks with his son CROW FOOT, 8, the last of
the two Sioux in the line.
Sitting Bull hands CROW FOOT his Winchester rifle.
SITTING BULL
I want it to be known that I was the
last man of my tribe to surrender.
The Interpreters nod.
Sitting Bull motions to Crow Foot, who tosses the rifle
into the pile of weapons.
EXT. FORT BUFORD - DAY
Sitting Bull and his followers climb on to wagons.
EXT. STANDING ROCK AGENCY - DAY
Sitting Bull and his followers climb out of the wagons.
People greet them like celebrities.
They guide him around the Agency, where he sees many old
friends and other chiefs, all of whom gained weight. He
sees Gall, now twenty pounds heavier. They hug and greet
like old friends.
BULL HEAD, 35, watches from a short distance away, looking
unimpressed.
Sitting Bull looks around, seeing more cabins than tipis. He
also sees gardens and small plots for growing vegetables
near cabins.
He sees another, larger building, with children going in and
out of it. Near it lie the largest building, one with a
steepled roof and a cross at the top.
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Everyone waits for him to speak.
SITTING BULL
Well, my friends. It looks like the
Great Father has finally conquered
us all.
INT. FORT YATES, NEAR STANDING ROCK, MCLAUGHLIN'S OFFICE DAY
McLaughlin sits behind his desk as LOUIS PRIMEAU, 30,
European features but brown skin and black hair, also with
a handlebar mustache, speaks.
LOUIS PRIMEAU
It's already starting. He's heard
about the commission trying to divvy
up the reservation lands.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
And?
LOUIS PRIMEAU
And he's convincing them to refuse
to do it. To resist.
McLaughlin rolls his eyes.
LOUIS PRIMEAU (CONT'D)
If you think things were difficult
with these people before, just wait.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
I'm not going to let it get that
far.
LOUIS PRIMEAU
The people are already
factionalizing. Most are with him.
Even I underestimated how much
influence he still carries.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
Most are with him, but that means
some are not?
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LOUIS PRIMEAU
Oh, yeah. He's got several, well,
enemies isn't the right word, but,
let's say, antagonists.
McLaughlin nods.
EXT. FORT YATES - DAY
A lone man on horseback rides up to the entrance of the
Agency.
EXT. FORT YATES, MCLAUGHLIN'S OFFICE - DAY
McLaughlin sits behind his desk. JOHN BURKE, 43,
overweight, receding hairline, with long, brown, curly
hair, and a thick handlebar mustache, sits on the other
side of the desk.
McLaughlin finishes reading a letter. He scoffs.
JOHN BURKE
Buffalo Bill is a business man
foremost, and he knows there's
money to be made here.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
You all want to parade him around?
Is that it? Treat him like a
celebrity for his part in Custer's
death?
JOHN BURKE
No, no, no, sir. Nothing like that.
We just know how much name
recognition Sitting Bull already
has. When we get the big names, we
get more people coming in to the
shows.
McLaughlin sits up in his chair.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
You know, he can be a real pain in
the ass.
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JOHN BURKE
That's where I come in. I know how
to handle folks. How do you think
I've been working with Buffalo Bill
for so long?
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
How long's that now?
JOHN BURKE
Shoot. Going on eight years or so.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
Might be nice to have him out of the
way for a bit.
JOHN BURKE
Remember, money to be made for
everyone.
McLaughlin mulls it over for a moment.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
You've had a long ride, no doubt.
We'll get you a bed, some food.
Let me sleep on it for a day or two.
EXT. STANDING ROCK AGENCY - DAY
A score of Indians dance around a totem.
McLaughlin rides over with Louis Primeau and sees Sitting
Bull in the center, next to the totem, chanting something
while a score of dancers dance around the circle.
McLaughlin exhales slowly and shakes his head.
INT. TRAIN - DAY
Sitting Bull sits in a window seat, passing the country
side, which little by little grows into urban sprawls.
EXT. WILD WEST SHOW GROUNDS, MONTREAL - DAY
Sitting Bull and his entourage pull up to the grounds for
the Wild West Show, fifteen acres of land, most of it
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covered with white tents and some tipis in the distance.
In the middle, stands a large wooden arena, two stories
high, and outside vendors set up booths and small stages
for sideshows.
People go about their business, including scores of
Indians. No one pays any mind to Sitting Bull.
Sitting Bull sees Buffalo Bill, directing people at the
gates of the entrance of the arena.
Two-meter statues sandwich the entrance gates. One says,
"Pilot of the Ocean, 1st Pioneer". The other is a statue of
Buffalo Bill: "Pilot of the Prarie, Last Pioneer".
Buffalo Bill turns. Seeing Sitting Bull, he runs over.
BUFFALO BILL
Whew. I'm glad you guys made it.
He grabs Sitting Bull's hand and shakes it. Someone
interprets.

BUFFALO BILL (CONT'D)
How was the trip?
After the interpreter communicates, Sitting Bull responds
in English.
SITTING BULL
Good.
BUFFALO BILL
Well, we got your cabin all set up.
Let me show you around first.
EXT. WILD WEST SHOW - DAY
Side by side, Sitting Bull and Buffalo Bill enter the gates
of the arena.
Through the gates, Sitting Bull sees the arena itself, open
land, something the size of a football field, with a
two-story painted canvas in the background, which shows
snow-covered mountains and pine trees.
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More than a score of Indians and another score of whites
dressed like soldiers, all on horseback, ride around.
BUFFALO BILL
You don't have to do much for the
main show. We'll keep you over at
the side there, and you'll ride out
for the crowd.
The sounds of rifles FIRE as sharpshooters practice hitting
targets.
One of them, a woman, ANNIE OAKLEY, 25, with long brown
hair, in a dress and a cowboy hat shoots with ease. A man
throws some clay targets in the air in quick succession,
and she BLASTS them all.
Sitting Bull nods.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S CABIN - DAY
Buffalo Bill walks with Sitting Bull and his entourage to a
log cabin.

BUFFALO BILL
I know you're used to tipis, but I
wanted you to be real comfortable.
And this is a cabin fit for a king.
Sitting Bull assesses the dwelling and nods.
SITTING BULL
(In English) Thank
you.
BUFFALO BILL
Hey, you ever eat ice cream?
The interpreter asks Sitting Bull in Sioux. He
shakes his head.
BUFFALO BILL (CONT'D)
Shoot. You have to try some. Johnny!
Get this man some ice cream.
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Sitting Bull enters the cabin. It has a fireplace, a bed, a
table with chairs, and even some cookware.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S CABIN - LATER
Sitting Bull leaves the cabin. He walks off, leaving the
door opened. He walks among the other tents in the little
camp.
One tent has a small row of flowers lining both sides of the
entrance, which is open. Inside, a Annie Oakley sits at a
center table, writing something.
The tent has a bed on one side, a trunk on the other, with
pictures and rifles on display everywhere. A rocking chair
sits in front of the tent.
She looks up and inhales.
ANNIE OAKLEY
I know you!
She gets up and comes out to meet him.
ANNIE OAKLEY (CONT'D)
You're that chief, Sitting Bull,
right?
He nods.
SITTING BULL
(In English) Sitting
Bull.
ANNIE OAKLEY
I've seen your picture all over.
SITTING BULL
You. Good.
He mimes shooting a rifle.
ANNIE OAKLEY
Hey, can I have your autograph?
SITTING BULL
Auto-graph?
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ANNIE OAKLEY
Yeah, when you sign your name.
SITTING BULL
Sign? Sitting Bull no sign nothing
again.
She eyes him for a moment.
ANNIE OAKLEY
No, this isn't for a treaty or
anything. It's for fun.
SITTING BULL
Sign for fun.
ANNIE OAKLEY
Yeah, come on.
She goes back to her table and sits. She waves him in to
the tent.
He enters. Looks around for a moment.
She motions to the chair.
ANNIE OAKLEY (CONT'D)
Sit.
He does.
She slides a paper and a ball-point pen to him.
Your name.

ANNIE OAKLEY (CONT'D)

SITTING BULL
My name?
He writes something.
She looks at it and sees a drawing of a sitting buffalo
bull.
ANNIE OAKLEY
You know how to write it in English?
He shakes his head.
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ANNIE OAKLEY (CONT'D)
I'll show you.
She takes the pen and starts writing.
INT. MCLAUGHLIN'S OFFICE, FORT YATES. DAY.
McLaughlin reads and shuffles through some papers will
sitting at his desk.
A KNOCK comes from his office door before it opens. An Army
PRIVATE enters.
PRIVATE
Agent McLaughlin, sir?
Not looking up,
MCLAUGHLIN
Hmm...?
PRIVATE
That one you wanted see is here.
Mclaughlin looks up and gestures to send him in. The Private
steps out. McLaughlin lets out a quick smile before
suppressing it.
Bullhead steps through the doorway.
MCLAUGHLIN
Come on in. Bullhead, isn't it?
He stands up and gestures to the chairs in front of his
desk.
BULLHEAD
Henry Bullhead, sir. My friends call
me Henry.
He takes a seat.
MCLAUGHLIN
Henry it is. You speak English
pretty good, eh?
BULLHEAD
It's my favorite language.
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That one gets a smile out of McLaughlin. He closes his
office door and then goes to a cabinet behind his desk.
MCLAUGHLIN
You speak the some of the Indian
languages, too?
BULLHEAD
Several.
MCLAUGHLIN
Well, I've been asking people
around, trying to see if I can find
someone to help me with some
things.
McLaughlin opens up the cabinet. The CLINKING of glasses
comes out from it.
He faces Bullhead and places two liquor glasses on the
desk.
MCLAUGHLIN (CONT'D)
And your name keeps coming up.
McLaughlin uncorks the bottle and pours some liquor in both
glasses.
MCLAUGHLIN (CONT'D)
And I hear you got some friends.
Bullhead nods.
MCLAUGHLIN (CONT'D)
Well, I got a job to do out here.
Help the Indians take up some of our
ways. You know, just to make life
easier for them. Farming, putting
down roots in one place.
He slides a glass toward Bullhead.
MCLAUGHLIN (CONT'D)
Maybe you can help.
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BULLHEAD
What do you need?
McLaughlin takes a sip from his glass.
MCLAUGHLIN
I'm thinking about having some
police here at the reservation. You
know what I mean by police?
Of course.
MCLAUGHLIN
God knows there are plenty of Army
men willing to come out here and
work. But maybe it'd be just as easy
to make some of you boys police of
the Agency.
Bullhead picks up the glass from the desk.
MCLAUGHLIN (CONT'D)
As police, I'd have to pay you a
bit. Give you all some weapons, of
course. But you'd be responsible
for keeping order with your people.
Helping me do my job. You think
you'd be up to the task?

BULLHEAD
I might.
MCLAUGHLIN
The police would also need
something of a leader. Answer to me
and my men but a leader of the
police.
McLaughlin opens a drawer to his desk and takes out
something metal. He shows it to Bullhead.
MCLAUGHLIN (CONT'D)
How about being the boss? Lieutenant
Bullhead?
He extends the badge to Bullhead, who gulps the liquor,
takes the badge, and lets a little smile slip.
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BULLHEAD
Lieutenant Bullhead.
MCLAUGHLIN
Has a nice ring to it, don't it?
BULLHEAD
I think it does. Who will be the
other police?
MCLAUGHLIN
Why don't you start recruiting some
men? state with men you can trust.
Maybe some friends. Know any?
I think I do.
He pins the badge to his shirt. Speaking Sioux, he says to
himself...
BULLHEAD (CONT'D)
The metal breasts.
McLaughlin looks at him a little suspiciously for a moment.
EXT. WILD WEST SHOW ARENA - DAY
The stands in the arena fill with almost 18,000 people. All
the show performers are off to one side.
A band comes to the center and starts playing "The Star
Spangled Banner". The crowd CHEERS.
Then, a parade of soldiers from several countries trot around
in the arena, countries such as the U.S., France, England,
German, Russia, and others. Each soldier wears the uniform
and accoutrements of his country.
When they finish, Annie Oakley rides out, SHOOTING an array
of long-distance targets. She dismounts, and a man throw clay
targets in the air as she SHOOTS them.
For her final act, she rests the muzzle of her rifle on her
shoulder, pulls out a hand mirror, and SHOOTS them all from
behind.
The crowd loves it.
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She climbs back on her horse and exits just as a stage coach
rides out, "Deadwood Mail Coach" written on its side.
Then, a half dozen Indians ride out, YELLING war cries,
SHOOTING rifles and arrows deliberately wide.
Then, a dozen cowboys ride out, led by Buffalo Bill. They
shoot at the Indians, who sprint off.
Buffalo Bill comes back to the center of the arena, takes
off his hat, and bows in the saddle.
The crowd eats it up, CHEERING like mad.
An assistant comes out and throws some glass targets up in
the air, and Bill SHOOTS them all.
BUFFALO BILL
Ladies and Gentlemen, I present the
Champion of the Indian!
Sitting Bull!
Sitting Bull rides out, dressed more flamboyantly for war
than he ever had.
The crowd CHEERS.
Sitting Bull takes a couple of laps around the arena and
leaves.
Then, a score of men dressed like soldiers ride to the
center of the arena, most of them dismounting.
The Indians dash after them, WHOOPING and YELLING as they
all SHOOT.
Sitting Bull watches. He sees one man in particular with
long blond hair and a wide-brimmed hat hold his side and
stumble around as he melodramatically SHOOTS at the
Indians. Then, he falls.
The Indians rides off. After a moment, the soldiers, all
lying and still on the ground, stand and take a bow as the
crowd CHEERS.
EXT. WILD WEST SHOW GROUNDS - LATER
Sitting Bull takes photos with whites and signs his
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autograph, just like Annie Oakley showed him. With each
customer, he gets a couple of green bills.
He looks at the line, and it sprawls around and out of his
sight.
EXT. DOWNTOWN MONTREAL - LATER
Sitting Bull and his entourage walk around downtown part of
the city as some reporters walk with them.
Horse-drawn carriages roll down the street. Large
brick-and-mortar buildings loom overhead, some with Gothic
architecture, others with Greco-Roman.
A high-wheel bicycle goes past them, and Sitting Bull stops
and stares.
Sitting next to one a government building, discernible by
its Roman columns, a man in ragged, dirty clothes sits on
the steps with no shoes, holding his hands open, not
looking at anyone.
REPORTER
Sitting Bull, what do you think of
the white man's cities.
After the interpreter relays the question, Sitting Bull
answers in Lakota.
SITTING BULL
I think the white man can build many
wonderful things, but he doesn't
know how to share.
He walks over to the beggar and gives him a fistful of
money. The man's face and eyes light up.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S CABIN - EVENING
Buffalo Bill KNOCKS on the cabin's door, holding a square
black box. Sitting Bull opens and comes out to meet him.
BUFFALO BILL
I know you're leaving tomorrow, so I
just wanted to say goodbye.
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SITTING BULL
(In English)
Buffalo Bill Cody. Good friend of
Sitting Bull.
BUFFALO BILL
Sitting Bull. Good friend of Buffalo
Bill Cody.
He extends the box to Sitting Bull.
BUFFALO BILL (CONT'D)
A gift.
Sitting Bull takes the box, opens it, and pulls out a brown
felt hat with a Monarch butterfly pinned to the brim.
Buffalo Bill motions for Sitting Bull to put it on.
He does.
Buffalo Bill extends a hand.
BUFFALO BILL (CONT'D)
Goodbye for now, my friend.
Sitting Bull takes his hand and shakes it.
SITTING BULL
(In English)
Goodbye, my friend.

INT. TRAIN - DAY
Wearing the hat Buffalo Bill gave him, Sitting Bull sits in a
window seat, heading in the opposite direction from the last
train ride. The urban setting changes into the passing
country side.
EXT. FORT YATES - DAY
Louis Primeau sits atop his horse, waiting.
McLaughlin comes riding out.
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LOUIS PRIMEAU
You need to see this.
EXT. STANDING ROCK AGENCY - DAY
From a nearby hill a short distance away, McLaughlin and
Primeau watch as the Sioux dance. This time, instead of a
score, there are 100 people dancing and another 100
watching.
Sitting Bull sits in the middle, next to a totem, chanting
a prayer.
LOUIS PRIMEAU
They call it the Ghost Dance.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
What's that supposed to mean?
Primeau looks at him apprehensively.
LOUIS PRIMEAU
You're not going to like this part.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
Let's have it.
LOUIS PRIMEAU
It's supposed to do with a prophecy.
McLaughlin looks at him.
LOUIS PRIMEAU (CONT'D)
The prophecy tells the end of white
expansion.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
And who's the prophet that foretold
this? Sitting Bull?
LOUIS PRIMEAU
No. Another leader somewhere else.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
But these people seem to be running
with it. Especially our old friend
there.
A woman collapses from the dance. A few others carry her
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over to Sitting Bull and lay her in front of him.
Bull Ghost, 40, dressed in a war bonnet and paint, comes to
their position and yells something.
All the dancing and music stop.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN (CONT'D)
What was that?
LOUIS PRIMEAU
He said that the woman has gone to
the spirit world.
McLaughlin sees Sitting Bull put his ear to her lips. Then,
Sitting Bull says something in audible.
Bull Ghost recounts the words.
LOUIS PRIMEAU (CONT'D)
He says the woman visited with dead
relatives. And thatHe listens for a moment.
LOUIS PRIMEAU (CONT'D)
And that the relatives send their
strength and magic.
McLaughlin starts turning his horse.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
I've seen and heard enough. Go find
that Bullhead and send him to my
office.
EXT. FORT YATES, MCLAUGHLIN'S OFFICE - LATER
McLaughlin sits at his desk looking over something he
wrote.
A PRIVATE, 25, walks in.
PRIVATE
Sir?
McLaughlin stands and hands him the paper.
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JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
Rush that to the telegraph
operators.
The Private nods, takes the paper, and rushes out.
Bullhead walk in, wearing a police uniform, a hat, and the
silver metal badge above his heart.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN (CONT'D)
Lieutenant. Looks like we have a
problem down there at the Standing
Rock Agency.
BULLHEAD
Sir?
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
We need to talk about that Sitting
Bull. I think I have an opportunity
to send him away for a bit, but it
looks like things are coming to a
head.
EXT. STANDING ROCK AGENCY - DAY
McLaughlin waits atop his horse. Louis Primeau and some
other officers wait with him.
Sitting Bull and some of his followers walk over.
LOUIS PRIMEAU
(In Lakota)
Sitting Bull, there will be a
meeting in the Great Father's city
between the whites and the Indians.
Agent McLaughlin and I will go. He
wants you to go.
SITTING BULL
What is the meeting for?
LOUIS PRIMEAU
It's about the lands on the Agency.
They want to negotiate some
changes. They want as many leaders
and chiefs as possible to go.
Sitting Bull looks to his entourage, all of whom nod.
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INT. TRAIN - DAY
Sitting Bull sits in a car packed with his fellow Sioux.
Louis Primeau and a TAILOR, 45, with a tape measure around
his neck, along with his assistants enter the train car.
Sitting Bull can't hear, but he says something to the man
seated closest to him. Louis motions to the Tailor and to
the assistants.
The man stands up, and the tailor takes a few measurements,
the chest, back, arm length, and leg length.
The men in the back of the car look at each other
curiously.
EXT. FORT YATES - DAY
A thousand soldiers arrive on horseback.
EXT. CAPITOL BUILDING, WASHINGTON D.C. - DAY
The Indians arrive outside the capitol building. They all
wear black suits. Some of them have their own hats. Sitting
Bull wears the one from Buffalo Bill.
Sitting Bull studies the building, looking at the steps and
the Roman columns while the others start filling in.
INT. CAPITOL BUILDING - DAY
The meeting chamber holds typical decor, from paintings of
the founding fathers to brown furniture.
The ommissioners, all older white men, sit at a long,
rectangular table in front of all eighty Indians, who sit
in chairs.
Sitting Bull sees Gall, now even heavier than last time.
Louis Primmeau stands.
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LOUIS PRIMEAU
Brothers. We gather here today
because the agents of the Great
Father want to discuss the future of
our lands, the Agency lands.
Some scoffing trickles from the crowd.
LOUIS PRIMEAU (CONT'D)
They want to buy more land from you
in order to sell it to settlers. We
all understand this is a
complicated deal, but they want us
all to know that we'll only make
deals if we all agree.
Sitting Bull stands.
SITTING BULL
If you had asked before we left, I
could have given my answer then. I
will not agree to giving or selling
our lands. I will sign nothing.
He turns to the others.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
Brothers. Let us remain as one as
we did before the wasichus came
into our country. We have no reason
to believe them or trust them. They
have lied, cheated, chased, and
killed us.
Primeau turns and looks at the commissioners. One of them
makes a motion with his hand, as if saying, "Let him talk."
EXT. CAPITOL BUILDING - LATER
All the Indians and commissioners line up on the steps of the
capitol building. They whites take the front row on the
bottom. The Indians start at the second row. Each row has two
steps separating them.
The PHOTOGRAPHER, 40, adjusts the camera.
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Sitting Bull stands at the left, third row back. He holds
his hat with his right hand, fidgeting with it a bit.
He takes a small step to his side, slightly separating
himself from the group.
INT. TRAIN - DAY
Sitting Bull sits at the window seat, watching the country
go by.
Gall plops down next to him.
Sitting Bull sees him but doesn't say anything.
GALL
We had to do it, brother.
SITTING BULL
We don't have to do anything but
resist.
GALL
They already won. If we work with
them, things will be easier for us.
SITTING BULL
War is always easier when the enemy
surrenders. And one surrendered, we
will never regain what is lost.
He pokes Gall's stomach.
SITTING BULL (CONT'D)
It looks like you've been enjoying
working with them.
Gall gets up and leaves. Sitting Bull goes back to watching
the countryside.
EXT. STANDING ROCK AGENCY - DAY
Sitting Bull emerges from his cabin, wearing his usual
buckskin clothes.
As he walks through the agency, several men still wear
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their black suits from the delegation.
Sitting Bull walks away from the dwellings a couple of
miles to a hill.
He sits and closes his eyes.
A muffled VOICE makes him open his eyes.
A meadowlark stands before him, looking straight at him.
Sitting Bull leans forward.
MEADOWLARK
Lakotas will end you.
The bird flies off. Sitting Bull closes his eyes.
EXT. STANDING ROCK AGENCY - DAY
The Ghost Dance rages with several hundred people
participating and another hundred watching.
Sitting Bull stands in the middle.
SITTING BULL
It will be a mild winter. Snow will
not stop us from dancing.
McLaughlin, Primeau, and Bullhead watch from a nearby hill.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
They say it's worse at the Pine
Ridge Agency.
(MORE)
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN (CONT'D)
All we need is for all these people
to get together, or for someone to
say the wrong thing, and we'll have
a full fledged revolt on our hands.

LOUIS PRIMEAU
The people are afraid of all of the
soldiers nearby.
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BULLHEAD
Not all of them.

LOUIS PRIMEAU
The ones dancing, those are the ones
afraid. They dance for protection.
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
I don't see anyone else directing
this dance except my old friend.
Bullhead, gather your men. Bring
Sitting Bull in tomorrow morning. We
need to separate him from everyone
else.
Bullhead nods.
INT. SITTING BULL'S CABIN - NIGHT
A fire burns in the fire place, CRACKLING, and providing an
orange glow to the interior. Sitting Bull's wives sleep next
to him, and the children sleep in the other beds.
Sitting Bull awakes, his eye popping open.
He sits up and turns his gaze slowly towards the fireplace.
He stares at it, unmoving, almost unbreathing.
A short flame springs up. It grows into a tiny Thunderbird.
Dark figures emerge from the fire, SHOOTING at it.
The Thunderbird gets hit, plunging to the ground. When it
lands, the flames scatters.
After a moment, tears well up in his eyes.
He blinks and comes back to himself. His chin drops to his
chest, just as a tear runs down his cheek.
INT. SITTING BULL'S CABIN - DAWN
A fist POUNDS on his door.
Everyone stirs. Crowfoot, now 14, jumps to his feet first.
A voice on the other side makes a demand.
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EXT. SITTING BULL'S CABIN - MINUTES LATER
Sitting Bull exits the cabin.
He sees about 30 Indian police, all wearing their uniforms,
hats, badges, all with guns drawn.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S CABIN - MOMENTS LATER
CATCH-THE-BEAR, 35, with a blanket over his shoulders,
gives something to Crowfoot.
The crowd JEERS at the police.
OLD MAN
What's his crime?
Someone throws mud at the Indian police.
OLD WOMAN
Where are you taking him?
SIOUX WOMAN
You police are cowards!
The police with guns point them at the crowd as they walk,
but the people stand their ground.
The police stop the march. Some officers lead a horse over.
Bull Head SPEAKS so that all can hear.
BULL HEAD
Get on the horse, Tatanka Iyotake.
After you see the agent, you can
come back to your house.
SITTING BULL
You know I can't mount. Even if I
were strong, I wouldn't.
Bull Head motions to some of the other police, who grab
Sitting Bull and start pulling him toward the horse.
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The crowd erupts in YELLING. They sling mud, rocks, and
debris and the police.
From one side of the crowd, Catch-the-Bear drops his
blanket, shoulders the rifle he was hiding and takes aim.
From another side, Crowfoot does the same.
A shot RINGS out.
And then another. And another. Another another in a quick
fury.
Bullhead gets hit in the side and drops, raising his pistol
at Sitting Bull and FIRING.
Red Tomahawk FIRES.
People scatter, YELLING and SCREAMING, while braves pounce
on the Indian police with pistols, knives, and clubs.
When the fighting stops, a half dozen Indian police and
another half dozen Sioux are down, all unmoving.
EXT. SITTING BULL'S CABIN - MORNING
A morning fog settles on the camp. Soldiers have a
perimeter around the scene.
CAPTAIN EDMUND GUSTAVE FECHET, 46, walks among the carnage,
assessing the losses. Women WAIL nearby.
Among the Indian police, he sees Bullhead dead. Among the
Sioux, he sees Sitting Bull dead, as well as
Catch-The-Bear, Crowfoot, and Stays Back.
CAPTAIN FECHET
What the hell happened here?
EXT. NORTH DAKOTA PLAINS - TWILIGHT
The sky moves with purple ripples; a large, lone tree stands
in the distance.
Sitting Bull lies face down on the green grass.
A hand touches his shoulder, and he looks up, surprised.
The hand extends. Sitting Bull takes it, getting pulled to
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his feet.
Hello, son.

RETURNS-AGAIN

Returns-Again, about 30, looks healthy and strong. He hugs
Sitting Bull.
When they finish, Sitting Bull sees Her-Holy-Door, as a young
woman, standing there.
They hug without saying a word.
Out of the corner of his eye, he sees children. He turns
towards them. He kneels, and they rush into his arms.
When he looks up, he sees Scarlet Woman and Light Hair.
He stands as they approach.
More people approach from all sides.
Crow Foot, 14, comes over next. Then Stays Back. Then
Catch-the-Bear. Then Four Horns. Then Crazy Horse. They all
come over to hug and greet him.
Tears stream down Sitting Bull's cheeks.
He turns in a circle. As far as he can see, people from all
directions come towards him to greet and hug him.
FADE OUT:

THE END
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